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FOREWORD
Ethics and Governance of Artificial Intelligence for Health
WHO Guidance
Foreword by Dr Soumya Swaminathan, Chief Scientist
”Our future is a race between the growing power of technology
and the wisdom with which we use it.”
Stephen Hawking
This quote by the famed physics Nobel Laureate reminds us of the great opportunities and challenges
that new technologies hold in the health sector and beyond. In order to harness the power of science
and innovation, WHO’s Science Division was created in 2019 to support Member States in achieving the
health-related Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and emergency preparedness and response. The
Division provides global leadership in translating the latest in science, evidence, innovation, and digital
solutions to improve health and health equity for all. This is in keeping with WHO’s 13th Programme of
Work (2019-2023) which stipulates that “…WHO’s normative guidance will be informed by developments
at the frontier of new scientific disciplines such as genomics, epigenetics, gene editing, artificial
intelligence, and big data, all of which pose transformational opportunities but also risks to global health.”
Artificial intelligence (AI) has enormous potential for strengthening the delivery of health care and
medicine and helping all countries achieve universal health coverage. This includes improved diagnosis
and clinical care, enhancing health research and drug development and assisting with the deployment
of different public health interventions, such as disease surveillance, outbreak response, and health
systems management.
AI could also benefit low- and middle-income countries, especially in countries that may have significant
gaps in health care delivery and services for which AI could play a role. With the help of AI-based tools,
governments could extend health care services to underserved populations, improve public health
surveillance, and enable healthcare providers to better attend to patients and engage in complex care.
At the same time, for AI to have a beneficial impact on public health and medicine, ethical
considerations and human rights must be placed at the centre of the design, development, and
deployment of AI technologies for health. For AI to be used effectively for health, existing biases in
healthcare services and systems based on race, ethnicity, age, and gender, that are encoded in data
used to train algorithms, must be overcome. Governments will need to eliminate a pre-existing digital
divide (or the uneven distribution of access to) the use of information and communication technologies.
Such a digital divide not only limits use of AI in low- and middle-income countries but can also lead to
the exclusion of populations in rich countries, whether based on gender, geography, culture, religion,
language, or age.
Many of the world’s largest technology companies are investing heavily in the collection of data
(including health data), the development of algorithms, and AI deployment. The proliferation of AI could
lead to the delivery of healthcare services in unregulated contexts and by unregulated providers, which
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might create challenges for government oversight of health care. Therefore, appropriate regulatory
oversight mechanisms must be developed to make the private sector accountable and responsive
to those who can benefit from AI products and services, and can ensure that private sector decisionmaking and operations are transparent.
If employed wisely, AI has the potential to empower patients and communities to assume control of
their own health care and better understand their evolving needs. But if we do not take appropriate
measures, AI could also lead to situations where decisions that should be made by providers and
patients are transferred to machines, which would undermine human autonomy, as humans may
neither understand how an AI technology arrives at a decision, nor be able to negotiate with a
technology to reach a shared decision. In the context of AI for health, autonomy means that humans
should remain in full control of health-care systems and medical decisions.
This WHO guidance document is the result of a two-year development process led by two Departments
in the Science Division - Digital Health and Innovation and Research For Health. WHO has worked with
a leading group of twenty experts to identify core principles to promote the ethical use of AI for health
- these are the first consensus principles in this field. The six core principles identified by the WHO
Expert Group are the following: (1) Protect autonomy; (2) Promote human well-being, human safety, and
the public interest; (3) Ensure transparency, explainability, and intelligibility; (4) Foster responsibility and
accountability; (5) Ensure inclusiveness and equity; (6) Promote AI that is responsive and sustainable.
To implement these principles and human rights obligations into practice, all stakeholders, whether
designers and programmers, providers, and patients, as well as Ministries of Health and Ministries of
Information Technology, must work together to integrate ethical norms at every stage of a technology’s
design, development, and deployment.
Finally, I would like to thank all experts, stakeholders, and partners in the UN family and beyond who made
essential contributions to the development of this document. I hope that this report will help to ensure
that the development and use of AI for health will be guided by appropriate ethical norms and standards,
so all populations can equally benefit from the great promise of these technologies in the future.

Dr Soumya Swaminathan
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Artificial Intelligence (AI) refers to the ability of algorithms encoded in technology
to learn from data so that they can perform automated tasks without every step in
the process having to be programmed explicitly by a human. WHO recognizes that
AI holds great promise for the practice of public health and medicine. WHO also
recognizes that, to fully reap the benefits of AI, ethical challenges for health care
systems, practitioners and beneficiaries of medical and public health services must be
addressed. Many of the ethical concerns described in this report predate the advent of
AI, although AI itself presents a number of novel concerns.
Whether AI can advance the interests of patients and communities depends on
a collective effort to design and implement ethically defensible laws and policies
and ethically designed AI technologies. There are also potential serious negative
consequences if ethical principles and human rights obligations are not prioritized by
those who fund, design, regulate or use AI technologies for health. AI’s opportunities
and challenges are thus inextricably linked.
AI can augment the ability of health-care providers to improve patient care, provide
accurate diagnoses, optimize treatment plans, support pandemic preparedness and
response, inform the decisions of health policy-makers or allocate resources within
health systems. To unlock this potential, health-care workers and health systems must
have detailed information on the contexts in which such systems can function safely
and effectively, the conditions necessary to ensure reliable, appropriate use, and the
mechanisms for continuous auditing and assessment of system performance. Healthcare workers and health systems must have access to education and training in order
to use and maintain these systems under the conditions for their safe, effective use.
AI can also empower patients and communities to assume control of their own
health care and better understand their evolving needs. To achieve this, patients and
communities require assurance that their rights and interests will not be subordinated
to the powerful commercial interests of technology companies or the interests of
governments in surveillance and social control. It also requires that the potential of AI
to detect risks to patient or community health is incorporated into health systems in a
way that advances human autonomy and dignity and does not displace humans from
the centre of health decision-making.
AI can enable resource-poor countries, where patients often have restricted access
to health-care workers or medical professionals, to bridge gaps in access to health
services. AI systems must be carefully designed to reflect the diversity of socioeconomic and health-care settings and be accompanied by training in digital skills,
community engagement and awareness-raising. Systems based primarily on data of
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individuals in high-income countries may not perform well for individuals in low- and
middle-income settings. Country investments in AI and the supporting infrastructure
should therefore help to build effective health-care systems by avoiding AI that
encodes biases that are detrimental to equitable provision of and access to healthcare services.
This guidance document, produced jointly by WHO’s Health Ethics and Governance
unit in the department of Research for Health and by the department of Digital Health
and Innovation, is based on the collective views of a WHO Expert Group on Ethics and
Governance of AI for Health, which comprised 20 experts in public health, medicine,
law, human rights, technology and ethics. The group analysed many opportunities and
challenges of AI and recommended policies, principles and practices for ethical use
of AI for health and means to avoid its misuse to undermine human rights and legal
obligations.
AI for health has been affected by the COVID-19 pandemic. Although the pandemic is
not a focus of this report, it has illustrated the opportunities and challenges associated
with AI for health. Numerous new applications have emerged for responding to
the pandemic, while other applications have been found to be ineffective. Several
applications have raised ethical concerns in relation to surveillance, infringement on
the rights of privacy and autonomy, health and social inequity and the conditions
necessary for trust and legitimate uses of data-intensive applications. During their
deliberations on this report, members of the expert group prepared interim WHO
guidance for the use of proximity tracking applications for COVID-19 contact-tracing.
Key ethical principles for the use of AI for health
This report endorses a set of key ethical principles. WHO hopes that these principles
will be used as a basis for governments, technology developers, companies, civil
society and inter-governmental organizations to adopt ethical approaches to
appropriate use of AI for health. The six principles are summarized below and
explained in depth in Section 5.
Protecting human autonomy: Use of AI can lead to situations in which decisionmaking power could be transferred to machines. The principle of autonomy requires
that the use of AI or other computational systems does not undermine human
autonomy. In the context of health care, this means that humans should remain in
control of health-care systems and medical decisions. Respect for human autonomy
also entails related duties to ensure that providers have the information necessary
to make safe, effective use of AI systems and that people understand the role that
such systems play in their care. It also requires protection of privacy and
confidentiality and obtaining valid informed consent through appropriate legal
frameworks for data protection.
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Promoting human well-being and safety and the public interest. AI technologies
should not harm people. The designers of AI technologies should satisfy regulatory
requirements for safety, accuracy and efficacy for well-defined use cases or indications.
Measures of quality control in practice and quality improvement in the use of AI over
time should be available. Preventing harm requires that AI not result in mental or
physical harm that could be avoided by use of an alternative practice or approach.
Ensuring transparency, explainability and intelligibility. AI technologies should
be intelligible or understandable to developers, medical professionals, patients, users
and regulators. Two broad approaches to intelligibility are to improve the transparency
of AI technology and to make AI technology explainable. Transparency requires that
sufficient information be published or documented before the design or deployment
of an AI technology and that such information facilitate meaningful public consultation
and debate on how the technology is designed and how it should or should not be
used. AI technologies should be explainable according to the capacity of those to
whom they are explained.
Fostering responsibility and accountability. Humans require clear, transparent
specification of the tasks that systems can perform and the conditions under which
they can achieve the desired performance. Although AI technologies perform specific
tasks, it is the responsibility of stakeholders to ensure that they can perform those
tasks and that AI is used under appropriate conditions and by appropriately trained
people. Responsibility can be assured by application of “human warranty”, which
implies evaluation by patients and clinicians in the development and deployment of AI
technologies. Human warranty requires application of regulatory principles upstream
and downstream of the algorithm by establishing points of human supervision.
If something goes wrong with an AI technology, there should be accountability.
Appropriate mechanisms should be available for questioning and for redress for
individuals and groups that are adversely affected by decisions based on algorithms.
Ensuring inclusiveness and equity. Inclusiveness requires that AI for health be
designed to encourage the widest possible appropriate, equitable use and access,
irrespective of age, sex, gender, income, race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, ability or
other characteristics protected under human rights codes. AI technology, like any
other technology, should be shared as widely as possible. AI technologies should be
available for use not only in contexts and for needs in high-income settings but also
in the contexts and for the capacity and diversity of LMIC. AI technologies should not
encode biases to the disadvantage of identifiable groups, especially groups that are
already marginalized. Bias is a threat to inclusiveness and equity, as it can result in
a departure, often arbitrary, from equal treatment. AI technologies should minimize
inevitable disparities in power that arise between providers and patients, between
policy-makers and people and between companies and governments that create
xiii
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and deploy AI technologies and those that use or rely on them. AI tools and systems
should be monitored and evaluated to identify disproportionate effects on specific
groups of people. No technology, AI or otherwise, should sustain or worsen existing
forms of bias and discrimination.
Promoting AI that is responsive and sustainable. Responsiveness requires that
designers, developers and users continuously, systematically and transparently
assess AI applications during actual use. They should determine whether AI
responds adequately and appropriately and according to communicated, legitimate
expectations and requirements. Responsiveness also requires that AI technologies be
consistent with wider promotion of the sustainability of health systems, environments
and workplaces. AI systems should be designed to minimize their environmental
consequences and increase energy efficiency. That is, use of AI should be consistent
with global efforts to reduce the impact of human beings on the Earth’s environment,
ecosystems and climate. Sustainability also requires governments and companies to
address anticipated disruptions in the workplace, including training for health-care
workers to adapt to the use of AI systems, and potential job losses due to use of
automated systems.
Overview of the report
This report is divided into nine sections and an annex. Section 1 explains the rationale
for WHO’s engagement in this topic and the intended readership of the report’s
findings, analyses and recommendations. Sections 2 and 3 define AI for health
through its methods and applications. Section 2 provides a non-technical definition
of AI, which includes several forms of machine learning as a subset of AI techniques.
It also defines “big data,” including sources of data that comprise biomedical or health
big data. Section 3 provides a non-comprehensive classification and examples of AI
technologies for health, including applications used in LMIC, such as for medicine,
health research, drug development, health systems management and planning, and
public health surveillance.
Section 4 summarizes the laws, policies and principles that apply or could apply to the
use of AI for health. These include human rights obligations as they apply to AI, the
role of data protection laws and frameworks and other health data laws and policies.
The section describes several frameworks that commend ethical principles for the
use of AI for health, as well as the roles of bioethics, law, public policy and regulatory
frameworks as sources of ethical norms.
Section 5 describes the six ethical principles that the Expert Group identified as
guiding the development and use of AI for health. Section 6 presents the ethical
challenges identified and discussed by the Expert Group to which these guiding
ethical principles can be applied: whether AI should be used; AI and the digital divide;
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data collection and use; accountability and responsibility for decision-making with AI;
autonomous decision-making; bias and discrimination associated with AI; risks of AI
to safety and cybersecurity; impacts of AI on labour and employment in health care;
challenges in the commercialization of AI for health care; and AI and climate change.
The final sections of the report identify legal, regulatory and non-legal measures for
promoting ethical use of AI for health, including appropriate governance frameworks.
Recommendations are provided.
Section 7 examines how various stakeholders can introduce ethical practices,
programmes and measures to anticipate or meet ethical norms and legal obligations.
They include: ethical, transparent design of AI technologies; mechanisms for the
engagement and role of the public and demonstrating trustworthiness with providers
and patients; impact assessment; and a research agenda for ethical use of AI for
health care.
Section 8 is a discussion of how liability regimes may evolve with increasing use
of AI for health care. It includes how liability could be assigned to a health-care
provider, a technology provider and a health-care system or hospital that selects an
AI technology and how the rules of liability might influence how a practitioner uses AI.
The section also considers whether machine-learning algorithms are products, how
to compensate individuals harmed by AI technologies, the role of regulatory agencies
and specific aspects for LMIC.
Section 9 presents elements of a governance framework for AI for health.
“Governance in health” refers to a range of functions for steering and rule-making by
governments and other decision-makers, including international health agencies, to
achieve national health policy objectives conducive to universal health coverage. The
section analyses several governance frameworks either being developed or already
matured. The frameworks discussed are: governance of data, control and benefitsharing, governance of the private sector, governance of the public sector, regulatory
considerations, the role of a policy observatory and model legislation and global
governance of AI.
Finally, the report provides practical advice for implementing the WHO guidance for
three sets of stakeholders: AI technology developers, ministries of health and healthcare providers. The considerations are intended only as a starting-point for contextspecific discussions and decisions by diverse stakeholders.
While the primary readership of this guidance document is ministries of health,
it is also intended for other government agencies, ministries that will regulate AI,
those who use AI technologies for health and entities that design and finance AI
technologies for health.
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Implementation of this guidance will require collective action. Companies and
governments should introduce AI technologies only to improve the human condition
and not for objectives such as unwarranted surveillance or to increase the sale of
unrelated commercial goods and services. Providers should demand appropriate
technologies and use them to maximize both the promise of AI and clinicians’
expertise. Patients, community organizations and civil society should be able to hold
governments and companies to account, to participate in the design of technologies
and rules, to develop new standards and approaches and to demand and seek
transparency to meet their own needs as well as those of their communities and
health systems.
AI for health is a fast-moving, evolving field, and many applications, not yet envisaged,
will emerge with ever-greater public and private investment. WHO may consider
issuing specific guidance for additional tools and applications and may update this
guidance periodically to keep pace with this rapidly changing field.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Digital technologies and artificial intelligence (AI), particularly machine learning, are
transforming medicine, medical research and public health. Technologies based on
AI are now used in health services in countries of the Organization for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD), and its utility is being assessed in low- and
middle-income countries (LMIC). The United Nations Secretary-General has stated that
safe deployment of new technologies, including AI, can help the world to achieve the
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (1), which would include the healthrelated objectives under Sustainable Development Goal 3. AI could also help to meet
global commitments to achieve universal health coverage.
Use of AI for health nevertheless raises trans-national ethical, legal, commercial and
social concerns. Many of these concerns are not unique to AI. The use of software and
computing in health care has challenged developers, governments and providers for
half a century, and AI poses additional, novel ethical challenges that extend beyond
the purview of traditional regulators and participants in health-care systems. These
ethical challenges must be adequately addressed if AI is to be widely used to improve
human health, to preserve human autonomy and to ensure equitable access to such
technologies.
Use of AI technologies for health holds great promise and has already contributed to
important advances in fields such as drug discovery, genomics, radiology, pathology and
prevention. AI could assist health-care providers in avoiding errors and allow clinicians
to focus on providing care and solving complex cases. The potential benefits of these
technologies and the economic and commercial potential of AI for health care presage
ever greater use of AI worldwide.
Unchecked optimism in the potential benefits of AI could, however, veer towards habitual
first recourse to technological solutions to complex problems. Such “techno-optimism”
could make matters worse, for example, by exacerbating the unequal distribution of
access to health-care technologies within and among wealthy and low-income countries
(2). Furthermore, the digital divide could exacerbate inequitable access to health-care
technologies by geography, gender, age or availability of devices, if countries do not
take appropriate measures. Inappropriate use of AI could also perpetuate or exacerbate
bias. Use of limited, low-quality, non-representative data in AI could perpetuate and
deepen prejudices and disparities in health care. Biased inferences, misleading data
analyses and poorly designed health applications and tools could be harmful. Predictive
algorithms based on inadequate or inappropriate data can result in significant racial or
ethnic bias. Use of high-quality, comprehensive datasets is essential.
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AI could present a singular opportunity to augment and improve the capabilities of
over-stretched health-care workers and providers. Yet, the introduction of AI for health
care, as in many other sectors of the global economy, could have a significant negative
impact on the health-care workforce. It could reduce the size of the workforce, limit,
challenge or degrade the skills of health workers, and oblige them to retrain to adapt to
the use of AI. Centuries of medical practice are based on relationships between provider
and patient, and particular care must be taken when introducing AI technologies so that
they do not disrupt such relationships.
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which includes pillars of patient rights such
as dignity, privacy, confidentiality and informed consent, might be dramatically redefined
or undermined as digital technologies take hold and expand. The performance of AI
depends (among other factors) on the nature, type and volume of data and associated
information and the conditions under which such data were gathered. The pursuit of
data, whether by government or companies, could undermine privacy and autonomy
at the service of government or private surveillance or commercial profit. If privacy
and autonomy are not assured, the resulting limitation of the ability to exercise the full
range of human rights, including civil and political rights (such as freedom of movement
and expression) and social and economic rights (such as access to health care and
education), might have a wider impact.
AI technologies, like many information technologies used in health care, are usually
designed by companies or through public–private partnerships (PPPs), although many
governments also develop and deploy these technologies. Some of the world’s largest
technology companies are developing new applications and services, which they either
own or invest in. Many of these companies have already accumulated large quantities of
data, including health data, and exercise significant power in society and the economy.
While these companies may offer innovative approaches, there is concern that they might
eventually exercise too much power in relation to governments, providers and patients.
AI technologies are also changing where people access health care. AI technologies for
health are increasingly distributed outside regulated health-care settings, including at
the workplace, on social media and in the education system. With the rapid proliferation
and evolving uses of AI for health care, including in response to the COVID-19
pandemic, government agencies, academic institutions, foundations, nongovernmental
organizations and national ethics committees are defining how governments and other
entities should use and regulate such technologies effectively. Ethically optimized tools
and applications could sustain widespread use of AI to improve human health and the
quality of life, while mitigating or eliminating many risks and bad practices.
To date, there is no comprehensive international guidance on use of AI for health in
accordance with ethical norms and human rights standards. Most countries do not have
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laws or regulations to regulate use of AI technologies for health care, and their existing
laws may not be adequate or specific enough for this purpose. WHO recognizes that
ethics guidance based on the shared perspectives of the different entities that develop,
use or oversee such technologies is critical to build trust in these technologies, to
guard against negative or erosive effects and to avoid the proliferation of contradictory
guidelines. Harmonized ethics guidance is therefore essential for the design and
implementation of AI for global health.
The primary readership of this guidance document is ministries of health, as it is they
that determine how to introduce, integrate and harness these technologies for the
public good while restricting or prohibiting inappropriate use. The development,
adoption and use of AI nevertheless requires an integrated, coordinated approach
among government ministries beyond that for health. The stakeholders also include
regulatory agencies, which must validate and define whether, when and how such
technologies are to be used, ministries of education that teach current and future
health-care workforces how such technologies function and are to be integrated
into everyday practice, ministries of information technology that should facilitate
the appropriate collection and use of health data and narrow the digital divide and
countries’ legal systems that should ensure that people harmed by AI technologies can
seek redress.
This guidance document is also intended for the stakeholders throughout the healthcare system who will have to adapt to and adopt these technologies, including medical
researchers, scientists, health-care workers and, especially, patients. Access to such
technologies can empower people who fall ill but can also leave them vulnerable, with
fewer services and less protection. People have always been at the centre at all levels of
decision-making in health care, whereas the inevitable growth of AI for health care could
eventually challenge human primacy over medicine and health.
This guidance is also designed for those responsible for the design, deployment and
refinement of AI technologies, including technologists and software developers. Finally, it
is intended to guide the companies, universities, medical associations and international
organizations that will, with governments and ministries of health, set policies and
practices to define use of AI in the health sector. In identifying the many ethical concerns
raised by AI and by providing the relevant ethical frameworks to address such concerns,
this document is intended to support responsible use of AI worldwide.
WHO recognizes that AI is a fast-moving, evolving field and that many applications, not
yet envisaged, will emerge as ever-greater public and private investment is dedicated to
the use of AI for health. For example, in 2020, WHO issued interim guidance on the use of
proximity tracking applications intended to facilitate contact-tracing during the COVID-19
pandemic. WHO may consider specific guidance for additional tools and applications and
periodically update this guidance to keep pace with this rapidly changing field.
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“Artificial intelligence” generally refers to the performance by computer programs
of tasks that are commonly associated with intelligent beings. The basis of AI is
algorithms, which are translated into computer code that carries instructions for rapid
analysis and transformation of data into conclusions, information or other outputs.
Enormous quantities of data and the capacity to analyse such data rapidly fuel AI (3).
A specific definition of AI in a recommendation of the Council on Artificial Intelligence
of the OECD (4) states:
An AI system is a machine-based system that can, for a given set of
human-defined objectives, make predictions, recommendations, or
decisions influencing real or virtual environments. AI systems are
designed to operate with varying levels of autonomy.
The various types of AI technology include machine-learning applications such as
pattern recognition, natural language processing, signal processing and expert
systems. Machine learning, which is a subset of AI techniques, is based on use
of statistical and mathematical modelling techniques to define and analyse data.
Such learned patterns are then applied to perform or guide certain tasks and make
predictions.
Machine learning can be subcategorized according to how it learns from data into
supervised learning, unsupervised learning and reinforced learning. In supervised
learning, data used to train the model are labelled (the outcome variable is known),
and the model infers a function from the data that can be used for predicting outputs
from different inputs. Unsupervised learning does not involve labelling data but
involves identification of hidden patterns in the data by a machine. Reinforcement
learning involves machine learning by trial and error to achieve an objective for
which the machine is “rewarded” or “penalized”, depending on whether its inferences
reach or hinder achievement of an objective (5). Deep learning, also known as “deep
structured learning”, is a family of machine learning based on use of multi-layered
models to progressively extract features from data. Deep learning can be supervised,
unsupervised or semi-supervised. Deep learning generally requires large amounts of
data to be fed into the model.
Many machine-learning approaches are data-driven. They depend on large amounts
of accurate data, referred to as “big data”, to produce tangible results. “Big data”
are complex data that are rapidly collected in such unprecedented quantities that
terabytes (one trillion units [bytes] of digital information), petabytes (1000 terabytes)
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or even zettabytes (one million petabytes) of storage space may be required as well
as unconventional methods for their handling. The unique properties of big data are
defined by four dimensions: volume, velocity, veracity and variety.
AI could improve the delivery of health care, such as prevention, diagnosis and
treatment of disease (6), and is already changing how health services are delivered
in several high-income countries (HIC). The possible applications of AI for health and
medicine are expanding continually, although the use of AI may be limited outside
HIC because of inadequate infrastructure. The applications can be defined according
to the specific goals of use of AI and how AI is used to achieve those goals (methods).
In health care, usable data have proliferated as a result of collection from numerous
sources, including wearable technologies, genetic information generated by genome
sequencing, electronic health-care records, radiological images and even from hospital
rooms (7).
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This section identifies AI technologies developed and used in HIC, although examples of
such technologies are emerging (and being pilot-tested or used) in LMIC. Digital health
technologies are already used widely in LMIC, including for data collection, dissemination
of health information by mobile phones and extended use of electronic medical
records on open-software platforms and cloud computing (8). Schwabe and Wahl (9)
have identified four uses of AI for health in LMIC: diagnosis, morbidity or mortality risk
assessment, disease outbreaks and surveillance, and health policy and planning.

3.1 In health care

The use of AI in medicine raises notions of AI replacing clinicians and human decisionmaking. The prevailing sentiment is, however, that AI is increasingly improving
diagnosis and clinical care, based on earlier definitions of the role of computers in
medicine (10) and regulations in which AI is defined as a support tool (to improve
judgement).
Diagnosis and prediction-based diagnosis
AI is being considered to support diagnosis in several ways, including in radiology and
medical imaging. Such applications, while more widely used than other AI applications,
are still relatively novel, and AI is not yet used routinely in clinical decision-making.
Currently, AI is being evaluated for use in radiological diagnosis in oncology (thoracic
imaging, abdominal and pelvic imaging, colonoscopy, mammography, brain imaging
and dose optimization for radiological treatment), in non-radiological applications
(dermatology, pathology), in diagnosis of diabetic retinopathy, in ophthalmology and
for RNA and DNA sequencing to guide immunotherapy (11). In LMIC, AI may be
used to improve detection of tuberculosis in a support system for interpreting
staining images (12) or for scanning X-rays for signs of tuberculosis, COVID-19 or
27 other conditions (13).
Nevertheless, few such systems have been evaluated in prospective clinical trials.
A recent comparison of deep-learning algorithms with health-care professionals in
detection of diseases by medical imaging showed that AI is equivalent to human
medical judgement in specific domains and applications in specific contexts but also
that “few studies present externally validated results or compare the performance
of deep learning models and health-care professionals using the same sample”
(14). Other questions are whether the performance of AI can be generalized to
implementation in practice and whether AI trained for use in one context can be used
accurately and safely in a different geographical region or context.
6
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As AI improves, it could allow medical providers to make faster, more accurate
diagnoses. AI could be used for prompt detection of conditions such as stroke,
pneumonia, breast cancer by imaging (15, 16), coronary heart disease by
echocardiography (17) and detection of cervical cancer (18). Unitaid, a United Nations
agency for improving diagnosis and treatment of infectious diseases in LMIC, launched
a partnership with the Clinton Health Access Initiative in 2018 to pilot-test use of an
AI-based tool to screen for cervical cancer in India, Kenya, Malawi, Rwanda, South
Africa and Zambia (19). Many low-income settings facing chronic shortages of healthcare workers require assistance in diagnosis and assessment and to reduce their
workload. It has been suggested that AI could fill gaps in the absence of health-care
services or skilled workers (9).
AI might be used to predict illness or major health events before they occur. For
example, an AI technology could be adapted to assess the relative risk of disease,
which could be used for prevention of lifestyle diseases such as cardiovascular
disease (20, 21) and diabetes (22). Another use of AI for prediction could be to identify
individuals with tuberculosis in LMIC who are not reached by the health system and
therefore do not know their status (23). Predictive analytics could avert other causes
of unnecessary morbidity and mortality in LMIC, such as birth asphyxia. An expert
system used in LMIC is 77% sensitive and 95% specific for predicting the need for
resuscitation (8). Several ethical challenges to prediction-based health care are
discussed in section 6.5.
Clinical care
Clinicians might use AI to integrate patient records during consultations, identify
patients at risk and vulnerable groups, as an aid in difficult treatment decisions and
to catch clinical errors. In LMIC, for example, AI could be used in the management of
antiretroviral therapy by predicting resistance to HIV drugs and disease progression,
to help physicians optimize therapy (23). Yet, clinical experience and knowledge about
patients is essential, and AI will not be a substitute for clinical due diligence for the
foreseeable future. If it did, clinicians might engage in “automation bias” and not
consider whether an AI technology meets their needs or those of the patient. (See
section 6.4.)
The wider use of AI in medicine also has technological challenges. Although many
prototypes developed in both the public and the private sectors have performed
well in field tests, they often cannot be translated, commercialized or deployed.
An additional obstacle is constant changes in computing and information technology
management, whereby systems become obsolete (“software erosion”) and companies
disappear. In resource-poor countries, the lack of digital infrastructure and the digital
divide (See section 6.2.) will limit use of such technologies.
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Health-care workers will have to adapt their clinical practice significantly as use of AI
increases. AI could automate tasks, giving doctors time to listen to patients, address
their fears and concerns and ask about unrelated social factors, although they may
still worry about their responsibility and accountability. Doctors will have to update
their competence to communicate risks, make predictions and discuss trade-offs with
patients and also express their ethical and legal concern about understanding AI
technology. Even if technology makes the predicted gains, those gains will materialize
only if the individuals who manage health systems use them to extend the capacity
of the health system in other areas, such as better availability of medicines or other
prescribed interventions or forms of clinical care.
Emerging trends in the use of AI in clinical care
Several important changes imposed by the use of AI in clinical care extend beyond the
provider–patient relationship. Four trends described here are: the evolving role of the
patient in clinical care; the shift from hospital to home-based care; use of AI to provide
“clinical” care outside the formal health system; and use of AI for resource allocation
and prioritization. Each of these trends has ethical implications, as discussed below.
The evolving role of the patient in clinical care
AI could eventually change how patients self-manage their own medical conditions,
especially chronic diseases such as cardiovascular diseases, diabetes and mental
problems (24). Patients already take significant responsibility for their own care,
including taking medicines, improving their nutrition and diet, engaging in physical
activity, caring for wounds or delivering injections. AI could assist in self-care, including
through conversation agents (e.g. “chat bots”), health monitoring and risk prediction
tools and technologies designed specifically for individuals with disabilities (24). While
a shift to patient-based care may be considered empowering and beneficial for some
patients, others might find the additional responsibility stressful, and it might limit
an individual’s access to formal health-care services.
The growing use of digital self-management applications and technologies also
raises wider questions about whether such technologies should be regulated as
clinical applications, thus requiring greater regulatory scrutiny, or as “wellness
applications”, requiring less regulatory scrutiny. Many digital self-management
technologies arguably fall into a “grey zone” between these two categories and may
present a risk if they are used by patients for their own disease management or clinical
care but remain largely unregulated or could be used without prior medical advice.
Such concerns are exacerbated by the distribution of such applications by entities that
are not a part of the formal health-care system. This related but separate trend is
discussed below.
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The shift from hospital to home-based care
Telemedicine is part of a larger shift from hospital- to home-based care, with use of
AI technologies to facilitate the shift. They include remote monitoring systems, such as
video-observed therapy for tuberculosis and virtual assistants to support patient care.
Even before the COVID-19 pandemic, over 50 health-care systems in the USA were
making use of telemedicine services (25). COVID-19, having discouraged people in
many settings from visiting health-care facilities, accelerated and expanded the use of
telemedicine in 2020, and the trend is expected to continue. In China, the number of
telemedicine providers has increased by nearly four times during the pandemic (26).
The shift to home-based care has also partly been facilitated by increased use of
search engines (which rely on algorithms) for medical information as well as by the
growth in the number of text or speech chatbots for health care (27), the performance
of which has improved with improvements in natural language processing, a form of
AI that enables machines to understand human language. The use of chatbots has
also accelerated during the COVID-19 pandemic (28).
Furthermore, AI technologies may play a more active role in the management of
patients’ health outside clinical settings, such as in “just-in-time adaptive interventions”.
These rely on sensors to provide patients with specific interventions according to
data collected previously and currently; they also notify a health-care provider of any
emerging concern (29). The growth and use of sensors and wearables may improve
the effectiveness of “just-in-time adaptive interventions” but also raise concern, in view
of the amount of data such technologies are collecting, how they are used and the
burden such technologies may shift to patients.
Use of AI to extend “clinical” care beyond the formal health-care system
AI applications in health are no longer exclusively used in health-care systems (or
home care), as AI technologies for health can be readily acquired and used by nonhealth system entities. This has meant that people can now obtain health-care services
outside the health-care system. For example, AI applications for mental health are often
provided through the education system, workplaces and social media and may even be
linked to financial services (30). While there may be support for such extended uses of
health applications to compensate for both increased demand and a limited number
of providers (31), they generate new questions and concerns. (See section 9.3.)
These three trends may require near-continuous monitoring (and self-monitoring) of
people, even when they are not sick (or are “patients”). AI-guided technologies require
the use of mobile health applications and wearables, and their use has increased
with the trend to self-management (31). Wearable technologies include those placed
in the body (artificial limbs, smart implants), on the body (insulin pump patches,
electroencephalogram devices) or near the body (activity trackers, smart watches and
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smart glasses). By 2025, 1.5 billion wearable units may be purchased annually. 1
Wearables will create more opportunities to monitor a person’s health and to capture
more data to predict health risks, often with greater efficiency and in a timelier manner.
Although such monitoring of “healthy” individuals could generate data to predict or
detect health risks or improve a person’s treatment when necessary, it raises concern,
as it permits near-constant surveillance and collection of excessive data that otherwise
should remain unknown or uncollected. Such data collection also contributes to the
ever-growing practice of “biosurveillance”, a form of surveillance for health data and
other biometrics, such as facial features, fingerprints, temperature and pulse (32). The
growth of biosurveillance poses significant ethical and legal concerns, including the use
of such data for medical and non-medical purposes for which explicit consent might
not have been obtained or the repurposing of such data for non-health purposes by a
government or company, such as within criminal justice or immigration systems. (See
section 6.3.) Thus, such data should be liable to the same levels of data protection and
security as for data collected on an individual in a formal clinical care setting.
Use of AI for resource allocation and prioritization
AI is being considered for use to assist in decision-making about prioritization or
allocation of scarce resources. Prognostic scoring systems have long been available in
critical care units. One of the best-known, Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA)
(33), for analysis of the severity of illness and for predicting mortality, has been in use
for decades, and SOFA scores have been widely used in some jurisdictions to guide
allocation of resources for COVID-19 (34). It is not an AI system; however, an AI version,
“DeepSOFA” (35), has been developed.
The growing attraction of this use of AI has been due partly to the COVID-19 pandemic,
as many institutions lack bed capacity and others have inadequate ventilators. Thus,
hospitals and clinics in the worst-affected countries have been overwhelmed.
It has been suggested that machine-learning algorithms could be trained and used to
assist in decisions to ration supplies, identify which individuals should receive critical
care or when to discontinue certain interventions, especially ventilator support (36).
AI tools could also be used to guide allocation of other scarce health resources during
the COVID-19 pandemic, such as newly approved vaccines for which there is an
insufficient initial supply (37).
Several ethical challenges associated with the use of AI for resource allocation and
prioritization are described in section 6.5.

1 Presentation by Christian Stammel. Wearable Technologies, Germany, to the WHO Meeting of the Expert Group on Ethics and Governance of AI for Health, 6 March 2020.
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3.2 In health research and drug development

Application of AI for health research
An important area of health research with AI is based on use of data generated
for electronic health records. Such data may be difficult to use if the underlying
information technology system and database do not discourage the proliferation of
heterogeneous or low-quality data. AI can nevertheless be applied to electronic health
records for biomedical research, quality improvement and optimization of clinical
care. From electronic health records, AI that is accurately designed and trained with
appropriate data can help to identify clinical best practices before the customary
pathway of scientific publication, guideline development and clinical support tools.
AI can also assist in analysing clinical practice patterns derived from electronic health
records to develop new clinical practice models.
A second (of many) application of AI for health research is in the field of genomics.
Genomics is the study of the entire genetic material of an organism, which in humans
consists of an estimated three billion DNA base pairs. Genomic medicine is an
emerging discipline based on individuals’ genomic information to guide clinical care
and personalized approaches to diagnosis and treatment (38). As the analysis of such
large datasets is complex, AI is expected to play an important role in genomics. In
health research, for example, AI could improve human understanding of disease or
identify new disease biomarkers (38), although the quality of the data and whether
they are representative and unbiased (See section 6.6.) could undermine the results.
Uses of AI in drug development
AI is expected in time to be used to both simplify and accelerate drug development.
AI could change drug discovery from a labour-intensive to a capital- and data-intensive
process with the use of robotics and models of genetic targets, drugs, organs,
diseases and their progression, pharmacokinetics, safety and efficacy. AI could be used
in drug discovery and throughout drug development to shorten the process and make
it less expensive and more effective (39). AI was used to identify potential treatments
for Ebola virus disease, although, as in all drug development, identification of a lead
compound may not result in a safe, effective therapy (40).
In December 2020, DeepMind announced that its AlphaFold system had solved what
is known as the “protein folding problem”, in that the system can reliably predict the
three-dimensional shape of a protein (41). Although this achievement is only one
part of a long process in understanding diseases and developing new medicines and
vaccines, it should help to speed the development of new medicines and improve
the repurposing of existing medicines for use against new viruses and new diseases
(41). While this advance could significantly accelerate drug discovery, there is ethical
concern about ownership and control of an AI technology that could be critical to
drug development, as it might eventually be available to government, not-for-profit,
academic and LMIC researchers only under commercial terms and conditions that
limit its diffusion and use.
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At present, drug development is led either by humans or by AI with human oversight.
In the next two decades, as work with machines is optimized, the role of AI could
evolve. Computing is starting to facilitate drug discovery and development by finding
novel leads and evaluating whether they meet the criteria for new drugs, structuring
unorganized data from medical imaging, searching large volumes of data, including
health-care records, genetics data, laboratory tests, the Internet of Things, published
literature and other types of health big data to identify structures and features, while
recreating the body and its organs on chips (tissue chips) for AI analysis (39, 42). By
2040, testing of medicines might be virtual – without animals or humans – based
on computer models of the human body, tumours, safety, efficacy, epigenetics and
other parameters. Prescription drugs could be designed for each person. Such efforts
could contribute to precision medicine or health care that is individually tailored to a
person’s genes, lifestyle and environment.

3.3 In health systems management and planning

Health systems, even in a single-payer, government-run system, may be overly
complex and involve numerous actors who contribute to, pay for or benefit from the
provision of health-care services. The management and administration of care may
be laborious. AI can be used to assist personnel in complex logistical tasks, such as
optimization of the medical supply chain, to assume mundane, repetitive tasks or to
support complex decision-making. Some possible functions of AI for health systems
management include: identifying and eliminating fraud or waste, scheduling patients,
predicting which patients are unlikely to attend a scheduled appointment and
assisting in identification of staffing requirements (43).
AI could also be useful in complex decision-making and planning, including in
LMIC. For example, researchers in South Africa applied machine-learning models to
administrative data to predict the length of stay of health workers in underserved
communities (9). In a study in Brazil, researchers used several government data sets
and AI to optimize the allocation of health-system resources by geographical location
according to current health challenges (9). Allocation of scarce health resources
through use of AI has raised concern, however, that resources may not be fairly
allocated due, for example, to bias in the data. (See section 6.5.)

3.4 In public health and public health surveillance

Several AI tools for population and public health can be used in public health
programmes. For example, new developments in AI could, after rigorous evaluation,
improve identification of disease outbreaks and support surveillance. Several concerns
about the use of technology for public health surveillance, promotion and outbreak
response must, however, be considered before use of AI for such purposes, including
the tension between the public health benefits of surveillance and ethical and legal
concern about individual (or community) privacy and autonomy (44).
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Health promotion
AI can be used for health promotion or to identify target populations or locations with
“high-risk” behaviour and populations that would benefit from health communication
and messaging (micro-targeting). AI programmes can use different forms of data to
identify such populations, with varying accuracy, to improve message targeting.
Micro-targeting can also, however, raise concern, such as that with respect to commercial
and political advertising, including the opaqueness of processes that facilitate microtargeting. Furthermore, users who receive such messages may have no explanation
or indication of why they have been targeted (45). Micro-targeting also undermines
a population’s equal access to information, can affect public debate and can facilitate
exclusion or discrimination if it is used improperly by the public or private sector.
Disease prevention
AI has also been used to address the underlying causes of poor health outcomes,
such as risks related to environmental or occupational health. AI tools can be used
to identify bacterial contamination in water treatment plants, simplify detection and
lower the costs. Sensors can also be used to improve environmental health, such as by
analysing air pollution patterns or using machine learning to make inferences between
the physical environment and healthy behaviour (29). One concern with such use of AI
is whether it is provided equitably or if such technologies are used only on behalf of
wealthier populations and regions that have the relevant infrastructure for its use (46).
Surveillance (including prediction-based surveillance)
and emergency preparedness
AI has been used in public health surveillance for collecting evidence and using it to
create mathematical models to make decisions. Technology is changing the types of
data collected for public health surveillance by the addition of digital “traces”, which
are data that are not generated specifically for public health purposes (such as from
blogs, videos, official reports and Internet searches). Videos (e.g. YouTube) are another
“rich” source of information for health insights (47).
Characterization of digital traces as “health data” raises questions about the types of
privacy protection or other safeguards that should be attached to such datasets if they
are not publicly available. For example, the use of digital traces as health data could
violate the data protection principle of “purpose limitation”, that individuals who generate
such data should know what their data will be used for at the point of collection (48).
Such use also raises questions of accuracy. Models are useful only when appropriate
data are used. Machine-learning algorithms could be more valuable when augmented
by digital traces of human activity, yet such digital traces could also negatively impact
an algorithm’s performance. Google Flu Trends, for example, was based on search
engine queries about complications, remedies, symptoms and antiviral medications for
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influenza, which are used to estimate and predict influenza activity. While Google Flu
Trends first provided relatively accurate predictions before those of the US Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, it overestimated the prevalence of flu between 2011 and
2013 because the system was not re-trained as human search behaviour evolved (49).
Although many public health institutions are not yet making full use of these sources
of data, surveillance itself is changing, especially real-time surveillance. For example,
researchers could detect a surge in cases of severe pulmonary disease associated
with the use of electronic cigarettes by mining disparate online sources of information
and using Health Map, an online data-mining tool (50). Similarly, Microsoft researchers
have found early evidence of adverse drug reactions from web logs with an AI system.
In 2013, the company’s researchers detected side-effects of several prescription drugs
before they were found by the US Food and Drug Administration’s warning system
(51). In 2020, the US Food and Drug Administration sponsored a “challenge”, soliciting
public submissions to develop computation algorithms for automatic detection of
adverse events from publicly available data (52). Despite its potential benefits,
real-time data collection, like the collection and use of digital traces, could violate data
protection rules if surveillance was not the purpose of its initial collection, which is
especially likely when data collection is automated.
Before the COVID-19 pandemic, WHO had started to develop EPI-BRAIN, a global
platform that will allow experts in data and public health to analyse large datasets
for emergency preparedness and response. (See also section 7.1.) AI has been used
to assist in both detection and prediction during the COVID-19 pandemic, although
some consider that the techniques and programming developed will “pay dividends”
only during a subsequent pandemic (49). HealthMap first issued a short bulletin
about a new type of pneumonia in Wuhan, China, at the end of December 2019 (49).
Since then, AI has been used to “now-cast” (assess the current state of) the COVID-19
pandemic (49), while, in some countries, real-time data on the movement and
location of people has been used to build AI models to forecast regional transmission
dynamics and guide border checks and surveillance (53). In order to determine how
such applications should be used, an assessment should be conducted of whether
they are accurate, effective and useful.
Outbreak response
The possible uses of AI for different aspects of outbreak response have also expanded
during the COVID-19 pandemic. They include studying SARS-CoV2 transmission,
facilitating detection, developing possible vaccines and treatments and understanding
the socio-economic impacts of the pandemic (54). Such use of AI was already tested
during the pandemic of Ebola virus disease in West Africa in 2014, although the
assumptions underlying use of AI technologies to predict the spread of the Ebola virus
were based on erroneous views of how the virus was spreading (55, 56). While many
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possible uses of AI have been identified and used during the COVID-19 pandemic,
their actual impact is likely to have been modest; in some cases, early AI screening
tools for SARS-CoV2 “were utter junk” with which companies “were trying to capitalise
on the panic and anxiety” (57).
New applications (58) are intended to support the off-line response, although not all
may involve use of AI. These have included proximity tracking applications intended to
notify users (and possibly health authorities) that they have been in the proximity (for
some duration) of an individual who subsequently tested positive for SARS-CoV2.
Concern has been raised about privacy and the utility and accuracy of proximitytracking applications, and WHO issued interim guidance on the ethical use of
proximity-tracking applications in 2020 (59).
WHO and many ministries of health have also deployed symptom checkers, which
are intended to guide users through a series of questions to assist in determining
whether they should seek additional medical advice or testing for SARS-CoV2. The first
symptom checkers were “hard coded”, based on accumulated clinical judgement, as
there were no previous data, and on a simple decision tree from older AI techniques,
which involved direct encoding of expert knowledge. AI systems based on machine
learning require accurate training, while data are initially scarce for a new disease such
as COVID-19 (60). New symptom checkers are based on machine learning to provide
advice to patients (61), although their effectiveness is not yet known; all symptom
checkers require that users provide accurate information.
AI has also been introduced to map the movements of individuals in order to
approximate the effectiveness of government-mandated orders to remain in
confinement, and, in some countries, AI technology has been used to identify
individuals who should self-quarantine and be tested. These technologies raise legal
and ethical concerns about privacy and risk of discrimination and also about possibly
unnecessary restriction of movement or access to services, which heavily impact
the exercise of a range of human rights (53). As for all AI technologies, their actual
effectiveness depends on whether the datasets are representative of the populations
in which the technologies are used, and they remain questionable without systematic
testing and evaluation. The uses described above are therefore not yet established.

3.5 The future of artificial intelligence for health

While AI may not replace clinical decision-making, it could improve decisions made by
clinicians. In settings with limited resources, AI could be used to conduct screening
and evaluation if insufficient medical expertise is available, a common challenge in
many resource-poor settings. Yet, whether AI can advance beyond narrow tasks
depends on numerous factors beyond the state of AI science and on the trust of
providers, patients and health-care professionals in AI-based technologies. In the
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following sections of this report, ethical concerns and risks associated with the
expanding use of AI for health are discussed, including by whom and how such
technologies are deployed and developed. Technological, legal, security and ethical
challenges and concerns are discussed not to dissuade potential use of AI for health
but to ensure that AI fulfils its great potential and promise.
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4. LAWS, POLICIES AND PRINCIPLES THAT APPLY
TO ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE FOR HEALTH
Laws, policies and principles for regulating and managing the use of AI and specifically
use of AI for health are fragmented and limited. Numerous principles and guidelines
have been developed for application of “ethical” AI in the private and public sectors
and in research institutions (62); however, there is no consensus on its definition, best
practices or ethical requirements, and different legal regimes and governance models
are associated with each set of principles. Other norms, rules and frameworks also
apply to use of AI, including human rights obligations, bioethics laws and policies, data
protection laws and regulatory standards. These are summarized below and discussed
elsewhere in the report. Section 5 provides a set of guiding principles agreed by the
WHO Expert Group by consensus, on which this analysis and these findings are based.

4.1 Artificial intelligence and human rights

Efforts to enumerate human rights and to fortify their observance through
explicit legal mechanisms are reflected in international and regional human rights
conventions, including the Universal Declaration on Human Rights, the International
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (including General Comment
No. 14, which defines the right to health), the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights and regional human rights conventions, such as the African Charter
on Human and People’s Rights, the American Convention on Human Rights and the
European Convention on Human Rights. Not all governments have acceded to key
human rights instruments; some have signed but not ratified such charters or have
expressed reservations to certain provisions. In general, however, human rights listed
in international instruments establish a baseline for the protection and promotion
of human dignity worldwide and are enforced through national legislation such as
constitutions or human rights legislation.
Machine-learning systems could advance human rights but could also undermine
core human rights standards. The Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights
has issued several opinions on the relation of AI to the realization of human rights.
In guidance issued in March 2020, the Office noted that AI and big data can improve
the human right to health when “new technologies are designed in an accountable
manner” and could ensure that certain vulnerable populations have efficient,
individualized care, such as assistive devices, built-in environmental applications and
robotics (63). The Office also noted, however, that such technologies could dehumanize
care, undermine the autonomy and independence of older persons and pose
significant risks to patient privacy – all of which are contrary to the right to health (63).
In February 2021, in a speech to the Human Rights Council, the United Nations
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Secretary-General noted a number of concerns for human rights associated with
the growing collection and use of data on the COVID-19 pandemic and called on
governments to “place human rights at the centre of regulatory frameworks and
legislation on the development and use of digital technologies” (64). Human rights
organizations have interpreted and, when necessary, adapted existing human
rights laws and standards to AI assessment and are reviewing them in the face of
the challenges and opportunities associated with AI. The Toronto Declaration (65)
addresses the impact of AI on human rights and situates AI within the universally
binding, actionable framework of human rights laws and standards; it provides
mechanisms for public and private sector accountability and the protection of people
from discrimination and promotes equity, diversity and inclusion, while safeguarding
equality and effective redress and remedy.
In 2018, the Council of Europe’s Committee of Ministers issued draft recommendations
to Member States on the impact of algorithmic systems on human rights (66). The
Council of Europe is further examining the feasibility and potential elements of a
legal framework for the development, design and application of digital technologies
according to its standards on human rights, democracy and the rule of law.
Legal frameworks for human rights, bioethics and privacy adopted by countries are
applicable to several aspects of AI for health. They include Article 8 of the European
Convention on Human Rights: the right to respect for private and family life, home
and correspondence (67); the Oviedo Convention on Human Rights and Biomedicine,
which covers ethical principles of individual human rights and responsibilities (68);
the Convention for the Protection of Individuals with Regard to Automatic Processing
of Personal Data (69) and guidelines on the protection of individuals with regard to
the processing of personal data in a world of big data, prepared by the Consultative
Committee of Convention 108+ (69).
Yet, even with robust human rights standards, organizations and institutions recognize
that better definition is required of how human rights standards and safeguards
relate and apply to AI and that new laws and jurisprudence are required to address
the interaction of AI and human rights. New legal guidance has been prepared by
the Council of Europe. In 2019–2020, the Council established the Ad-hoc Committee
on Artificial Intelligence to conduct broad multi-stakeholder consultations in order
to determine the feasibility and potential elements of a legal framework for the
design and application of AI according to the Council of Europe’s standards on
human rights, democracy and the rule of law. Further, in 2019, the Council of Europe
released Guidelines on artificial intelligence and data protection (70), also based on
the protection of human dignity and safeguarding human rights and fundamental
freedom. In addition, the ethical charter of the European Commission for Efficiency of
Justice includes five principles relevant to use of AI for health (71).
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4.2 Data protection laws and policies

Data protection laws are “rights-based approaches” that provide standards for
regulating data processing that both protect the rights of individuals and establish
obligations for data controllers and processors. Data protection laws also increasingly
recognize that people have the right not to be subject to decisions guided solely by
automated processes. Over 100 countries have enacted data protection laws. One
well-known set of data protection laws is the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) of the European Union (EU); in the USA, the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act, enacted in 1996, applies to privacy and to the security of health data.
Some standards and guidelines are designed specifically to manage the use of
personal data for AI. For example, the Ibero-American Data Protection Network, which
consists of 22 data protection authorities in Portugal and Spain and in Mexico and
other countries in Central and South America and the Caribbean, has issued General
Recommendations for the Processing of Personal Data in Artificial Intelligence (72)
and specific guidelines for compliance with the principles and rights that govern the
protection of personal data in AI projects (73).

4.3 Existing laws and policies related to health data

Several types of laws and policies govern the collection, processing, analysis, transfer
and use of health data. The Council of Europe’s Committee of Ministers issued a
recommendation to Member States on the protection of health-related data in 2019
(74), and the African Union’s convention on cybersecurity and personal data protection
(2014) (75) requires that personal data involving genetic information and health
research be processed only with the authorization of the national data protection
authority through the Personal Data Protection Guidelines for Africa (76). Generally,
the African continent’s digital transformation strategy (77) encourages African Union
Member States to “have adequate regulation; particularly around data governance
and digital platforms, to ensure that trust is preserved in the digitalization”. In
February 2021, the African Academy of Sciences and the African Union Development
Agency released recommendations for data and biospecimen governance in Africa
to promote a participant-centred approach to research involving human participants,
while enabling ethical research practices on the continent and providing guidelines for
governance (78).
Laws that govern the transfer of data among countries include those defined in trade
agreements, intellectual property (IP) rules for the ownership of data and the role of
competition law and policy related to the accumulation and control of data (including
health data). These are discussed in detail later in this report.
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4.4 General principles for the development
and use of artificial intelligence

An estimated 100 proposals for AI principles have been published in the past decade,
and studies have been conducted to identify which principles are most cited (79). In
one study of mapping and analysis of current principles and guidelines for ethical
use of AI, convergence was found on transparency, justice, fairness, non-maleficence
and responsibility, while other principles such as privacy, solidarity, human dignity and
sustainability were under-represented (62).
Several intergovernmental organizations and countries have proposed
such principles (Box 1).

Box 1. Examples of AI ethics principles proposed
by intergovernmental organizations and countries
• The Recommendations of the OECD Council on Artificial Intelligence (80), the first intergovernmental
standard on AI, were adopted in May 2019 by OECD’s 36 member countries and have since been applied
by a number of partner economies. The OECD AI principles (81) provided the basis for the AI principles
endorsed by G20 governments in June 2019 (82). While OECD recommendations are not legally binding,
they carry a political commitment and have proved highly influential in setting international standards
in other policy areas (e.g. privacy and data protection) and helping governments to design national
legislation. The OECD launched an online platform for public policy on AI, the AI Policy Observatory (83)
(See section 9.6.) and is cooperating on this and other initiatives on the ethical implications of AI with the
Council of Europe, the United Nations Economic, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) and WHO.
• In 2019, the Council of Europe Commissioner for Human Rights issued recommendations to ensure that
human rights are strengthened rather than undermined by AI: Unboxing artificial intelligence: 10 steps to
protect human rights recommendations (84).
• The European Commission appointed 52 representatives from academia, civil society and industry to its
High-level Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence and issued Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy AI (85).
• Japan has issued several guidelines on the use of AI, including on research and development and
utilization (86).
• China has issued National Governance Principles for the New Generation Artificial Intelligence, which
serves as the national principles for AI governance in China (87). Academia and industry have jointly
issued the Beijing Artificial Intelligence Principles (88).2
• In Singapore, a series of initiatives on AI governance and ethics was designed to build an ecosystem of
trust to support adoption of AI. They include Asia’s first Model AI governance framework, released in
January 2019; an international industry-led Advisory Council on the Ethical Use of AI and Data formed in
June 2018; a research programme on the governance of AI and data use established in partnership with
the Singapore Management University in September 2018 (89); and a certification programme for ethics
and governance of AI for companies and developers (90).
• The African Union’s High-level Panel on Emerging Technologies is preparing broad guidance on the use
of AI to promote economic development and its use in various sectors, including health care (91).

2 Presentation by Professor Yi Zeng, Chinese Academy of Sciences, 4 October 2019, to the WHO working group on ethics and governance of AI for health.
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4.5 Principles for use of artificial intelligence for health

No specific ethical principles for use of AI for health have yet been proposed for
adoption worldwide. Before WHO’s work on guidance on the ethics and governance
of AI for health, the WHO Global Conference on Primary Health Care issued the
Astana Declaration (92), which includes principles for the use of digital technology.
The Declaration calls for promotion of rational, safe use and protection of personal
data and use of technology to improve access to health care, enrich health service
delivery, improve the quality of service and patient safety and increase the efficiency
and coordination of care.
UNESCO has guidance and principles for the use of AI in general and for the use of
big data in health. UNESCO’s work on the ethical implications of AI is supported by
two standing expert committees, the World Commission on the Ethics of Scientific
Knowledge and Technology and the International Bioethics Committee. Other work
includes the report of the International Bioethics Committee on big data and health in
2017, which identified important elements of a governance framework (93); the World
Commission on the Ethics of Scientific Knowledge and Technology report on robotics
ethics in 2017 (94); a preliminary study on the ethics of AI by UNESCO in 2019, which
raised ethical concern about education, science and gender (95); a recommendation
on the ethics of AI to be considered by UNESCO’s General Conference in 2021; and a
report by the World Commission on the Ethics of Scientific Knowledge and Technology
on the Internet of Things.
In 2019, the United Kingdom’s National Health Service (NHS) released a code of
conduct, with 10 principles for the development and use of safe, ethical, effective,
data-based health and care technologies (96). In October 2019, The Lancet and The
Financial Times launched a joint commission, The Governing Health Futures 2030:
Growing up in a Digital World Commission, on the convergence of digital health,
AI and universal health coverage, which will consult between October 2019 and
December 2021 (97).

4.6 Bioethics laws and policies

Bioethics laws and policies play a role in regulating the use of AI, and several bioethics
laws have been revised in recent years to include recognition of the growing use of AI
in science, health care and medicine. The French Government’s most recent revision
of its national bioethics law (98), which was endorsed in 2019, establishes standards to
address the rapid growth of digital technologies in the health-care system. It includes
standards for human supervision, or human warranty, that require evaluation by
patients and clinicians at critical points in the development and deployment of AI. It
also supports free, informed consent for the use of data and the creation of a secure
national platform for the collection and processing of health data.
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4.7 Regulatory considerations

Regulation of AI technologies is likely to be developed and implemented by health
regulatory authorities responsible for ensuring the safety, efficacy and appropriate use
of technologies for health care and therapeutic development. A WHO expert group
that is preparing considerations for the regulation of AI for health has discussed areas
that should be considered by stakeholders, including developers and regulators, in
examining new AI technologies. They include documentation and transparency, risk
management and the life-cycle approach, data quality, analytical and clinical validation,
engagement and collaboration, and privacy and data protection. Many regulatory
authorities are preparing considerations and frameworks for the use of AI, and they
should be examined, potentially with the relevant regulatory agency. Governance of AI
through regulatory frameworks and the ethical principles that should be considered
are discussed in section 9.5.
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5. KEY ETHICAL PRINCIPLES FOR USE
OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE FOR HEALTH
Ethical principles for the application of AI for health and other domains are intended
to guide developers, users and regulators in improving and overseeing the design and
use of such technologies. Human dignity and the inherent worth of humans are the
central values upon which all other ethical principles rest.
An ethical principle is a statement of a duty or a responsibility in the context of the
development, deployment and continuing assessment of AI technologies for health.
The ethical principles described below are grounded in basic ethical requirements that
apply to all persons and that are considered noncontroversial. The requirements are
as follows.
• Avoid harming others (sometimes called ”Do no harm” or nonmaleficence).
• Promote the well-being of others when possible (sometimes called
“beneficence”). Risks of harm should be minimized, while maximizing benefits.
Expected risks should be balanced against expected benefits.
• Ensure that all persons are treated fairly, which includes the requirement
to ensure that no person or group is subject to discrimination, neglect,
manipulation, domination or abuse (sometimes called “justice” or “fairness”).
• Deal with persons in ways that respect their interests in making decisions
about their lives and their person, including health-care decisions, according to
informed understanding of the nature of the choice to be made, its significance,
the person’s interests and the likely consequences of the alternatives (sometimes
called “respect for persons” or “autonomy”).
Additional moral requirements can be derived from this list of fundamental moral
requirements. For example, safeguarding and protecting individual privacy is not only
recognized as a legal requirement in many countries but is also important to enable
people to control sensitive information about themselves and self-determination
(respect for their autonomy) and to avoid harm.
These ethical principles are intended to provide guidance to stakeholders about how
basic moral requirements should direct or constrain their decisions and actions in
the specific context of developing, deploying and assessing the performance of AI
technologies for health. These principles are also intended to emphasize issues that
arise from the use of a technology that could alter relations of moral significance. For
example, it has long been recognized that health-care providers have a special duty
to advance these values with respect to patients because of the centrality of health to
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individual well-being, because of the dependence of patients on health professionals
for information about their diagnosis, prognosis and the relative merits of the available
treatment or prevention options, and the importance of free and open exchange of
information to the provider–patient relationship. If AI systems are used by health-care
workers to conduct clinical tasks or to delegate clinical tasks that were once reserved
for humans, programmers who design and program such AI technologies should also
adhere to these ethical obligations.
Thus, the ethical principles are important for all stakeholders who seek guidance in the
responsible development, deployment and evaluation of AI technologies for health,
including clinicians, systems developers, health system administrators, policy-makers in
health authorities, and local and national governments. The ethical principles listed here
should encourage and assist governments and public sector agencies to keep pace with
the rapid evolution of AI technologies through legislation and regulation and should
empower medical professionals to use AI technologies appropriately.
Ethical principles should also be embedded within professional and technological
standards for AI. Software engineers already are guided by standards such as for
fitness for purpose, documentation and provenance, and version control. Standards are
required to guide the interoperability and design of a program, for continuing education
of those who develop and use such technologies and for governance. Moreover, the
standards for the evaluation and external audit of systems are evolving in the context
of their use. In health computing, there are standards for system integration, electronic
health records, system interoperability, implementation and programming structures.
Although ethical principles do not always clearly address limitations in the uses of such
technologies, governments should ban or restrict the use of AI or other technologies if
they violate or imperil the exercise of human rights, do not conform to other principles
or regulations or would be introduced in unprepared or other inappropriate contexts.
For example, many countries lack data protection laws or have inadequate regulatory
frameworks to guide the introduction of AI technologies.
The claim that certain basic moral requirements must constrain and guide the conduct
of persons can also be expressed in the language of human rights. Human rights are
intended to capture a basic set of moral and legal requirements for conduct to which
every person is entitled regardless of race, sex, nationality, ethnicity, language, religion
or any other feature. These rights include human dignity, equality, non-discrimination,
privacy, freedom, participation, solidarity and accountability.
Machine-learning systems could advance the protection and enforcement of human
rights (including the human right to health) but could undermine core human
rights such as non-discrimination and privacy. Human rights and ethical principles
are intimately interlinked; because human rights are legally binding, they provide a
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powerful framework by which governments, international organizations and private
actors are obligated to abide. Private sector actors have the responsibility to respect
human rights, independently of state obligations. In fulfilling this responsibility, private
sector actors must take continuous proactive and reactive steps to ensure that they do
not abuse or contribute to the abuse of human rights.
The existence of a human rights framework does not, however, obviate the need for
continuing ethical deliberation. Indeed, much of ethics is intended to expand upon
and complement the norms and obligations established in human rights agreements.
In many situations, multiple ethical considerations are relevant and require weighing
up and balancing to accommodate the multiple principles at stake. An ethically
acceptable decision depends on consideration of the full range of appropriate ethical
considerations, ensuring that multiple perspectives are factored into the analysis and
creating a decision-making process that stakeholders will consider fair and legitimate.
This guidance identifies six ethical principles to guide the development and use of
AI technology for health. While ethical principles are universal, their implementation
may differ according to the cultural, religious and other social context. Many of the
ethical issues arising in the use of AI and machine learning are not completely new
but have arisen for other applications of information and communication technologies
for health, such as use of any computer to track a disease or make a diagnosis or
prognosis. Computers were performing these tasks with various programs long before
AI became noteworthy. Ethical guidance and related principles have been articulated
for fields such as telemedicine and data-sharing. Likewise, several ethical frameworks
have been developed for AI in general, outside the health sector. (See section 4.) The
ethical principles listed here are those identified by the WHO Expert Group as the
most appropriate for the use of AI for health.

5.1 Protect autonomy

Adoption of AI can lead to situations in which decision-making could be or is in fact
transferred to machines. The principle of autonomy requires that any extension of
machine autonomy not undermine human autonomy. In the context of health care, this
means that humans should remain in full control of health-care systems and medical
decisions. AI systems should be designed demonstrably and systematically to conform
to the principles and human rights with which they cohere; more specifically, they should
be designed to assist humans, whether they be medical providers or patients, in making
informed decisions. Human oversight may depend on the risks associated with an AI
system but should always be meaningful and should thus include effective, transparent
monitoring of human values and moral considerations. In practice, this could include
deciding whether to use an AI system for a particular health-care decision, to vary the
level of human discretion and decision-making and to develop AI technologies that
can rank decisions when appropriate (as opposed to a single decision). These practices
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can ensure a clinician can override decisions made by AI systems and that machine
autonomy can be restricted and made “intrinsically reversible”.
Respect for autonomy also entails the related duties to protect privacy and
confidentiality and to ensure informed, valid consent by adopting appropriate legal
frameworks for data protection. These should be fully supported and enforced by
governments and respected by companies and their system designers, programmers,
database creators and others. AI technologies should not be used for experimentation
or manipulation of humans in a health-care system without valid informed consent. The
use of machine-learning algorithms in diagnosis, prognosis and treatment plans should
be incorporated into the process for informed and valid consent. Essential services
should not be circumscribed or denied if an individual withholds consent and that
additional incentives or inducements should not be offered by either a government or
private parties to individuals who do provide consent.
Data protection laws are one means of safeguarding individual rights and place
obligations on data controllers and data processors. Such laws are necessary to
protect privacy and the confidentiality of patient data and to establish patients’ control
over their data. Construed broadly, data protection laws should also make it easy for
people to access their own health data and to move or share those data as they like.
Because machine learning requires large amounts of data – big data – these laws are
increasingly important.

5.2 Promote human well-being, human safety
and the public interest

AI technologies should not harm people. They should satisfy regulatory requirements
for safety, accuracy and efficacy before deployment, and measures should be in
place to ensure quality control and quality improvement. Thus, funders, developers
and users have a continuous duty to measure and monitor the performance of AI
algorithms to ensure that AI technologies work as designed and to assess whether
they have any detrimental impact on individual patients or groups.
Preventing harm requires that use of AI technologies does not result in any mental or
physical harm. AI technologies that provide a diagnosis or warning that an individual
cannot address because of lack of appropriate, accessible or affordable health care
should be carefully managed and balanced against any “duty to warn” that might arise
from incidental and other findings, and appropriate safeguards should be in place to
protect individuals from stigmatization or discrimination due to their health status.

5.3 Ensure transparency, explainability and intelligibility

AI should be intelligible or understandable to developers, users and regulators.
Two broad approaches to ensuring intelligibility are improving the transparency and
explainability of AI technology.
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Transparency requires that sufficient information (described below) be published or
documented before the design and deployment of an AI technology. Such information
should facilitate meaningful public consultation and debate on how the AI technology
is designed and how it should be used. Such information should continue to be
published and documented regularly and in a timely manner after an AI technology is
approved for use.
Transparency will improve system quality and protect patient and public health
safety. For instance, system evaluators require transparency in order to identify
errors, and government regulators rely on transparency to conduct proper, effective
oversight. It must be possible to audit an AI technology, including if something goes
wrong. Transparency should include accurate information about the assumptions
and limitations of the technology, operating protocols, the properties of the data
(including methods of data collection, processing and labelling) and development of
the algorithmic model.
AI technologies should be explainable to the extent possible and according to the
capacity of those to whom the explanation is directed. Data protection laws already
create specific obligations of explainability for automated decision-making. Those who
might request or require an explanation should be well informed, and the educational
information must be tailored to each population, including, for example, marginalized
populations. Many AI technologies are complex, and the complexity might frustrate
both the explainer and the person receiving the explanation. There is a possible
trade-off between full explainability of an algorithm (at the cost of accuracy) and
improved accuracy (at the cost of explainability).
All algorithms should be tested rigorously in the settings in which the technology
will be used in order to ensure that it meets standards of safety and efficacy. The
examination and validation should include the assumptions, operational protocols,
data properties and output decisions of the AI technology. Tests and evaluations
should be regular, transparent and of sufficient breadth to cover differences in the
performance of the algorithm according to race, ethnicity, gender, age and other
relevant human characteristics. There should be robust, independent oversight of
such tests and evaluation to ensure that they are conducted safely and effectively.
Health-care institutions, health systems and public health agencies should regularly
publish information about how decisions have been made for adoption of an AI
technology and how the technology will be evaluated periodically, its uses, its known
limitations and the role of decision-making, which can facilitate external auditing
and oversight.
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5.4 Foster responsibility and accountability

Humans require clear, transparent specification of the tasks that systems can perform
and the conditions under which they can achieve the desired level of performance;
this helps to ensure that health-care providers can use an AI technology responsibly.
Although AI technologies perform specific tasks, it is the responsibility of human
stakeholders to ensure that they can perform those tasks and that they are used
under appropriate conditions.
Responsibility can be assured by application of “human warranty”, which implies
evaluation by patients and clinicians in the development and deployment of AI
technologies. In human warranty, regulatory principles are applied upstream and
downstream of the algorithm by establishing points of human supervision. The critical
points of supervision are identified by discussions among professionals, patients and
designers. The goal is to ensure that the algorithm remains on a machine-learning
development path that is medically effective, can be interrogated and is ethically
responsible; it involves active partnership with patients and the public, such as
meaningful public consultation and debate (101). Ultimately, such work should be
validated by regulatory agencies or other supervisory authorities.
When something does go wrong in application of an AI technology, there should be
accountability. Appropriate mechanisms should be adopted to ensure questioning by
and redress for individuals and groups adversely affected by algorithmically informed
decisions. This should include access to prompt, effective remedies and redress from
governments and companies that deploy AI technologies for health care. Redress
should include compensation, rehabilitation, restitution, sanctions where necessary
and a guarantee of non-repetition.
The use of AI technologies in medicine requires attribution of responsibility within
complex systems in which responsibility is distributed among numerous agents.
When medical decisions by AI technologies harm individuals, responsibility and
accountability processes should clearly identify the relative roles of manufacturers
and clinical users in the harm. This is an evolving challenge and remains unsettled in
the laws of most countries. Institutions have not only legal liability but also a duty to
assume responsibility for decisions made by the algorithms they use, even if it is not
feasible to explain in detail how the algorithms produce their results.
To avoid diffusion of responsibility, in which “everybody’s problem becomes nobody’s
responsibility”, a faultless responsibility model (“collective responsibility”), in which all
the agents involved in the development and deployment of an AI technology are held
responsible, can encourage all actors to act with integrity and minimize harm. In such
a model, the actual intentions of each agent (or actor) or their ability to control an
outcome are not considered.
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5.5 Ensure inclusiveness and equity

Inclusiveness requires that AI used in health care is designed to encourage the widest
possible appropriate, equitable use and access, irrespective of age, gender, income,
ability or other characteristics. Institutions (e.g. companies, regulatory agencies, health
systems) should hire employees from diverse backgrounds, cultures and disciplines
to develop, monitor and deploy AI. AI technologies should be designed by and
evaluated with the active participation of those who are required to use the system or
will be affected by it, including providers and patients, and such participants should
be sufficiently diverse. Participation can also be improved by adopting open-source
software or making source codes publicly available.
AI technology – like any other technology – should be shared as widely as possible.
AI technologies should be available not only in HIC and for use in contexts and for
needs that apply to high-income settings but they should also be adaptable to the
types of devices, telecommunications infrastructure and data transfer capacity in
LMIC. AI developers and vendors should also consider the diversity of languages,
ability and forms of communication around the world to avoid barriers to use. Industry
and governments should strive to ensure that the “digital divide” within and between
countries is not widened and ensure equitable access to novel AI technologies.
AI technologies should not be biased. Bias is a threat to inclusiveness and equity
because it represents a departure, often arbitrary, from equal treatment. For example,
a system designed to diagnose cancerous skin lesions that is trained with data on one
skin colour may not generate accurate results for patients with a different skin colour,
increasing the risk to their health.
Unintended biases that may emerge with AI should be avoided or identified and
mitigated. AI developers should be aware of the possible biases in their design,
implementation and use and the potential harm that biases can cause to individuals
and society. These parties also have a duty to address potential bias and avoid
introducing or exacerbating health-care disparities, including when testing or
deploying new AI technologies in vulnerable populations.
AI developers should ensure that AI data, and especially training data, do not include
sampling bias and are therefore accurate, complete and diverse. If a particular racial
or ethnic minority (or other group) is underrepresented in a dataset, oversampling
of that group relative to its population size may be necessary to ensure that an
AI technology achieves the same quality of results in that population as in betterrepresented groups.
AI technologies should minimize inevitable power disparities between providers and
patients or between companies that create and deploy AI technologies and those that
use or rely on them. Public sector agencies should have control over the data collected
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by private health-care providers, and their shared responsibilities should be defined
and respected. Everyone – patients, health-care providers and health-care systems –
should be able to benefit from an AI technology and not just the technology providers.
AI technologies should be accompanied by means to provide patients with knowledge
and skills to better understand their health status and to communicate effectively with
health-care providers. Future health literacy should include an element of information
technology literacy.
The effects of use of AI technologies must be monitored and evaluated, including
disproportionate effects on specific groups of people when they mirror or exacerbate
existing forms of bias and discrimination. Special provision should be made to protect
the rights and welfare of vulnerable persons, with mechanisms for redress if such bias
and discrimination emerges or is alleged.

5.6 Promote artificial intelligence that is responsive and sustainable
Responsiveness requires that designers, developers and users continuously,
systematically and transparently examine an AI technology to determine whether it is
responding adequately, appropriately and according to communicated expectations
and requirements in the context in which it is used. Thus, identification of a health
need requires that institutions and governments respond to that need and its
context with appropriate technologies with the aim of achieving the public interest in
health protection and promotion. When an AI technology is ineffective or engenders
dissatisfaction, the duty to be responsive requires an institutional process to resolve
the problem, which may include terminating use of the technology.

Responsiveness also requires that AI technologies be consistent with wider efforts
to promote health systems and environmental and workplace sustainability. AI
technologies should be introduced only if they can be fully integrated and sustained
in the health-care system. Too often, especially in under-resourced health systems,
new technologies are not used or are not repaired or updated, thereby wasting scare
resources that could have been invested in proven interventions. Furthermore, AI
systems should be designed to minimize their ecological footprints and increase
energy efficiency, so that use of AI is consistent with society’s efforts to reduce
the impact of human beings on the earth’s environment, ecosystems and climate.
Sustainability also requires governments and companies to address anticipated
disruptions to the workplace, including training of health-care workers to adapt to
use of AI and potential job losses due to the use of automated systems for routine
health-care functions and administrative tasks.
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6. ETHICAL CHALLENGES TO USE OF ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE FOR HEALTH CARE
Several ethical challenges are emerging with the use of AI for health, many of
which are especially relevant to LMIC. These challenges must be addressed if AI
technologies are to support achievement of universal health coverage. Use of AI to
extend health-care coverage and services in marginalized communities in HIC can
raise similar ethical concerns, including an enduring digital divide, lack of good-quality
data, collection of data that incorporate clinical biases (as well as inappropriate data
collection practices) and lack of treatment options after diagnosis.

6.1 Assessing whether artificial intelligence should be used

There are risks of overstatement of what AI can accomplish, unrealistic estimates of
what could be achieved as AI evolves and uptake of unproven products and services
that have not been subjected to rigorous evaluation for safety and efficacy (93).
This is due partly to the enduring appeal of “technological solutionism”, in which
technologies such as AI are used as a “magic bullet” to remove deeper social, structural,
economic and institutional barriers (102). The appeal of technological solutions and
the promise of technology can lead to overestimation of the benefits and dismissal of
the challenges and problems that new technologies such as AI may introduce. This can
result in an unbalanced health-care policy and misguided investments by countries that
have few resources and by HIC that are under pressure to reduce public expenditure
on health care (103). It can also divert attention and resources from proven but
underfunded interventions that would reduce morbidity and mortality in LMIC.
First, the AI technology itself may not meet the standards of scientific validity and
accuracy that are currently applied to medical technologies. For example, digital
technologies developed in the early stages of the COVID-19 pandemic did not
necessarily meet any objective standard of efficacy to justify their use (104). AI
technologies have been introduced as part of the pandemic response without
adequate evidence, such as from randomized clinical trials, or safeguards (9). An
emergency does not justify deployment of unproven technologies (104); in fact, efforts
to ensure that resources were allocated where they were most urgently needed should
have heightened the vigilance of both companies and governments (such as regulators
and ministries of health) to ensure that the technologies were accurate and effective.
Secondly, the benefits of AI may be overestimated when erroneous or overly optimistic
assumptions are made about the infrastructure and institutional context in which
the technologies will be used and where the intrinsic requirements for use of the
technology cannot be met. In some low-income countries, financial resources and
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information and communication technology infrastructure lag those of HIC, and
the significant investments that would be required might discourage use. This is
discussed in greater detail in section 6.2. The quality and availability of data may not
be adequate for use of AI, especially in LMIC. There is a danger that poor-quality
data will be collected for AI training, which may result in models that predict artefacts
in the data instead of actual clinical outcomes. There may also be no data, which,
with poor-quality data, could distort the performance of an algorithm, resulting in
inaccurate performance, or an AI technology might not be available for a specific
population because of insufficient usable data. Additionally, significant investment
may be required to make non-uniform data sets collected in LMIC usable. Compilation
of data in resource-poor settings is difficult and time-consuming, and the additional
burden on community health workers should be considered. Data are unlikely to be
available on the most vulnerable or marginalized populations, including those for
whom health-care services are lacking, or they might be inaccurate. Data may also
be difficult to collect because of language barriers, and mistrust may lead people to
provide incorrect or incomplete information. Often, irrelevant data are collected, which
can undermine the overall quality of a dataset.4 Broader concern about the collection
and use of data, as well as bias in data, is discussed below.
There may not be appropriate or enforceable regulations, stakeholder participation
or oversight, all of which are required to ensure that ethical and legal concerns can
be addressed and human rights are not violated. For example, AI technologies may
be introduced in countries without up-to-date data protection and confidentiality
laws (especially for health-related data) or without the oversight of data protection
authorities to rigorously protect confidentiality and the privacy of individuals and
communities. Furthermore, regulatory agencies in LMIC may not have the capacity
or expertise to assess AI technologies to ensure that systematic errors do not affect
diagnosis, surveillance and treatment.
Thirdly, there may be enough ethical concern about a use case or a specific AI
technology, even if it provides accurate, useful information and insights, to discourage
a particular use. An AI technology that can predict which individuals are likely to
develop type 2 diabetes or HIV infection could provide benefits to an at-risk individual
or community but could also give rise to unnecessary stigmatization of individuals
or communities, whose choices and behaviour are questioned or even criminalized,
result in over-medicalization of otherwise healthy individuals, create unnecessary
stress and anxiety and expose individuals to aggressive marketing by pharmaceutical
companies and other for-profit health-care services (105). Furthermore, certain AI
technologies, if not deployed carefully, could exacerbate disparities in health care,
including those related to ethnicity, socioeconomic status or gender.

4 Presentation by Dr Amel Ghoulia, Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, 3 October 2019, to the WHO working group on ethics and governance of AI for health.
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Fourthly, like all new heath technologies, even if an AI technology does not trigger an
ethics warning, its benefits may not be justified by the extra expense or cost (beyond
information and communication technology infrastructure) associated with the
procurement, training and technology investment required (43). Robotic surgery may
produce better outcomes, but the opportunity costs associated with the investment
must also be considered.
Fifthly, enough consideration may not be given to whether an AI technology is
appropriate and adapted to the context of LMIC, such as diverse languages and
scripts in a country or among countries (9). Lack of investment in, for example,
translation can mean that certain applications do not operate correctly or simply
cannot be used by a population. Such lack of foresight points to a wider problem,
which is that many AI technologies are designed by and for high-income populations
and by individuals or companies with inadequate understanding of the characteristics
of the target populations in LMIC.
Unrealistic expectations of what AI can achieve may, however, unnecessarily
discourage its use. Thus, machines and algorithms (and the data used for algorithms)
are expected in the public imagination to be perfect, while humans can make
mistakes. Medical professionals might overestimate their ability to perform tasks
and ignore or underestimate the value of algorithmic decision tools, for which the
challenges can be managed and for which evidence indicates a measurable benefit.
Not using the technology could result in avoidable morbidity and mortality, making
it blameworthy not to use a certain AI technology, especially if the standard of
care is already shifting to its use (106). For medical professionals to make such an
assessment, they require greater transparency with regard to the performance and
utility of AI technologies, a principle enumerated in section 5 of this report, as well as
effective regulatory oversight. The role of regulatory agencies in ensuring rigorous
testing, transparent communication of outcomes and monitoring of performance is
discussed in section 9.5.
Even after an AI technology has been introduced into a health-care system, its impact
should be evaluated continuously during its real-world use, as should the performance
of an algorithm if it learns from data that are different from its training data.
Impact assessments can also guide a decision on use of AI in an area of health before
and after its introduction (106). (See section 7.3.) Assessment of whether to introduce an
AI technology in a low-income country or resource-poor setting may lead to a different
conclusion from such an assessment in a high-income setting. Risk–benefit calculations
that do not favour a specific use of AI in HIC may be interpreted differently for a lowincome country that lacks, for example, enough health-care workers to perform certain
tasks or which would otherwise forego use of more accurate diagnostic instruments,
such that individuals receive inaccurate diagnoses and the wrong treatment.
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The use of AI to resource-poor contexts should, however, be extended carefully to
avoid situations in which large numbers of people receive accurate diagnoses of a
health condition but have no access to appropriate treatment. Health-care workers
have a duty to provide treatment after testing for and confirmation of disease, and the
relatively low cost at which AI diagnostics can be deployed should be accompanied
by careful planning to ensure that people are not left without treatment.5 Prediction
tools for anticipating a disease outbreak will have to be complemented by robust
surveillance systems and other effective measures.

6.2 Artificial intelligence and the digital divide

Many LMIC have sophisticated economies and digital infrastructure, while others, such
as India, have both world-class digital infrastructure and millions of people without
electricity. The countries with the greatest challenges to adoption of AI are classified as
least developed; however, AI could allow those countries to leapfrog existing models of
health-care delivery to improve health outcomes (23).
One challenge that could affect the uptake of AI is the “digital divide”, which refers to
uneven distribution of access to, use of or effect of information and communication
technologies among any number of distinct groups. Although the cost of digital
technologies is falling, access has not become more equitable. For example, 1.2 billion
women (327 million fewer women than men) in LMIC do not use mobile Internet
services because they cannot afford to or do not trust the technology, even though
the cost of the devices should continue to fall (107). Gender is only one dimension of
the digital divide; others are geography, culture, religion, language and generation.
The digital divide begets other disparities and challenges, many of which affect the
use of AI, and AI itself can reinforce and exacerbate the disparity. Thus, in 2019, the
United Nations Secretary-General’s High-level Panel on Digital Cooperation (108)
recommended that
by 2030, every adult should have affordable access to digital networks, as
well as digitally enabled financial and health services, as a means to make a
substantial contribution to achieving the Sustainable Development Goals.
The human and technical resources required to realize the benefits of digital
technologies fully are also unequally distributed, and infrastructure to operate digital
technologies may be limited or inexistent. Some technologies require an electricity
grid and information and communication technology infrastructure, including
electrification, Internet connectivity, wireless and mobile networks and devices. Solar
energy may provide a path forward for many countries if the climate is appropriate,
as investment is increasing and the cost of solar energy has decreased dramatically
in the past decade (109). Nevertheless, at present, an estimated 860 million people
5 The International Council of Nurses noted: “‘Ethical issues may arise if there is the capability of AI diagnostics but not the capacity to provide treatment. Issues like this
have arisen in the field of endoscopy in some countries where some diagnostic services for screening are withheld because of the limited access to surgical services.”
Communication from the International Council of Nurses to WHO on 6 January 2021.
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worldwide do not have access to electricity, including 600 million people in subSaharan Africa, and there is growing pressure on the electrical grid in cities due to
urbanization (110). Even in high-income economies with near-universal electrification
and enough resources, the digital divide has persisted. In the USA, for example,
millions of people in rural areas and in cities still lack access to high-speed broadband
services, and 60% of health-care facilities outside metropolitan areas also lack
broadband (111).
Even as countries overcome the digital divide, technology providers should be
required to provide infrastructure, services and programs that are interoperable, so
that different platforms and applications can work seamlessly with one another, as well
as affordable devices (for example, smartphones) that do not require consumers to
trade privacy for affordability (112). This will ensure that the emerging digital healthcare system is not fragmented and is equitable.

6.3 Data collection and use

The collection, analysis and use of health data, including from clinical trials, laboratory
results and medical records, is the bedrock of medical research and the practice
of medicine. Over the past two decades, the data that qualify as health data have
expanded dramatically.
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that wish to make use of such data and commercial and non-commercial applications.
The development of a successful AI system for use in health care relies on high-quality
data for both training the algorithm and validating the algorithmic model.
The potential benefits of biomedical big data can be ethically important, as AI
technologies based on high-quality data can improve the speed and accuracy of
diagnosis, improve the quality of care and reduce subjective decision-making. The
ubiquity of health data and the potential sensitivity of health care to data indicate
possible benefits. Health care is still lagging in the adoption of data science and AI
as compared with other sectors (although some would disagree), and individuals
informed of the potential benefits of the collection and use of such data might
support use of such data for their personal benefit or that of a wider group.6
Several concerns may undermine effective use of health data in AI-guided research
and drug development. Concern about the use of health data is not limited to their
use in AI, although AI has exacerbated the problem. One concern with health data is
their quality, especially with those from LMIC (see above). Furthermore, training data
will always have one or more systemic biases because of under-representation of a
gender, age, race, sexual orientation or other characteristic. These biases will emerge
during modelling and subsequently diffuse through the resulting algorithm (103).
Concern about the impact of bias is discussed in section 6.6.
A second major concern is safeguarding individual privacy. The collection, use, analysis
and sharing of health data have consistently raised broad concern about individual
privacy, because lack of privacy may either harm an individual (such as future
discrimination on the basis of one’s health status) or cause a wrong, such as affecting
a person’s dignity if sensitive health data are shared or broadcast to others (116).
There is a risk that sharing or transferring data leaves them vulnerable to cyber-theft
or accidental disclosure (116). Recommendations generated by an algorithm from an
individual’s health data also raise privacy concerns, as a person may expect that such
“new” health data are private (116), and it may be illegal for third parties to use “new”
health data. Such privacy concerns are heightened for stigmatized and vulnerable
populations, for whom data disclosure can lead to discrimination or punitive measures
(117). There is also concern about the rights of children (118), which could include
future discrimination based on the data accumulated about a child, children’s ability
to protect their privacy and their autonomy to make choices about their health
care. Measures to collect data or track an individual’s status and to construct digital
identities to store such information have accelerated during the COVID-19 pandemic.
See Box 2.

6 Presentation by Dr Andrew Morris, Health Data Research United Kingdom, 3 October 2019 to the WHO working group on ethics and governance of AI for health.
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Box 2. The emergence of digital identification
in the COVID-19 pandemic
The COVID-19 pandemic is expanding and accelerating the creation of infrastructure for digital
identities to store health data for several uses. In China, a QR code system has been established
from the digital payment system established by Alipay, a mobile and online payment platform, to
introduce an “Alipay Health Code”, in which the data collected are used to establish an algorithm
to “draw automated conclusions as to whether someone is a contagion risk” (119). For a national
programme to vaccinate millions of people against SARS-Cov2, India may use its national digital
ID system, Aadhar, to avoid duplication and to track beneficiaries (120). Many entities around the
world, including travel firms, airports, some governments and political leaders, as well as the digital
ID industry, are calling for the introduction of immunity passports or a digital “credential given to a
person who is assumed to be immune from SARS-CoV2 and so protected against re-infection” (121).
In some countries, technologies such as proximity-tracking applications have been credited with
improving the response to the pandemic, because there was already a system in place to support
the use of such technologies, effective communication, widespread adoption and a “social compact”
between policy-makers and the public (122).
For many of these technologies, however, there is concern about whether they are effective
(scientifically valid), whether they will create forms of discrimination or targeting of certain
populations and whether they may exclude certain segments of the population or not be applicable
by people who do not have access to the appropriate technology and infrastructure. They also raise
concern about the generation of a permanent digital identity for individuals linked to their health
and personal data, for which they may not have given consent, which could permanently undermine
individual autonomy and privacy (123). In particular, there is concern that governments could use
such information to establish mass surveillance or scoring systems to monitor everyday activities, or
companies could use such data and systems for other purposes (124).

A third major concern is that health data collected by technology providers may
exceed what is required and that such excess data, so-called “behavioural data
surplus” (125), is repurposed for uses that raise serious ethical, legal and human rights
concerns. The uses might include sharing such data with government agencies so
that they can exercise control or use punitive measures against individuals (104). Such
repurposing, or “function creep”, is a challenge that predates but is heightened by
the use of AI for health care. For example, in early 2021, the Singapore Government
admitted that data obtained from its COVID-19 proximity-tracing application (Trace
Together) could also be accessed “for the purpose of criminal investigation”, despite
prior assurances that this would not be permitted (126). In February 2021, legislation
was introduced to restrict the use of such data for only the most “serious” criminal
investigations, such as for murder or terrorism-related charges, with penalties for any
unauthorized use (127).
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Such data may also be shared with companies that use them to develop an AI
technology for marketing goods and services or to create prediction-based products
to be used, for example, by an insurance firm (128) or a large technology company.
Such uses of health data, often unknown to those who have supplied the data, have
generated front-page headlines and public concern (129). The provision of health data
to commercial entities has also resulted in the filing of legal actions by individuals
whose health data (de-identified) have been disclosed on behalf of all affected
individuals. See Box 3.

Box 3. Dinerstein vs Google
Google announced a strategic partnership with the University of Chicago and the University of
Chicago Medicine in the USA in May 2017 (130). The aim of the partnership was to develop novel
machine-learning tools to predict medical events such as unexpected hospital admissions. To
realize this goal, the University shared hundreds of thousands of “de-identified” patients’ records
with Google. One of the University’s patients, Matt Dinerstein, filed a class action complaint
against the University and Google in June 2019 on behalf of all patients whose records were
disclosed (131).
Dinerstein brought several claims, including breach of contract, against the University and
Google, alleging prima facie violation of the US Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act. According to an article published in 2018 by the defendants (132), the patients’ medical
records shared with Google “were de-identified, except that dates of service were maintained
in the (…) dataset”. The dataset also included “free-text medical notes” (132). Dinerstein accused
the defendants of insufficient anonymization of the records, putting the patients’ privacy at risk.
He alleged that the patients could easily be re-identified by Google by combining the records
with other available data sets, such as geolocation data from Google Maps (by so-called “data
triangulation”). Moreover, Dinerstein asserted that the University had not obtained express
consent from each patient to share their medical records with Google, despite the technology
giant’s commercial interest in the data.
The issue of re-identification was largely avoided by the district judge, who dismissed Dinerstein’s
lawsuit in September 2020. The reasons given for dismissal included Dinerstein’s failure to
demonstrate damages that had occurred because of the partnership. This case illustrates the
challenges of lawsuits related to data-sharing and highlights the lack of adequate protection of
the privacy of health data. In the absence of ethical guidelines and adequate legislation, patients
may have difficulty in maintaining control of their personal medical information, particularly
in circumstances in which the data can be shared with third parties and in the absence of
safeguards against re-identification.
This case study was written by Marcelo Corrales Compagnucci (CeBIL Copenhagen), Sara Gerke
(Harvard Law School) and Timo Minssen (CeBIL Copenhagen).
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Some companies have already collected large quantities of health data through their
products and services, to which users voluntarily supply health data (user-generated
health data) (133). They may acquire further data through a data aggregator or broker
(134) or may rely on governments to aggregate data that can be used by public, notfor-profit and private sector entities (135). Such data may include “mundane” data that
were not originally characterized as “health data”; however, machine learning can elicit
sensitive details from such ordinary personal data and thus transform them into a
special category of sensitive data (136) that may require protection.
Concern about the commercialization of health data includes individual loss of
autonomy, a principle stated in section 5, loss of control over the data (with no explicit
consent to such secondary use), how such data (or outcomes generated by such
data) may be used by the company or a third party, with concern that companies are
allowed to profit from the use of such data, and concern about privacy, as companies
may not meet the duty of confidentiality, whether purposefully or inadvertently (for
example due to a data breach) (137). Thus, once an individual’s medical history is
exposed, it cannot be replaced in the same way as a new credit card can be obtained
after a breach.
Data colonialism
A fourth concern with biomedical big data is that it may foster a divide between those
who accumulate, acquire, analyse and control such data and those who provide the data
but have little control over their use. This is especially true with respect to data collected
from underrepresented groups, many of which are predominantly in LMIC, often with
the broad ambition of collecting data for development or for humanitarian ends rather
than to promote local economic development and governance (138). Insufficient data
from underrepresented groups affect them negatively, and attention has focused on
either encouraging such groups to provide data or instituting measures to collect data.
Generating more data from LMIC, however, also carries risks, including “data colonialism”,
in which the data are used for commercial or non-commercial purposes without due
respect for consent, privacy or autonomy. Collection of data without the informed consent
of individuals for the intended uses (commercial or otherwise) undermines the agency,
dignity and human rights of those individuals; however, even informed consent may be
insufficient to compensate for the power dissymmetry between the collectors of data and
the individuals who are the sources. This is a particular concern because of the possibility
that companies in countries with strict regulatory frameworks and data protection laws
could extend data collection to LMIC without such control. While regulatory frameworks
such as the EU’s GDPR include an “extra-territorial” clause that requires compliance
with its standards outside the EU, entities are not obliged to provide a right of redress
as guaranteed under the EU GDPR, and companies may use such data but not provide
appropriate products and services to the underserved communities and countries
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from which the data were obtained. Individuals in these regions therefore have little
or no knowledge of how their data are being used, by a government or company, no
opportunity to provide any form of consent for how the data could be used and often less
bargaining power if recommendations based on the data have an adverse effect on an
individual or a community (139).
Mechanisms for safeguarding privacy – do they work?
When meaningful consent is possible, it can overcome many concerns, including those
related to privacy. Yet, true informed consent is increasingly infeasible in an era of
biomedical big data, especially in an environment driven mainly by companies seeking
to generate profits from the use of data (113). The scale and complexity of biomedical
big data make it impossible to keep track of and make meaningful decisions about all
uses of personal data (113). All the potential uses of health data may not be known,
as they may eventually be linked to and used for a purpose that is far removed from
the original intention. Patients may be unable to consent to current and future uses
of their health data, such as for population-level data analytics or predictive-risk
modelling (113). Even if a use lends itself to consent, the procedures may fall short,
individuals might not be able to consent, such as because they have insufficient access
to a health data system, or access to health care is perceived or actually denied if
consent is not provided.
One concern is in the management of use of health data (probably collected for
different purposes and not necessarily to support the use of AI) after an individual
has died. Such data could provide numerous benefits for medical research (140),
to improve understanding of the causes of cancer (141) or to increase the diversity
of data used for medical AI. These data must, however, also be protected against
unauthorized use. Existing laws either define limited circumstances in which such data
can be used or restrict how they can be used (142). In the GDPR, a data protection law
does not apply to deceased persons, and, under Article 27, EU Member States “may
provide for rules regarding the processing of personal data of deceased persons”
(143). Proposals have been made to improve the sharing of such data through
voluntary and participatory approaches by which individuals can provide broad or
selective consent for use of their data after death, much as individuals can provide
consent for use of their organs for medical research (143).
If patients’ privacy cannot be safeguarded by consent mechanisms, other privacy
safeguards, including a data holder’s duty of confidentiality, also have shortcomings.
Although confidentiality is a well-recognized pillar of medical practice, the duty of
confidentiality may not be sufficient to cover the many types of data now used to
guide AI health technologies and may also not be sufficient to control the production
and transfer of health data (113).
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A proactive approach to preserving privacy is de-identification or anonymization
or pseudo-anonymization of health data. De-identification prevents connection of
personal identifiers to information. Anonymization of personal data is a subcategory
of de-identification whereby both direct and indirect personal identifiers are removed,
and technical safeguards are used to ensure zero risk of re-identification, whereas
de-identified data can be re-identified by use of a key (144). Pseudo-anonymization is
defined in Article 5 of the GDPR (145) as:
processing of personal data in such a way that the data can no longer be
attributed to a specific data subject without the use of additional information
provided that such additional information is kept separately and is subject to
technical and organisational measures to ensure that the personal data are
not attributed to an identified or identifiable natural person.
The use of such techniques could safeguard privacy and encourage data-sharing but
also raises several concerns and challenges. In the USA for example, fully de-identified
health data can be used for other purposes without consent (146). De-identification
may not always be successful, as “data triangulation” techniques can be used to
reconstruct a de-identified, incomplete dataset by a third party for re-identification
of an individual (147). It may be impossible completely to de-identify some types of
data, such as genome sequences, as relationships to other people whose identity
and partial sequence are known can be inferred. Such relationships may allow direct
identification of small groups and to narrow down identification to families (128, 148).
Anonymization may not be possible during health data collection. For example, in
predictive AI, time-course data must be collected from a single individual at several
times, obviating anonymization until data at all time points are collected. Furthermore,
while anonymization may minimize the risks of (re-)identification of a person, it can
reduce the positive benefits of health data, including re-assembly of fragments of an
individual’s health data into a comprehensive profile of a patient, which is required
for some forms of AI such as predictive algorithms of mortality. Furthermore,
anonymization may undermine a person’s right to control their own data and how
it may be used (113). Other techniques could be used to preserve privacy, including
differential privacy, synthetic data generation and k-anonymity, which are briefly
discussed in section 7.1.

6.4 Accountability and responsibility for decision-making
with artificial intelligence

This section addresses the challenges of assigning responsibility and accountability
for the use of AI for health care, a guiding principle noted in section 5. Much of the
momentum of AI is based on the notion that use of such technologies for diagnosis,
care or systems could improve clinical and institutional decision-making for health
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care. Clinicians and health-care workers have numerous cognitive biases and commit
diagnostic errors. The US National Academy of Sciences found that 5% of US adults
who seek health advice receive erroneous diagnoses and that such errors account
for 10% of all patient deaths (149). At the institutional level, machine learning might
reduce inefficiency and errors and ensure more appropriate allocation of resources,
if the underlying data are both accurate and representative (149).
AI-guided decision-making also introduces several trade-offs and risks. One set of
trade-offs is associated with the displacement of human judgement and control
and concern about using AI to predict a person’s health status or the evolution of
disease. This is a major ethical and epistemological challenge to humans as the centre
of production of knowledge and also to the system of production of knowledge for
medicine. These considerations are addressed in section 6.5.
Governments can violate human rights (and companies can fail to respect human
rights), undermine human dignity or cause tangible harm to human health and wellbeing by using AI-guided technologies. These violations may not be foreseen during
development of an AI technology and may emerge only once the technology evolves
in real-world use. If proactive measures such as greater transparency and continuous
updating of training data do not avoid harm, recourse may be made through civil (and
occasionally criminal) liability. The use of liability regimes to address harm caused by
AI-guided technologies is addressed in section 8.
Responsibility ensures that individuals and entities are held accountable for any
adverse effects of their actions and is necessary to maintain trust and to protect
human rights. Certain characteristics of AI technologies, however, affect notions of
responsibility (and accountability), including their opacity, reliance on human input,
interaction, discretion, scalability, capacity to generate hidden insights and the
complexity of the software. One challenge to assigning responsibility is the ‘control
problem’ associated with AI, wherein developers and designers of AI may not be held
responsible, as AI-guided systems function independently of their developers and may
evolve in ways that the developer could claim were not foreseeable (150). This creates
a responsibility gap, which could place an undue burden on a victim of harm or on
the clinician or health-care worker who uses the technology but was not involved in
its development or design (150, 151). Assigning responsibility to the developer might
provide an incentive to take all possible steps to minimize harm to the patient. Such
expectations are already well established for the producers of other commonly used
medical technologies, including drug and vaccine manufacturers, medical device
companies and medical equipment makers.
The ’control problem’ will become ever more salient with the emergence of
automated AI. Technology companies are making large investments in automating
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the programming of AI technologies, partly because of the scarcity of AI developers.
Automation of AI programming, through programs such as BigML, Google AutoML
and Data Robot, might be attractive to public health institutions that wish to use AI but
lack the budget to hire AI developers (152). While automated AI programming might
be more accurate, its use might not be fair, ethical or safe in certain situations. If AI
programming is automated, the checks and balances provided by the involvement of
a human developer to ensure safety and identify errors would also be automated, and
the control problem is abstracted one step further away from the patient.
A second challenge is the “many hands problem” or the “‘traceability” of harm, which
bedevils health-care decision-making systems (153) and other complex systems (154)
even in the absence of AI. As the development of AI involves contributions from many
agents, it is difficult, both legally and morally, to assign responsibility (150), which is
diffused among all the contributors to the AI-guided technology. Participation of a
machine in making decisions may also discourage assignment of responsibility to the
humans involved in the design, selection and use of the technology (150). Diffusion of
responsibility may mean that an individual is not compensated for the harm he or she
suffers, the harm itself and its cause are not fully detected, the harm is not addressed
and societal trust in such technologies may be diminished if it appears that none of
the developers or users of such technologies can be held responsible (155).
A third challenge to assigning responsibility is the issuance of ethics guidance by
technology companies, separately or jointly (156). Such guidance sets out norms
and standards to which the companies commit themselves to comply publicly
and voluntarily. Many companies have issued such guidance in the absence of
authoritative or legally binding international standards. Recognition by technology
companies that AI technologies for use in health care and other sectors are of
public concern and must be carefully designed and deployed to avoid harm, such as
violations of human rights or bodily injury, is welcome. Such guidelines may, however,
depending on how they are implemented, be little more than “ethics washing” (150).
First, the public tends to have little or no role in setting such standards (157). Secondly,
such guidelines tend to apply to the prospective behaviour of companies for the
technologies they design and deploy (role responsibility) and not historic responsibility
for any harms for which responsibility should be allocated. This creates a responsibility
gap, as it does not address causal responsibility or retrospective harm (150). Thirdly,
monitoring of whether companies are complying with their own guidance tends
to be done internally, with little to no transparency, and without enforcement by
institutions or mechanisms empowered to act independently to evaluate whether the
commitments are being met (157, 158). Finally, these commitments are not legally
enforceable if violated (158).
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AI provides great power and benefits (including the possibility of profit) to those who
design and deploy such systems. Thus, reciprocity should apply – companies that reap
direct and indirect benefits from AI-guided technologies should also have to shoulder
responsibility for any negative consequences (section 8), especially as it is healthcare providers who will bear the immediate brunt of any psychological stress if an AI
technology causes harm to a patient. Companies should also allow independent audits
and oversight of enforcement of its own ethics standards to ensure that the standards
are being met and that corrective action is taken if a problem arises.
Accountability for AI-related errors and harm
Clinicians already use many non-AI technologies in diagnosis and treatment, such
as X-rays and computer software. As AI technologies are used to assist or improve
clinical decision-making and not to replace it, there may be an argument to initially
hold clinicians accountable for any harm that results from their use in health care.
In the same way as for non-AI technologies, however, this oversimplifies the reasons
for harm and who should be held accountable for such harm. If a clinician makes
a mistake in using the technology, he or she may be held accountable if they were
trained in its use that otherwise may not have been included in their medical
training (159). Yet, if there is an error in the algorithm or the data used to train the
AI technology, for example, accountability might be better placed with those who
developed or tested the AI technology rather than requiring the clinician to judge
whether the AI technology is providing useful guidance (159).
There are other reasons for not holding clinicians solely accountable for decisions
made by AI technologies, several of which apply to assigning accountability for the
use of non-AI health technologies. First, clinicians do not exercise control over an AIguided technology or its recommendations (151). Secondly, as AI technologies tend
to be opaque and may use “black-box” algorithms, a physician may not understand
how an AI system converts data into decisions (151). Thirdly, the clinician may not
have chosen to use the AI technology but does so because of the preferences of the
hospital system or of other external decision-makers.
Furthermore, if physicians were made accountable for harm caused by an AI technology,
technology companies and developers could avoid accountability, and human users of the
technology would become the scapegoats of all faults arising from its use, with no control
over the decisions made by the AI technology (150). Furthermore, with the emergence of
autonomous systems for driving and warfare, there is growing concern about whether humans can exert “meaningful control” over such technologies or whether the technologies
will increasingly make decisions independently of human input. (See section 6.5.)
Clinicians should not, however, be fully exempt from accountability for errors in content,
in order to avoid “automation bias” or lack of consideration of whether an automated
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technology meets their needs or those of the patient (159). In automation bias, a
clinician may overlook errors that should have been spotted by human-guided decisionmaking. While physicians must be able to trust an algorithm, they should not ignore
their own expertise and judgement and simply rubber-stamp the recommendation of a
machine (160). Some AI technology may not issue a single decision but a set of options
from which a physician must select. If the physician makes the wrong choice, what
should the criteria be for holding the physician accountable?
Assignation of accountability is even more complex when a decision is made to use an
AI technology throughout a health-care system, as the developer, the institution and
the physician may all have played a role in the medical harm, yet none is fully to blame
(149). In such situations, accountability may rest not with the provider or the developer
of the technology but with the government agency or institution that selected,
validated and deployed it.

6.5 Autonomous decision-making

Decision-making has not yet been “fully transferred” from humans to machines in
health care. While AI is used only to augment human decision-making in the practice
of public health and medicine, epistemic authority has, in some circumstances, been
displaced, whereby AI systems (such as with the use of computer simulations) are
displacing humans from the centre of knowledge production (161, 162). Furthermore,
there are signs of full delegation of routine medical functions to AI. Delegation of
clinical judgement introduces concern about whether full delegation is legal, as laws
increasingly recognize the right of individuals not to be subject to solely automated
decisions when such decisions would have a significant effect. Full delegation also
creates a risk of automation bias on the part of the provider, as discussed above.
Other concerns could emerge if human judgement is increasingly replaced by
machine-guided judgement, and wider ethical concern would arise with loss of human
control, especially if prediction-based health care becomes the norm. Yet, as for
autonomous cars, it is unlikely that AI in medicine will ever achieve full autonomy. It
may achieve only conditional automation or require human back-up (163).
Implications of replacing human judgement for clinical care
There are benefits of replacing human judgement and of humans ceding control
over certain aspects of clinical care. Humans could make worse decisions that are
less fair and more biased compared to machines (concern about bias in the use of AI
is discussed below). Use of AI systems to make specific, well-defined decisions may
be entirely justified if there is compelling clinical evidence that the system performs
the task better than a human. Leaving decisions to humans when machines can
perform them more rapidly, more accurately and with greater sensitivity and specificity
can mean that some patients suffer avoidable morbidity and mortality without the
prospect of some offsetting benefit (106).
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In some cases, automation of routine, mundane functions, such as recording
information, could liberate a medical provider to build or enhance a relationship with
a patient while AI-guided machines automate certain aspects of caregiving (24). Other
mundane functions could be fully assumed by AI, such as automatic adjustment of a
hospital ward temperature.
The shift to applying AI technologies for more complex areas of clinical care
will, however, present several challenges. One is the likely emergence of “peer
disagreement” between two competent experts – an AI machine and a doctor (149).
In such situations, there is no means of combining the decisions or of reasoning
with the algorithm, as it cannot be accessed or engaged to change its mind. There
are also no clear rules for determining who is right, and if a patient is left to trust
either a technology or a physician, the decision may depend on factors that have no
basis in the “expertise” of the machine or the doctor. Choosing one of the two leads
to an undesirable outcome. If the doctor ignores the machine, AI has added little
value (149). If the doctor accepts the machine’s decision, it may undermine his or her
authority and weaken their accountability. Some may argue that the recommendation
of an algorithm should be preferred, as it combines the expertise of multiple experts
and many data points (149).
The challenge of human–computer interactions has been addressed by validating
systems, providing appropriate education for users and validating the systems
continuously. It may, however, be ethically challenging for doctors to rely on the
judgement of AI, as they have to accept decisions based on black-box algorithms (159).
The widely held convention is that many algorithms, e.g. those based on artificial neural
networks or other complex models, are black boxes that make inferences and decisions
that are not understood even by their developers (164). It may therefore be questioned
whether doctors can be asked to act on decisions made by such black-box algorithms.
AI should therefore be transparent and explainable, which is listed as a core guiding
principle in section 5. Some argue that, if a trade-off must be made between even
greater transparency (and explainability) and accuracy, transparency should be
preferred. This requirement, however, goes beyond what may be possible or even
desirable in a medical context. While it is often possible to explain to a patient why a
specific treatment is the best option for a specific condition, it is not always possible to
explain how that treatment works or its mechanism of action, because some medical
interventions are used before their mode of action is understood (165). It may be more
important to explain how a system has been validated and whether a particular use
falls within the parameters with which the system can be expected to produce reliable
results rather than explaining how an AI model arrives at a particular judgement (166).
Clinicians require other types of information, even if they do not understand exactly
how an algorithm functions, including the data on which it was trained, how and who
built the AI model and the variables underlying the AI model.
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Implications of the loss of human control in clinical care
Loss of human control by assigning decision-making to AI-guided technologies could
affect various aspects of clinical care and the health-care system. They include the
patient, the clinician–patient relationship (and whether it interrupts communication
between them), the relation of the health-care system to technology providers and the
choices that societies should make about standards of care.
Although providing individuals with more opportunities to share data and to obtain
autonomous health advice could improve their agency and self-care, it could also
generate anxiety and fatigue (159). As more personal data are collected by such
technologies and used by clinicians, patients might increasingly be excluded from
shared decision-making and left unable to exercise agency or autonomy in decisions
about their health (149). Most patients have insufficient knowledge about how and
why AI technologies make certain decisions, and the technologies themselves may
not be sufficiently transparent, even if a patient is well informed. In some situations,
individuals may feel unable to refuse treatment, partly also because the patient cannot
speak with or challenge the recommendation of an AI-guided technology (e.g. a notion
that the “computer knows best”) or is not given enough information or a rationale for
providing informed consent (149).
Hospitals and health-care providers are unlikely to inform patients that AI was used as
a part of decision-making to guide, validate or overrule a provider. There is, however,
no precedent for seeking the consent of patients to use technologies for diagnosis
or treatment. Nevertheless, the use of AI in medicine and failure to disclose its use
could challenge the core of informed consent and wider public trust in health care.
This challenge depends on whether any of the reasons for obtaining informed consent
– protection, autonomy, prevention of abusive conduct, trust, self-ownership, nondomination and personal integrity – is triggered by the use of AI in clinical care (167).
See Box 4 for additional discussion on whether and how providers should disclose the
use of AI for clinical care.
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Box 4. Informed consent during clinical care
Consider use of an AI in a hospital to make recommendations on a drug and dosage for
a patient. The AI recommends a particular drug and dosage for patient A. The physician
does not, however, understand how the AI reached its recommendation. The AI has a highly
sophisticated algorithm and is thus a black box for the physician. Should the physician follow
the AI’s recommendation? If patients were to find out that an AI or machine-learning system
was used to recommend their care but no one had told them, how would they feel? Does the
physician have a moral or even a legal duty to tell patient A that he or she has consulted an AI
technology? If so, what essential information should the physician provide to patient A? Should
disclosure of the use of AI be part of obtaining informed consent and should a lack of sufficient
information incur liability? (167)
Transparency is crucial to promoting trust among all stakeholders, particularly patients.
Physicians should be frank with patients from the onset and inform them of the use of AI rather
than hiding the technology. They should try their best to explain to their patients the purpose
of using AI, how it functions and whether it is explainable. They should describe what data are
collected, how they are used and shared with third parties and the safeguards for protection
of patients’ privacy. Physicians should also be transparent about any weaknesses of the AI
technology, such as any biases, data breaches or privacy concerns. Only with transparency
can the deployment of AI for health care and health science, including hospital practice and
clinical trials (168), become a long-term success. Trust is key to facilitating the adoption of AI in
medicine.
Note: This case study was written by Marcelo Corrales Compagnucci (CeBIL Copenhagen),
Sara Gerke (Harvard Law School) and Timo Minssen (CeBIL Copenhagen).

Physicians who are left out of decision-making between a patient and an AI health
technology may also feel loss of control, as they can no longer engage in the backand-forth that is currently integral to clinical care and shared decision-making between
providers and patients (160). Some may consider loss of physician control over
patients as promoting patient autonomy, but there is equally a risk of surrendering
decision-making to an AI technology, which may be more likely if the technology
is presented to the patient as providing better insight into their health status and
prognosis than a physician (160).
Furthermore, if an AI technology reduces contact between a provider and a patient, it
could reduce the opportunities for clinicians to offer health promotion interventions to the
patient and undermine general supportive care, such as the benefits of human–human
interaction when people are often at their most vulnerable (159). Some AI technologies
do not sever the relationship between doctor and patient but help to improve contact
and communication, for example, by providing an analysis of different treatment options,
which the doctor can talk through with the patient and explain the risks.
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Loss of control could be construed as surrendering not just to a technology but also
to companies that exert power over the development, deployment and use of AI for
health care. At present, technology companies are investing resources to accumulate
data, computing power and human resources to develop new AI health technologies
(169–171). This may be done by large companies in partnership with the public sector,
as in the United Kingdom (168), but could be done by concentrating different areas
of expertise or decision-making in different companies, with the rules and standards
of care governed by the companies that manage the technologies rather than health
care systems. In China, several large technology companies, including Ping An (171),
Tencent (174), Baidu (175) and Alibaba (176), are rapidly expanding the provision
of both online and offline health services and new points of access to health care,
backed by accumulation of data and use of AI. Companies, unlike health systems or
governments, may, however, ignore the needs of citizens and the obligations owed
to citizens, as there is a distinction between citizens and customers. These concerns
heighten the importance of regulation and careful consideration of the role of
companies in direct provision of health-care services.
The ethics of using AI for resource allocation and prioritization
Use of computerized decision-support programs – AI or not – to inform or guide
resource allocation and prioritization for clinical care has long raised ethical issues
(177). They include managing conflicts between human and machine predictions,
difficulty in assessing the quality and fitness for purpose of software, identifying
appropriate users and the novel situation in which a decision for a patient is guided by
a machine analysis of other patients’ outcomes. In some situations, well-intentioned
efforts to base decisions about allocations on an algorithm that relies only on a rulesbased formula produce unintended outcomes. Such was the case in allocation of
vaccines against COVID-19 at a medical institution in California, USA, on the basis of a
rules-based formula in which very few of the available vaccine doses were allocated to
those medical workers most at risk of contracting the virus, while prioritizing “higherranked” doctors at low-risk of COVID-19 (178).
Moreover, there is a familiar problem and risk that data in both traditional databases
and machine-learning training sets might be biased. Such bias could lead to allocation
of resources that discriminates against, for example, people of colour; decisions
related to gender, ethnicity or socioeconomic status might similarly be biased. Such
forms of bias and discrimination might not only be found in data but intentionally
included in algorithms, such that formulas are written to discriminate against certain
communities or individuals. At population level, this could encourage use of resources
for people who will have the greatest net benefit, e.g. younger, healthier individuals,
and divert resources and time from costly procedures intended for the elderly. Thus, if
an AI technology is trained to “maximize global health”, it may do so by allocating most
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resources to healthy people in order to keep them healthy and not to a disadvantaged
population. This dovetails with a wider “conceptual revolution” in medicine, whereas
twentieth-century medicine aimed to heal the sick. Twenty-first-century
medicine is increasingly aimed to upgrade the healthy…. Consequently,
by 2070 the poor could very well enjoy much better healthcare than
today, but the gap separating them from the rich will nevertheless be
much greater (179).
As more data are amassed and AI technologies are increasingly integrated into
decision-making, providers and administrators will probably rely on the advice given
(while guarding against automation bias). Yet, such technologies, if designed for
efficiency of resource use, could compromise human dignity and equitable access to
treatment. They could mean that decisions about whether to provide certain costly
treatments or operations are based on predicted life span and on estimates of qualityadjusted life years or new metrics based on data that are inherently biased. In some
countries in which AI is not used, patients are already triaged to optimize patient flow,
and such decisions often affect those who are disadvantaged or powerless, such as
the elderly, people of colour and those with genetic defects or disabilities.
Ethical design (see section 7.1) could mitigate these risks and ensure that AI
technologies are used to assist humans by appropriate resource allocation and
prioritization. Furthermore, such technologies must be maintained as a means of
aiding human decision-making and assuring that humans ultimately make the right
critical life-and-death decisions by adequately addressing the risks of such uses of AI
and providing those affected by such decisions with contestation rights.
Use of AI tools for triage or rationing is one of the most compelling reasons for
ensuring adequate governance or oversight. Although intentional harm is not ethically
controversial – it is wrong – the possibilities of unintended bias and flawed inference
emphasize the need to protect and insulate people and processes from computational
misadventure.
Use of AI for predictive analytics in health care
Health care has always included and depended in part on predictions and prognoses
and the use of predictive analytics. AI is one of the more recent tools for this purpose,
and many possible benefits of prediction-based health care rely on use of AI. AI
could also be used to assess an individual’s risk of disease, which could be used for
prevention of diseases, such as heart disease and diabetes. AI could also assist healthcare providers in predicting illness or major health events. For example, early studies
with limited datasets indicated that AI could be used to diagnose Alzheimer disease
years before symptoms appear (180).
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Challenges to prediction in clinical care predate the emergence of AI and should not
be attributed solely to AI techniques. Yet, various risks are associated with the use of
AI to make predictions that affect patient care or influence the allocation of resources
by a hospital or health-care system. Prediction technologies could be inaccurate
because an AI technology bases its recommendations on an inference that optimizes
markers of health rather than identifying an underlying patient need. An algorithm
that predicts mortality from training data may have learnt that a patient who visits a
chaplain is at increased risk of death (181).
While AI-based diagnosis is near term and its efficiency can be tested, thereby
mitigating potential harm, efficacy and accuracy in long-term predictions may be more
difficult or impossible to achieve. The risk of harm therefore increases dramatically,
as predictions of limited reliability could affect an individual’s health and well-being
and result in unnecessary expenditure of scarce resources. For example, an AI-based
mobile app developed by DeepMind to predict acute kidney failure produced two
false-positive results for every correct result and therefore did not improve patient
outcomes (182). Even if the system identified some patients who required treatment,
this benefit was cancelled out by overdiagnosis. Such false-positive results can harm
patients if they persuade doctors to take riskier courses of action, such as prescription
of a more potent, addictive drug, in response to the prediction.
Prediction-based health care, even if it is effective for diagnosis or accurate prediction
of disease, may present significant risks of bias and discrimination for individuals
because of a predisposition to certain health conditions (183), which could manifest
itself in the workplace, health insurance or access to health-care resources.
The use of predictions throughout health care also raises ethical concern about
informed consent and individual autonomy if predictions are shared with people
who did not consent to surveillance, detection or use of predictive models to draw
inferences about their future health status or to provide them with a “predictive
diagnosis” that they did not request in advance. Such non-consensual misuse could
include, for example, screening to predict psychotic episodes by analysis of speech
patterns (184) or use of AI to identify individuals with tuberculosis who do not know
their status (as described above) or at high risk of HIV infection and thus candidates
for pre-exposure prophylaxis (185). The Convention for the Protection of Human
Rights and Dignity of the Human Being about the Application of Biology and Medicine
(Oviedo Convention) (68) states that: “Everyone is entitled to know any information
collected about his or her health. However, the wishes of individuals not to be so
informed shall be observed.”
Prediction-based technologies that are considered far more accurate or effective than
older technologies could also challenge individual freedom of choice, even outside
the doctor–patient relationship. Such use of AI, combined for example with “nudging”,
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could transform an application for promoting healthy behaviour into a technology
that could exert powerful control over the choices people make in their daily lives
(105), because nudging and the many ways in which it can be done can be far more
effective than sporadic interactions between a health-care provider and a patient. If
AI predicts that an individual is at high risk of a certain disease, will that individual still
have the right to engage in behaviour that increases the likelihood of the disease?
Such restrictions on autonomy could be imposed by a doctor but also by an employer
or insurer or directly by an AI application on a wearable device.
Thus, while the introduction of prediction-based algorithms is often well-intentioned,
the challenges and problems associated with their use can cause more harm than
benefit, as was a predictive algorithm for assessing the likelihood of pregnancy in
adolescents in vulnerable populations (Box 5).
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Box 5. Challenges associated with a system for
predicting adolescent pregnancy in Argentina
In 2017, the province of Salta, Argentina, signed an agreement with Microsoft to use AI to prevent
adolescent pregnancy, a public health objective, and a tool to prevent school dropout. Microsoft
used data for AI training collected by the local government from populations in vulnerable situations.
The local authorities described the system (186) as
intelligent algorithms that identify characteristics in people that can lead to some of
these problems [adolescent pregnancy and school dropout] and warn the government
so that they can work on prevention.
The data processed by Microsoft servers were distributed globally. It was claimed that, on the basis of
the data collected, the algorithm would predict whether an adolescent would become pregnant with
86% accuracy (187). Once the partnership was publicized, however, it was challenged on technical
grounds by local experts (188), for two reasons.
• Testing of the algorithms for predicting adolescent pregnancy had significant methodological
shortcomings. The training data used to build the predictive algorithm and the data used to evaluate
the algorithm’s accuracy were almost identical, which gave rise to an erroneous conclusion about the
predictive accuracy of the system.
• The type of data collected was inappropriate for ascertaining a future risk of pregnancy. The training
data used were extracted from a survey of adolescents living in the province of Salta, which included
personal information (e.g. age, ethnicity, country of origin), information about their environment (e.g.
number of people in the household, whether they have hot water in the bathroom) and whether the
person was pregnant at the time of the survey. These data were not appropriate for determining
whether an individual would become pregnant in the future (e.g. within the ensuing 6 years), which
would have required data collected 5 or 6 years before a pregnancy occurred. The collected data could
be used at best only to determine whether an adolescent had been or was now pregnant.
The predictive algorithm was also inappropriate, as it provided predictions that were sensitive for
adolescents without their (or their parents’) consent, thereby undermining their privacy and autonomy.
As the algorithm targeted individuals who were especially vulnerable, it was unlikely that they would have
the opportunity to contest use of the interventions, and it could reinforce discriminatory attitudes and
policies (189).
Despite the criticism and failings, the system continues to be used in at least two other countries (Brazil
and Colombia) and in other provinces of Argentina (187). The flaws in the algorithm would have been
identified more easily if there had been greater transparency about the data sets used to train and
evaluate the algorithm, the technical specifications and the hypothesis that guided the model’s design
(190).
This case study was written by Maria Paz Canales (Derechos Digitales).
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Use of AI for prediction in drug discovery and clinical development
It is expected that machine-learning systems will be used to predict which drugs
will be safe and effective and are best suited for human use. Machine learning
may also be used to design drug combinations to optimize the use of promising
AI or conventionally designed drug candidates. Such predictive models could
allow pharmaceutical companies to take “regulatory shortcuts” and conduct fewer
clinical trials and with fewer patient data. A possible benefit of AI may therefore
be to accelerate the development of medicines and vaccines, especially for new
diseases with pandemic potential for which there are ineffective or no medical
countermeasures.
Such approaches can, however, carry risks if AI is used incorrectly or too aggressively.
Predictive models are based on algorithms that must be assessed for accuracy,
which may be difficult because of lack of transparency or explainability about how the
algorithms function. Furthermore, reducing the number of trials or patients studied
can raise concern that patients may be exposed to risks that were not identified by the
algorithm.

6.6 Bias and discrimination associated with artificial intelligence
Societal bias and discrimination are often replicated by AI technologies, including
those used in the criminal justice system, banking, human resources and the
provision of public services. The different forms of discrimination and bias that a
person or a group of people suffer because of identities such as gender, race and
sexual orientation must be considered. Racial bias (in the USA and other countries) is
affecting the performance of AI technologies for health (Box 6).

Box 6. Discrimination and racial bias in AI technology
In a study published in Science in October 2019 (191), researchers found significant racial bias in an
algorithm used widely in the US health-care system to guide health decisions. The algorithm is based
on cost (rather than illness) as a proxy for needs; however, the US health-care system spent less
money on Black than on white patients with the same level of need. Thus, the algorithm incorrectly
assumed that white patients were sicker than equally sick Black patients. The researchers estimated
that the racial bias reduced the number of Black patients receiving extra care by more than half.
This case highlights the importance of awareness of biases in AI and mitigating them from the onset
to prevent discrimination (based on e.g. race, gender, age or disability). Biases may be present not
only in the algorithm but also, for example, in the data used to train the algorithm. Many other
types of bias, such as contextual bias (192, 193), should be considered. Stakeholders, particularly AI
programmers, should apply “ethics by design” and mitigate biases at the outset in developing a new
AI technology for health (194).
Note: This case study was written by Marcelo Corrales Compagnucci (CeBIL Copenhagen), Sara Gerke
(Harvard Law School) and Timo Minssen (CeBIL Copenhagen).
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Bias in data
The data sets used to train AI models are biased, as many exclude girls and women,
ethnic minorities, elderly people, rural communities and disadvantaged groups. In
general, AI is biased towards the majority data set (the populations for which there
are most data), so that, in unequal societies, AI may be biased towards the majority
and place a minority population at a disadvantage. Such systematic biases, when
enshrined in AI, can become normative biases and can exacerbate and fix (in the
algorithm) existing disparities in health care (195). Such bias is generally present in any
inferential model based on pattern recognition. Thus, the human decisions that
comprise the data and shape the design of the algorithm [are] now
hidden by the promise of neutrality and [have] the power to unjustly
discriminate at a much larger scale than biased individuals (196).
Existing bias and established discrimination in health-care provision and the structures
and practices of health care are captured in the data with which machine-learning
models are trained and manifest in the recommendations made by AI-guided
technologies. The consequence is that the recommendations will be irrelevant or
inaccurate for the populations excluded from the data (Box 7), which is also the
consequence of introducing an AI technology that is trained for use in one context
into a different context.

Box 7. AI technologies for detecting skin cancer
exclude people of colour.
Machine learning has outperformed dermatologists in detecting potentially cancerous skin lesions.
As rates of skin cancer increase in many countries, AI technology would improve the ability of
dermatologists to diagnose skin cancer. The data used to train one highly accurate machine-learning
model are, however, for “fair-skinned” populations in Australia, Europe and the USA. Thus, while the
technology assists in diagnosis, prevention and treatment of skin cancer in white and light-skinned
individuals, the algorithm was neither appropriate nor relevant for people of colour, as it was not
trained on images of these populations.
The inadequacy of the data on people of colour is due to several structural factors, including lack of
medical professionals and of adequate information in communities of colour and economic barriers
that prevent marginalized communities from seeking health care or participating in research that
would allow such individuals to contribute data.
Another reason that such machine-learning models are not relevant for people of colour is that
developers seek to bring new technologies to the market as quickly as possible. Even if their haste
is guided by a desire to reduce avoidable morbidity and mortality, it can replicate existing racial and
ethnic disparities, while a more deliberate, inclusive approach to design and development would
identify and avoid biased outcomes.
Source: reference 197
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Such biases in data could also affect, for example, the use of AI for drug development.
If an AI technology is based on a racially homogenous dataset, biomarkers that an AI
technology identifies and that are responsive to a therapy may be appropriate only
for the race or gender of the dataset and not for a more diverse population. In such
cases, a drug that is approved may not be effective for the excluded population or may
even be harmful to their health and well-being.
Data biases are also due to other factors. One is the digital divide. (See section 6.2.)
Thus, women in LMIC are much less likely than men to have access to a mobile phone
or mobile Internet; 327 million fewer women than men have access to mobile Internet
(198). Thus, women not only contribute fewer data to data sets used to train AI but
are less likely to benefit from services. Another cause is unbalanced collection of data,
even where the digital divide is not a factor. For example, genetic data tend to be
collected disproportionately from people of European descent (199, 200). Furthermore,
experimental and clinical studies tend to involve male experimental models or male
subjects, resulting in neglect of sex-specific biological differences, although this gap
may be closing slightly (201).
Biases can also emerge when certain individuals or communities choose not to
provide data. Data on certain population subsets may be difficult to collect if collection
requires expensive devices such as wearable monitors. As noted above, improving
data collection from such communities or individuals, while it may improve the
performance of AI, carries a risk of data colonialism. (See section 6.3.)
Biases related to who develops AI and the origin of the
data on which AI is trained
Biases often depend on who funds and who designs an AI technology. AI-based
technologies have tended to be developed by one demographic group and gender,
increasing the likelihood of certain biases in the design. Thus, the first releases of
the Apple Health Kit, which enabled specialized tracking of some health risks, did not
include a menstrual cycle tracker, perhaps because there were no women on the
development team (202).
Bias can also arise from insufficient diversity of the people who label data or validate
an algorithm. To reduce bias, people with diverse ethnic and social backgrounds
should be included, and a diverse team is necessary to recognize flaws in the design
or functionality of the AI in validating algorithms to ensure lack of bias.
Bias may also be due to the origin of the data with which AI is designed and trained.
It may not be possible to collect representative data if an AI technology is initially
trained with data from local populations that have a different health profile from
the populations in which the AI technology is used. Thus, an AI technology that is
trained in one country and then used in a country with different characteristics may
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discriminate against, be ineffective or provide an incorrect diagnosis or prediction for
a population of a different race, ethnicity or body type. AI is often trained with local
data to which a company or research organization has access but sold globally with no
consideration of the inadequacy of the training data.
Bias in deployment
Bias can also be introduced during implementation of systems in real-world settings. If
the diversity of the populations that may require use of an AI system, due to variations in
age, disability, co-morbidities or poverty, has not been considered, an AI technology will
discriminate against or work improperly for these populations. Such bias may manifest
itself at the workplace, in health insurance or in access to health-care resources,
benefits and other opportunities. As AI is designed predominantly in HIC, there may
be significant misunderstanding of how it should be deployed in LMIC, including the
discriminatory impact (or worse) or that it cannot be used for certain populations.

6.7 Risks of artificial intelligence technologies
to safety and cybersecurity

This section discusses several risks for safety and cybersecurity associated with use of
AI technologies for health, which may be generalized to the use of many computing
technologies for health care – past and present.
Safety of AI technologies
Patient safety could be at risk from use of AI that may not be foreseen during
regulatory review of the technology for approval. Errors in AI systems, including
incorrect recommendations (e.g. which drug to use, which of two sick patients to
treat) and recommendations based on false-negative or false-positive results, can
cause injury to a patient (159) or a group of people with the same health condition.
Model resilience, or how an AI technology performs over time, is a related risk.
Health-care providers also commit errors of judgement and other human errors, but
the risk with AI is that such an error, if fixed in an algorithm, could cause irreparable
harm to thousands of people in a short time if the technology is used widely (159).
Furthermore, the psychological burden and stress of such errors is borne by the
providers who operate such technologies.
An AI application, like any information technology system, could also provide the wrong
guidance if it has code errors due to human programming mistakes. For example, the
United Kingdom NHS COVID-19 application, which was designed to notify individuals to
self-isolate if exposed, was programmed incorrectly (203). Thus, a user of the application
had to be next to a highly infectious patient five times longer than that considered risky
by the NHS before being instructed to self-isolate. Although up to 19 million people
downloaded the application, a “shockingly low” number of people were told to isolate,
thereby exposing themselves and others to risks of COVID-19 infection (203).
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It is also possible that a developer (or an entity that funds or directs the design of AI
technology) designs an AI technology unethically, to optimize an outcome that would
generate profits for the provider or conceal certain practices. The design might in fact
be more accurate than another modelling technique but generate unmerited sales
revenue. Malicious design has affected other sectors, such as the automobile sector,
in which algorithms used to measure emissions were programmed to conceal the true
emissions profile of a major car manufacturer (204).
Use of computers carries an inherent risk of flaws in safety due to insufficient attention
to minimizing risk in the design of machines and also to flaws in the computer
code and associated bugs and glitches. Injuries and deaths due to such flaws and
breakdowns are underreported, and there are no official figures and few large-scale
studies. In one study in the United Kingdom, for instance, it was estimated that up
to 2000 deaths a year may be due to computer errors and flaws and that it is an
“unnoticed killer” (205).
Cybersecurity
As health-care systems become increasingly dependent on AI, these technologies
may be expected to be targeted for malicious attacks and hacking in order to shut
down certain systems, to manipulate the data used for training the algorithm, thereby
changing its performance and recommendations, or to “kidnap” data for ransom (181).
AI developers might be targeted in “spear-fishing” attacks and by hacking, which could
allow an attacker to modify an algorithm without the knowledge of the developer.
An algorithm, especially one that runs independently of human oversight, could be
hacked to generate revenue for certain recipients, and large sums are at stake: total
spending on health care globally was US$ 7.8 trillion in 2017, or about 10% of global
gross domestic product (206). The United Kingdom Information Commission Office
noted that cyberattacks on the health sector are the most frequent (207). Breaches of
health data, which are some of the most sensitive data about individuals, could harm
privacy and dignity and the broader exercise of human rights. A study in 2013 showed
that four anonymized data points are sufficient for unique identification of an individual
with 95% accuracy (208). Measures to avoid such breaches, which can be broadly
categorized as infrastructural or algorithmic, are improving, although no defence is
100% effective and new defences can be broken as quickly as they are proposed (181).

6.8 Impacts of artificial intelligence on labour
and employment in health and medicine

The impact of AI on the health workforce is viewed with equal optimism and
pessimism. It is perhaps less contested that nearly all jobs in health care will require a
minimum level of digital and technological proficiency. The Topol Review: Preparing the
health workforce to deliver the digital future (24), concluded that, within two decades,
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90% of all jobs in the United Kingdom’s NHS will require digital skills, including
navigating the “data-rich” health-care environment, and also digital and genomics
literacy. The requirement for digital literacy will not be limited to clinical care (although
this section concentrates on clinical staff) but extends to health-care workers in public
health, surveillance, the environment, prevention, protection, education, awareness,
diet, nutrition and all the other social determinants of health that can be supported by
AI. All health workers in these areas will have to be trained and retrained in use of AI to
support and facilitate their tasks.
Optimistic views include that in which AI will automate and thus reduce the burden
of routine tasks on clinicians and allow them to focus on more challenging work and
to engage with patients. It could also empower doctors to work in more areas and
provide support in areas in which technology can be used for clinical decision-making.
It is expected that digitization of health care and the introduction of AI technologies
will create numerous new jobs in health care, such as software development, healthcare systems analysis and training in the use of AI for health care and medicine. The
last may include three types of jobs: trainers, or people that can evaluate and stresstest AI technologies; explainers, or those who can explain how and why an algorithm
can be trusted; and “sustainers”, or those who monitor behaviour and identify
unintended consequences of AI systems (181).
AI could also extend one of the scarcest resources in health-care systems – the time
that doctors and nurses have to attend to patients. If doctors and nurses can hand
over repetitive or administrative tasks to AI-supported technologies and therefore
spend less time on “routine care cases”, they would have more time to attend to more
urgent, complex or rare cases and to improve the overall quality of care offered to
patients (24). In some cases, however, as AI is being integrated into health-care systems
as secondary medical support, during what could best be described as a transition
period, AI may increase the tasks and add to the workload of doctors and nurses.
Telemedicine has been used to extend health-care provision to people in remote areas
and to refugees and other underserved populations that otherwise lack appropriate
medical advice (205). Yet, AI and its use in telemedicine could create inequitable access
to health-care services (in particular to health-care personnel), for instance when
people in rural areas or low-income countries have to make do with greater access
to AI-based services and telemedicine (181) while individuals in HIC and urban areas
continue to benefit from in-person care.
Furthermore, health-care workers who already have to absorb large amounts of
information to meet standards of care may regularly require new competence in the
use of AI-supported technologies in everyday practice, and competence may have
to evolve rapidly as the uptake of AI accelerates. Such continuing education may be
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neither available nor accessible to all health-care workers, although efforts are under
way to improve digital literacy and training that includes use of AI and other health
information technologies. (See section 7.2.)
Even as health-care workers have to obtain new competence, the use of AI to augment
and possibly replace the daily tasks of health-care workers and physicians could also
remove the need for maintaining certain skills, such as the ability to read an X-ray. At
some point, physicians may be unable to conduct such a task without the assistance
of a computer, and AI systems will have to be “trained” to use the repository of
medical knowledge that was the domain of human providers (159). Such dependence
on AI systems could erode independent human judgement and, in the worst-case
scenario, could leave providers and patients incapable of acting if an AI system fails
or is compromised (159). There should therefore be robust plans to provide back-up if
technology systems fail or are breached.
Another concern is that AI will automate many of the jobs and tasks of health-care
personnel, resulting in significant loss of jobs in nearly every part of the health
workforce, including certain types of doctors. AI has already replaced many jobs in
other industries, reduced the total number of people required for certain roles or
created the expectation that many jobs will be lost (e.g. up to 35% of all jobs in the
United Kingdom) (210).
In many countries, however, health care is not an industry but a core government
function, so that administrators will not replace health-care workers with technology.
Many countries, with high, middle or low income, are in fact facing shortages of
health-care workers. WHO has estimated that, by 2030, there will be a shortage of
18 million health workers, mostly in low- and low- to middle-income countries (211).
AI may provide a means to bridge the gap between the workforce ideally available to
provide appropriate health care and what exists.
Other scenarios have been envisaged with the arrival of AI. One predicts that a
decision to use AI will cause short-term instability, with many job losses in certain
areas even as overall employment increases with the creation of new jobs, resulting in
unemployment for those who may not be able to retrain for the new roles. In another
scenario, job losses will not materialize, either because clinicians or health-care
workers will fulfil other roles or because these technologies will be fully integrated only
over a long time, during which other roles for health-care workers and clinicians will
emerge, such as labelling data or designing and evaluating AI technologies (210).
Even if AI does not displace clinicians, it could make doctors’ jobs less secure and stable.
One trend has been the “Uberization” of health care, in which AI facilitates the creation
of health-care platforms on which contractors, including drivers, temporary workers,
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nurses, physician assistants and even doctors, work on demand (103, 211). During the
past decade, health care and education have seen the fastest growth of “gig workers”,
who work on a temporary basis with no stability of employment (103). While this
provides more flexible services, it could also sever relationships between patients and
health-care givers and create insecurity for certain types of health workers. Such a trend
may not occur in countries with either greater labour protection for its health workforce,
such that labour shortages provide health-care workers with negotiating power, or in
which AI is not used to reorganize health care but to reduce the workload.
With increasing use of AI, the nature of medical practice and health-care provision
will fundamentally change. As noted above, it could provide health-care workers with
more time to care for patients or it could, if patients interact more frequently and
directly with AI, result in doctors spending less time in direct contact with patients and
more time in administering technology, analysing data and learning how to use new
technologies. If introduction of AI is not effectively managed, physicians could become
dissatisfied and even leave medical practice (213).

6.9 Challenges in commercialization of
artificial intelligence for health care

There are various ethical challenges to the practices of the largest technology firms in
the field of AI for health, although some of the concerns also apply to mid-size firms
and start-ups. The use of AI for health has been pushed by companies – from small
start-up firms to large technology companies – mainly by significant advocacy and
investment. Those who support a growing role for these companies expect that they
will be able to marshal their capital, in-house expertise, computing resources and
data to identify and build novel applications to support providers and health systems.
During the COVID-19 pandemic, many companies have sought to provide services
and products for the response, many of which are linked to forms of public health
surveillance (214). This has raised a number of ethical and legal concerns, which are
discussed throughout this report.
Some services already widely used in health are for “back-office” functions and for
managing health-care systems. Some of the companies involved in development of
technology, such as the pharmaceutical and medical device industries, are integrating
AI into their processes and products, and insurance firms are using AI for assessing
risk or even automating the provision of insurance, which might raise ethical concerns
with respect to algorithmic decision-making.
A prominent use of AI for health care is to support diagnosis, treatment, monitoring
and adherence to treatment. Such applications could have benefits for health-care
systems; however, many concerns have emerged during the past as more technology
firms, and especially the largest firms, have entered the health-care field.
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A general problem is lack of transparency. While many firms know much about their
users, their users, civil society and regulators know little about the activities of the
firms, including how they (and governments) operate in PPPs, which have a significant
impact on the public interest (215). (See section 9.3.) Their practices remain hidden
partly because of commercial secrecy agreements or the lack of general obligations
for transparent practices, including the role these firms play in health care and
the data that are collected and used to train and validate an AI algorithm. Without
transparency (and accountability), these firms have little incentive to act in a way that
does not cross certain ethical boundaries or to disclose deeper problems in their
technology, data or models (215). Many companies prefer to keep their algorithmic
models proprietary and secret, as full transparency could lead to criticism of both the
technology and the company (216).
A second broad concern is that the overall business model of the largest technology
firms includes both aggressive collection and use of data to make their technologies
effective and use of surplus data for commercial practices, considered by Professor
Shoshana Zuboff as “surveillance capitalism” (125). Thus, during the past decade, there
have been several examples of large technology firms using large datasets of sensitive
health information in developing AI technologies for health care (129, 217). While such
health data may have been acquired and used to develop useful AI technologies for
health, the data were not acquired with the explicit consent of those who provided
them, the benefits of the data for these firms may be far in excess of what was
required to deliver the product, and the firms may not provide equal benefits to the
population that generated the data in the first place.
Such acquisition of sensitive health information can give rise to legal concern. First, even
if the data are anonymized by the firm that acquires them, the company would be able
to combine data and de-anonymize relevant data sets from the amount of information it
already has from other sources (147). Secondly, several large technology firms have been
accused and even fined for mishandling data (218), and this concern may be heightened
for firms that acquire often-sensitive health data. Thirdly, as firms continue to accumulate
large amounts of data, this can introduce anti-trust concerns (although it may not lead to
regulatory enforcement (219)), related to the growing market power of such companies,
including barriers to smaller companies that may wish to enter an AI market (220).
An additional concern is the growing power that some companies may exert over
the development, deployment and use of AI for health (including drug development)
and the extent to which corporations exert power and influence over individuals
and governments and over both AI technology and the health-care market. Data,
computing power, human resources and technology can be concentrated within a few
companies, and technology can be owned either legally (IP protection) or because the
size of a company’s platform results in a monopoly. Monopoly power can concentrate
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decision-making in the hands of a few individuals and companies, which can act as
gatekeepers of certain products and services (221) and reduce competition, which
could eventually translate into higher prices for goods and services, less consumer
protection or less innovation.
While the growing role of large companies in the USA, such as Google, Facebook
and Amazon, in the development and provision of AI for health care has been under
scrutiny, large technology companies in China and other Asian countries are playing
a similar role in health through such services and technologies. They include Ping An,
Tencent, Baidu and Alibaba, which are both building their own technology platforms
and collaborating with user platforms such as WeChat to reach millions of people in
China (176). Tencent, for example, is investing in at least three main areas of health: AIbased technologies to assist in diagnosis and treatment, a “smart hospital” to provide
a web of online services and data connectivity through a smart health card (which itself
raises concern about data privacy and use; see above) and a “medipedia” to provide
health information to users online (222). Alibaba is working with hospitals to predict
patient demand in order to allocate health-care personnel and developing AI-assisted
diagnostic tools for radiology (176).
Such power and control of the market by large firms may be part of a ‘first-mover’
advantage that several large firms may eventually earn through their entry into AI for
health. Even if the data used by a firm (for example, data from a public health system)
could be used by others, other firms might be discouraged or unable to replicate use
of such data for a similar purpose, especially if another company has already done so
(215). Such power also means that the rules set by certain companies can force even
the largest and wealthiest governments to change course. For example, during the
COVID-19 pandemic, Google and Apple introduced a technical standard for where
and how data should be stored in proximity-tracking applications that differed from
the approach preferred by the governments of several HIC, which resulted in at least
one government changing the technical design of its proximity-tracking application to
comply with the technical standards of these two companies. Although the approach
of these companies may have been consistent with privacy considerations, the
wider concern is that these firms, by controlling the infrastructure with which such
applications operate, can force governments to adopt a technical standard that is
inconsistent with its own public policy and public health objectives (223).
When most data, health analytics and algorithms are managed by large technology
companies, it will be increasingly likely that those companies will govern decisions that
should be taken by individuals, societies and governments, because of their control
and power over the resources and information that underpins the digital economy
(124). This power imbalance also affects people who should be treated equitably
by their governments or at least, if treated unfairly, can hold their governments
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accountable if inequity arises. Without a strong government role, companies might
ignore the needs of individuals, particularly those at the margins of society and the
global economy (179).
Stringent oversight by governments and good governance are essential in this sector.
(See section 9.3 on private sector governance.) Oversight mechanisms could be
integrated into PPPs. If such partnerships are not carefully designed, they can lead to
misappropriation of resources (usually patient data) or conflicts of interest in decisionmaking in such partnerships or could forestall or limit the use of regulation to protect
the public interest when necessary (215, 216).

6.10 Artificial intelligence and climate change

Use of deep learning models in AI has been scrutinized for its impact on climate
change. Researchers at the University of Massachusetts Amherst, USA, found that
the emissions associated with training a single “big language” model were equal to
approximately 300 000 kg of carbon dioxide or 125 round-trip flights between New
York City and Beijing (224). A single training session for another deep-learning model,
GTP-3, requires energy equivalent to the annual consumption of 126 Danish homes
and creates a carbon footprint equivalent to travelling 700 000 km by car (225). All the
infrastructure required to support use of AI has an additional carbon cost (225).
WHO considers climate change to be an urgent, global health challenge that requires
prioritized action now and in the decades to come. Between 2030 and 2050, climate
change is expected to cause approximately 250 000 additional deaths per year from
malnutrition, malaria, diarrhoea and heat stress alone. The cost of direct damage to
health by 2030 is estimated to be US$ 2–4 billion per year. Areas with weak health
infrastructure – most in developing countries – will be the least able to cope without
assistance to prepare and respond (226).
Reducing emissions of greenhouse gases through better transport, food and choices
of energy, particularly reducing air pollution, results in better health (226). Extending
the use of AI for health and in other sectors of the global economy could, however,
contribute directly to dangerous climate change and poor health outcomes, especially of
marginalized populations. Thus, the growing success and benefits for health outcomes
of AI, which will predominate in HIC, would be directly linked to increased carbon
emissions and negative consequences in low-income countries.
AI technologies, for health and other uses, should therefore be designed and evaluated
to minimize carbon emissions, such as by using smaller, more carefully curated data
sets, which could also potentially improve the accuracy of AI models (227). Otherwise,
the growing use of AI might have to be balanced against its impact on carbon emissions.
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7. BUILDING AN ETHICAL APPROACH TO USE
OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE FOR HEALTH
This section addresses how measures other than law and policy can ensure that
AI improves human health and well-being.

7.1 Ethical, transparent design of technologies

Although technology designers and developers play critical roles in designing AI tools
for use in health, there are no procedures for credentialing or licensing such as those
required for health-care workers. In the absence of formal qualifications for ethics in
the AI field, it is not enough merely to call for personal adherence to values such as
reproducibility, transparency, fairness and human dignity.
New approaches to software engineering in the past decade move beyond an appeal
to abstract moral values, and improvements in design methods are not merely
upgraded programming techniques. Methods for designing AI technologies that
include moral values in health and other sectors have been proposed to support
effective, systematic, transparent integration of ethical values. Such values in design
have also been codified legally; for example, the GDPR includes specific obligations to
include privacy by design and by default.
One approach to integrating ethics and human rights standards is “Design for values”,
a paradigm for basing design on the values of human dignity, freedom, equality and
solidarity (Box 8) and for construing them as non-functional requirements (228). This
requires not a solutions-oriented approach but instead a process-oriented approach
that satisfies stakeholder needs in conformity with the moral and social values
embodied by human rights.
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Box 8. Design for values (229)
“Design for values” is explicit transposition of moral and social values into context-dependent
design requirements. It is an umbrella term for several pioneering methods, such as value-sensitive design, values in design and participatory design. Design for values presents a roadmap for
stakeholders to translate human rights into context-dependent design requirements through a
structured, inclusive, transparent process, such that abstract values are translated into design
requirements and norms (properties that a technology should have to ensure certain values), and
the norms then become a socio-technical design requirement. The process of identifying design
requirements permits all stakeholders, including individuals affected by the technology, users, engineers, field experts and legal practitioners, to debate design choices and identify the advantages
and shortcomings of each choice.
Thus, a value such as privacy can be interpreted through certain norms, such as informed consent,
right to erasure and confidentiality. These norms can then be converted by discussion and consultation into design requirements, such as positive opt-in (a means of ensuring informed consent) or
homomorphic encryption techniques to assure confidentiality. Other techniques for safeguarding
privacy, such as k-anonymity, differential privacy and coarse graining through clustering, could also
be selected through consultation.

Ethical design can also be applied to the socio-technical systems in which algorithms
are developed, which comprise the ensemble of software, data, methods, procedure,
personnel, protocols, laws, norms, incentive structures and institutional frameworks.
All are brought together to ensure that products and services provide ethical
outcomes for society and its health-care systems.
More generally, ethical and transparent design of AI technologies should be ensured
by prioritizing inclusivity in processes and methods (230, 231). Consideration of
inclusivity when designing and developing an AI technology can overcome barriers
to equitable use of the technology in health associated with geography, gender, age,
culture, religion or language.
Three approaches for promoting inclusivity are the following.
• Citizen science: Citizen science is defined by the Alan Turing Institute as the direct
contribution of non-professional scientists to scientific research, for instance,
by contributing data or performing tasks (232). Citizen science not only helps
the public to understand a particular study or technology that may affect them
personally but also ensures that the public is involved in research, discussions and
tool-building. This ensures respectful co-creation of AI technologies that reduces
the distance between the researcher or programmer and the individuals who the
technology is intended to serve.
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• Open-source software: Transparency and participation can be increased by the use
of open-source software for the underlying design of an AI technology or making
the source code of the software publicly available. Open-source software is open to
both contributions and feedback, which allows users to understand how the system
works, to identify potential issues and to extend and adapt the software. Opensource software design must be accessible and welcoming, and the content should
allow greater engagement and transparency.
• Increased diversity: Too often, efforts to increase the diversity of AI technologies
involve increasing the diversity of the data on which they are based. Although this
is necessary, it is not sufficient and might even amplify any biases inherent in the
design. Minimizing and identifying potential biases requires greater involvement
of people who are familiar with the nature of potential biases, contexts and
regulations throughout software development, from its design to consultation with
stakeholders, labelling of data, testing and deployment.
Toolkits can be useful for providing concrete guidance to technology designers who
wish to integrate ethical considerations into their work. Software developer kits can
provide guidelines that include a code of ethics, with specific guidelines for health.
Such kits could indicate, for example, how to manage data, including collection, deidentification and aggregation, and how to safeguard the destination of data.
Kits have also been developed to facilitate certain ethical (and increasingly legal)
requirements, such as the Sage Bionetworks toolkit for the elements of informed
consent (233). The toolkit provides use cases to explain its approach to informed
consent, including eConsent, examples of how it should be put into practice, a
checklist to ensure that programmers have considered all the necessary questions
and additional resources.
With the proliferation of use of AI for health, the emergence of more not-for-profit AI
developers would be beneficial. Such developers, who are not constrained by internal
or external revenue targets, can adhere to ethical principles and values more readily
than private developers. Not-for-profit developers may include treatment providers,
hospital systems and charities. They could emulate the many partnerships for not-forprofit product development that have been formed during the past two decades in the
development of new medicines, diagnostics and vaccines. The partnerships are often
with the public and private sectors and focus on neglected populations while ensuring
affordability and access to all. A not-for-profit developer could address all areas of
health but particularly areas of neglect, while ensuring that their technologies adhere
to ethical values such as privacy, transparency and avoidance of bias.
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Putting prediction to good use
Use of AI for prognosis will allow assessment of the relative risk of disease and predict
illness. There are, however, several risks and challenges with the use of predictive
analytics, including concern about the accuracy of the predictions and that prediction
of a negative outcome could affect an individual’s autonomy and well-being.
In public health, predictive analytics can forecast major health events, including
outbreaks, before they occur. For example, before the COVID-19 pandemic, WHO
was developing EPI-BRAIN, a global platform that will allow experts in data and public
health to analyse large datasets for use in emergency preparedness and response
(234). It would allow forecasting and early detection of threats of infection and
their impact on the basis of scenarios, simulation exercises and insights to improve
coordinated decision-making and response.
Ethical, transparent design allows governments and international health agencies,
such as WHO, to encourage the development of AI technologies for predictive
analytics to assist and augment decision-making by providers and policy-makers.
Such technologies must adhere to ethical standards and human rights obligations,
should be open to improvement and should be available for adaptation and use by
governments and providers on a non-exclusive basis.
Recommendations
1. Potential end-users and all direct and indirect stakeholders should be engaged from
the early stages of AI development in structured, inclusive, transparent design and given
opportunities to raise ethical issues, voice concerns and provide input for the AI application under consideration. Relevant ethical considerations should inform the design and
translation of moral values into specific context-dependent design requirements.
2. Designers and other stakeholders should ensure that AI systems are designed to
perform well-defined tasks with the accuracy and reliability necessary to improve the
capacity of health systems and advance patient interests. Designers and other stakeholders should also be able to predict and understand potential secondary outcomes.
3. Designers should ensure that stakeholders have sufficient understanding of the
task that an AI system is designed to perform, the conditions necessary to ensure
that it can perform that task safely and effectively and conditions that might degrade
system performance.
4. The procedures that designers use to “design for values” should be informed
and updated by the consensus principles stated in this report, best practices (e.g.
privacy preserving technologies and techniques), standards of ethics by design and
evolving professional norms (transparency of access to codes, processes that allow
verification and inclusion).
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5. Continuing education and training programmes should be available to designers
and developers to ensure that they integrate evolving ethical considerations into
design processes and choices. The establishment of formal accreditation procedures
could ensure that designers and developers abide by ethical principles similar to
those required of health-care workers.

7.2 Engagement and role of the public and demonstration
of trustworthiness to providers and patients

Effective use of AI for health will require building the trust of the public, providers and
patients. Social license requires hard-fought efforts that can be surrendered quickly if
AI technologies are introduced without due care for the perspectives of those affected
by its use. Public engagement and dialogue are means to ensure that use of AI for
health care meets certain core societal expectations and greater trust and acceptance.
Public dialogue also allows ascertainment of society’s views, as far as possible, on the
ethical dimensions of AI, its design and uses.
A critical issue of public concern, discussed throughout this publication, is the collection
and use of patient data for AI and other applications. In the United Kingdom, these
concerns have been addressed in public debate and dialogue. Health Data Research,
which collects health data and makes it available to public and private entities for healthrelated applications of AI,7 has used public engagement, including with the Wellcome
Trust’s initiative, Understanding Patient Data (236). Workshops held as part of the
initiative provided a forum for participants to discuss their expectations and concerns
about use of patient data in AI and other applications. Before these workshops, 18% of
participants considered it acceptable to share anonymized patient data with commercial
organizations for reasons other than direct care; after the workshops, the proportion
had increased to 45% (237). Individuals who expressed positive views considered that
contributing data was a value exchange, with a societal benefit, and wanted the NHS to
benefit from their data. They also considered it acceptable for commercial companies to
have access to their data, provided that the benefit returned to the public and that the
NHS administered the data for the public benefit.
The United Kingdom Academy of Medical Sciences found at its meetings and
workshops (238) that:
ongoing engagement with patients, the public and healthcare professionals,
including via co-creation, will be critical to ensuring new AI technologies
respond to clinical unmet need, are fit for purpose, and are successfully
deployed, adopted and used.
The Academy conducted a public dialogue on the “data-driven future” to understand
awareness, expectations, aspirations and concerns about future technologies that
7 Presentation by Dr Andrew Morris, Health Data Research United Kingdom, 3 October 2019 to the WHO working group on ethics and governance of AI for health.
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would require patient data to be accessed, analysed or linked for clinical diagnosis and
management (239). The respondents considered that any new use of data must have a
proven social benefit and that an appropriate organization (such as the government or
the NHS) should oversee the data and administer it for the public benefit.
Steps must be taken to build the trust of providers and patients who will increasingly
rely on AI for routine clinical decision-making. The willingness of patients to rely on
AI may sometimes be much lower than expected. For example, in a study conducted
by HSBC Bank (240), only 8% of the respondents surveyed said that they would trust
a machine offering mortgage advice, while 41% said they would trust a mortgage
broker. Lack of wider trust could create significant divisions in a health-care system,
in which, for example, older patients might be unwilling to adapt to and use new AI
technologies, while younger patients might be more amenable (155).
With such a low level of trust, scandals that emerge from use of AI for health care and
undermine patients’ economic, personal or physical security could be fatal. After the
Cambridge Analytica scandal in 2019, an estimated 15% of Facebook users surveyed
indicated they would reduce their use of the social networking site. Trust could be
eroded even more quickly and severely in the domain of health care if similar scandals or
abuses of trust emerged into public discourse, destroying public trust overnight (158).
One means of mitigating and managing risk would be to allow health-care providers
and developers to test a new AI product or service in a “live environment” in a testing
facility, with safeguards and oversight to protect the health system from any risks or
unintended consequences. Testing facilities could allow assessment, certification and
validation of AI. In limited circumstances, testing facilities could build a “regulatory
sandbox” (241), which might, however, be appropriate only in countries in which
new health-care products and services and their specifications are subject to formal
regulation and to data protection regulations (242). Examples of the use of regulatory
sandboxes are the United Kingdom’s Care Quality Commission and by the Singapore
Government to test new digital health models (242).
A second approach to building trust and facilitating a “graceful transition” of health
care is to redesign training programmes for the health workforce (Box 9) and to
improve general education (243). Improvements in general education would include
primary education in science, technology and mathematics.
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Box 9. Supporting health workers in the use AI technologies,
including through education and training
Medical professionals and health-care workers should receive sufficient technical, managerial and
administrative support, capacity-building, regulatory protection (when appropriate) and training in
the many uses of AI technologies and their advantages and in navigating the ethical challenges of
AI (244). With regard to education and training, AI curricula should be seamlessly integrated into
existing programmes (244). Curricula should be updated regularly, as AI is evolving continuously.
Some members of the health-care profession will require training in basic use of computers
before they adapt to use of AI. All health-care professionals will require a certain level of digital
literacy, defined in the Topol review as “those digital capabilities that fit someone for living,
learning, working, participating and thriving in a digital society” (24).
Physicians and nurses will also require a wider range of competence to apply AI in clinical practice,
including better understanding of mathematical concepts, the fundamentals of AI, data science,
health data provenance, curation, integration and governance (24), and also of the ethical and
legal issues associated with the use of AI for health. Such measures (including training) will be
necessary to combine and analyse data from many sources adequately, supervise AI tools and
detect inaccurate performance of AI (244). Good support and training will ensure that health-care
workers and physicians, for example, can avoid common pitfalls such as automation bias when
using AI technologies. Eventually, the knowledge, skills and capabilities required of health workers
may be defined by professional and statutory regulatory bodies in collaboration with practitioners
and educators (24).
Significant changes may be made to medical education. Rather than rote memorization, which
has been the hallmark of medical training, medical students might instead build and refine their
competence for communication and negotiation, emotional intelligence, the ability to resolve
ethical dilemmas and proficient use of computers. Medical training programmes will therefore
require new educators who can teach these concepts and skills (24).

A third approach, the use of human warranty, is discussed earlier in this report (section
5), whereby developers of AI technologies work directly with providers and patients in
patient and clinical evaluation at critical points in the development and deployment
of the technologies. Human warranty can ensure meaningful public consultation and
debate (101).
Recommendations
1. The public should be engaged in the development of AI for health in order to
understand forms of data sharing and use, to comment on the forms of AI that
are socially and culturally acceptable and to fully express their concerns and
expectations. Further, the general public’s literacy in AI technology should be
improved to enable them to determine which AI technologies are acceptable.
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2. Training and continuing education programmes should be available to assist healthcare professionals in understanding and adapting to use of AI, learning about its
benefits and risks and understanding the ethical issues raised in their use.

7.3 Impact assessment

An impact assessment is used to predict the consequences of a current or proposed
action, policy, law, regulation or, as in the case of use of AI for health, a new technology
or service. Impact assessments can provide both technical information on possible
consequences and risks (both positive and negative) and improve decision-making,
transparency and participation of the public in decision-making and introduce a
framework for appropriate follow-up and measurement. Such assessment might be
especially important for the use of AI, as an AI technology can change over time (245).
Impact assessments can also be used to determine whether a technology will respect
or undermine ethical principles and human rights obligations, including privacy and
non-discrimination. Several types of impact assessment for the use of AI for health
have been proposed or used, which could be considered by governments, companies
and providers.
Businesses that design and introduce AI technologies for health have a particular
obligation to conduct impact assessments, including on human rights. The UN Guiding
Principles on Business and Human Rights of the United Nations Office of the High
Commissioner for Human Rights establish corporate responsibility to respect human
rights, including for companies to conduct due diligence to identify, avoid, mitigate
and remedy impact on human rights for which they are responsible or indirectly
involved (246). Although the UN Guiding Principles do not require businesses to
conduct human rights impact assessments, such an assessment can help companies
to meet their obligations.
Impact assessments allow identification, understanding, assessment and mitigation
of the adverse effects of business projects or activities on human rights (247).
Although such assessments are relatively new, their use has increased, including
for the deployment of AI. The United Nations Special Rapporteur on Freedom of
Expression noted (3)
Human rights impact assessments and public consultations should be
carried out during the design and deployment of new AI systems,
including the deployment of existing AI systems in new global markets.
Human rights impact assessments have also been recognized in national laws as an
obligation of companies. For example, the French Government enacted a law on “duty
of vigilance” that requires parent companies to identify and prevent adverse impacts
on human rights and the environment resulting from their activities, from the activities
of companies that they control and from the activities of the subcontractors and
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suppliers with which they have commercial relations (248). Furthermore, a EU Directive
may require all companies with headquarters in Europe to conduct human rights due
diligence, although the discussions will be completed only in 2021 (249).
Other types of impact assessment have been either proposed or implemented. One
approach is an “ethical impact assessment” to identify the impacts of AI on human
rights, including in vulnerable groups, labour rights, environmental rights and their
ethical and social implications. A second approach, proposed by the AI Now Institute,
is an “algorithmic impact assessment” for public agencies, as a “practical framework to
assess automated decision systems and to ensure public accountability” (250). Such
assessments would be both for affected communities to obtain information on how
automated decision systems function and to determine whether they are acceptable
and also for governments to assess how the systems are used, whether they have
disparate impacts in particular on the basis of gender, race or another dimension and
how to hold the systems accountable. This could be useful for governments as they turn
to algorithmic decision-making for large- and small-scale health-care decisions.
Several laws have been proposed or implemented that require impact assessments,
including for the use of AI for health. In 2019, two senators in the USA co-sponsored
the “Algorithmic Accountability Act”, which would require companies to study and adjust
flawed algorithms that result in inaccurate, unfair, biased or discriminatory decisions
that would affect people in the USA (251). It would also require companies, with
enforcement by the US Federal Trade Commission, to “reasonably address” the results of
such assessments, including algorithmic decisions that affect health. Such assessments
would be made only for “high-risk” decisions, which would include health information
or genetic data or decisions or analyses of sensitive aspects of individual lives, including
their health and behaviour. The act has, however, only been proposed and is not
enacted (251).
A separate proposal under the proposed legislation would require companies to
conduct “data protection impact assessments” for high-risk information systems,
such as those that store or use personal information, including health information.
This would mirror the impact assessment required by law under the EU GDPR, which
requires companies to conduct ‘data impact assessments” of the risks of data processing
operations to the “rights and freedoms of natural persons” and their impact on the
protection of personal data (252).
Recommendations
1. Governments should enact laws and policies that require government agencies
and companies to conduct impact assessments of AI technologies, which should
address ethics, human rights, safety and data protection, throughout the life-cycle
of an AI system.
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2. Companies and developers should conduct impact assessments as per the UN
Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, even if governments have not
mandated them.
3. Impact assessments should be audited by an independent third party before and
after introduction of an AI technology and published.

7.4 Research agenda for ethical use of artificial
intelligence for health care

In a fast-moving field such as the use of AI for health, there are many unresolved
technical and operational questions on how best to use AI. Use of AI also generates
ethical quandaries. Each new application or use of AI raises opportunities and
challenges that should be addressed before widespread adoption. This has been the
case for the proliferation and deployment of new AI technologies during the COVID-19
pandemic.
Suggested areas of research to address emerging issues and challenges
Some ethical concerns require research to substantiate and explain the challenges.
Approaches to addressing concerns should be tested and validated with research,
such as on computer science or on the consequences of using AI for a particular
medical need or target population. Research on each of these topics should include
consideration of different countries, cultures and types of health-care systems.
Pertinent research questions include the following.
• For what needs and gaps identified by health-care workers and patients could AI play
a role in ensuring the delivery of equitable care?
• How is AI changing the relationships between health-care workers and patients? Do
these technologies allow providers to spend more “quality” time with patients, or do
they make care less humane? Do specific contextual factors improve or undermine
the quality of care?
• What are the attitudes of health-care workers and patients towards the use of AI?
Do they find these technologies acceptable? Do their attitudes depend on the type
of intervention, the location of the intervention or current acceptance of these
technologies both in the health-care system and in society?
• Has the introduction and use of AI for health exacerbated the digital divide? Or does
AI, with telemedicine, reduce the gap in access to care and ensure equitable access
to high-quality care, irrespective of geography and other demographic factors?
• How best can providers and programmers address any biases that will manifest in
applications? What are the barriers to addressing biases?
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• What method should be used to assess whether AI is more cost–effective and
appropriate than existing or “low-technology” solutions in LMIC? How should
governments and providers assess fair resource allocation for existing interventions
and new technologies?
• Can ethical design be applied specifically to AI technologies for health?
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8. LIABILITY REGIMES FOR ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE FOR HEALTH
Although the performance of machine-learning algorithms is improving, there will
still be errors and mistakes, for example because an algorithm has been trained with
incomplete or inappropriate data, programming mistakes or security flaws. Even AI
technologies designed with well-curated data and an appropriate algorithm could
harm an individual. While AI technologies may be safe in practice, unforeseeable risks
are likely (253).
Lawmakers and regulators should ensure that rules and frameworks for safety are
applicable to the use of AI technologies for health care and that they are proactively
integrated into the design and deployment of AI-guided technologies. Updated
liability rules for the use of AI in clinical care and medicine should at least include
the same standards and damages already applied to health care. It is possible that
reliance on AI technologies and the risks they may pose require additional obligations
and damages. This section addresses how liability regimes could evolve, approaches
to compensation, specific considerations for LMIC and the role of international
institutions and organizations. It does not address liability that may arise from data
processing.

8.1 Liability for use of artificial intelligence in clinical care

Use of AI to support or augment clinical decision-making raises several questions.
Should doctors be held at fault if they follow the suggestion of an AI technology that
results in a medical error or if they ignore a suggestion that would have avoided
morbidity or mortality? The answers to these questions depend largely on other
choices, such as the types of behaviour encouraged or discouraged by a legal system
and the standard of care as use of AI in clinical practice becomes more common.
Another choice is whether liability rules should encourage clinicians to rely upon AI to
inform and confirm their clinical judgement or to deviate from their own judgement if
an algorithm arrives at an unexpected conclusion. If liability rules penalize health-care
providers for relying on the conclusions of an AI technology that prove to be incorrect,
they may use the technology only to confirm their own judgement. While this may
shield them from liability, it will discourage use of AI to its fullest potential, which is to
augment and not just validate human judgement (254). If doctors are not penalized
for relying on an AI technology, even if its suggestion runs counter to their own clinical
judgement, they might be encouraged to make wider use of these technologies
to improve patient care or might at least consider their use to challenge their own
assumptions and conclusions.
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Whether a doctor uses AI also depends on the prevailing standard of care. If AI
technologies are viewed as deviating from or are not recognized as meeting the
standard of care, doctors will be discouraged from using them, since, otherwise,
meeting the standard of care defends (although not absolutely) medical error. If the
standard of care requires use of AI technologies, physicians would essentially be
mandated to integrate their use into clinical practice (254).
A separate but related issue is the liability of hospitals and health-care systems that
select a specific technology. Hospitals could be held liable for failure to exercise
due care in selecting the technology or in introducing, using or maintaining it (115).
Generally, a hospital could be held vicariously liable for errors made by clinicians
who work at the hospital. Hospitals are thus encouraged both to exercise due care
in selecting technologies and to ensure that clinicians have clear guidance on how
to use them for both patient care and to avoid errors that result in legal liability for
the clinician and the hospital (255). One possibility would be to establish hospital
liability by “negligent credentialing”. As, generally, hospitals are liable if they do
not adequately review the credentials and practice history of health workers and
physicians, they could have a similar duty when introducing AI (256). For this, hospitals
and health systems would have to have the necessary information and tools to identify
appropriate AI technologies for clinical use (256). Hospitals should also have a duty
to re-establish control of a process or system that has been automated and that now
presents actual or potential risks that were not previously foreseen.

8.2 Are machine-learning algorithms products?

As AI technologies and their software are integrated into or replace medical devices,
it is not clear whether they can be characterized as products. Product liability, which
holds the manufacturer or developer of a technology or a good to account even if
they are not at fault, is a form of strict liability in which liability is imposed even in the
absence of negligence, recklessness or intent to harm (257).
Until now, many jurisdictions have hesitated to apply traditional product liability
theory to health-care software and algorithms. Product liability could apply insofar
as an algorithm is integrated in a medical device or diagnostic. Both European and
US courts and new regulations regard medical software as a medical device because
of its intended use (258). Developers may, however, escape liability because in many
cases the “actual uses” of a product differ from the “intended uses”, even if some of the
“actual uses” could have been foreseen (258). Product liability may also not apply if an
AI algorithm is construed as a service and not as a product.
Extension of product liability might be desirable; otherwise, patients might find
difficulty in obtaining compensation (e.g. if a clinician followed the standard of care),
and bringing a case to assign fault to a developer might be too costly and complex.
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The design, quality assurance and deployment of AI technologies may involve many
people, which could also complicate assignment of liability. Product liability could
ensure that developers take all possible steps during development of an algorithm to
reduce the likelihood of error, including using diverse, complete data sets to train the
algorithm and improving the explainability of the software (259). Unforeseeable risks
and safety failures could, however, limit the effectiveness of current product liability
standards.
Assessment of the point to which a developer can be held strictly liable for the
performance of an algorithm is complicated by the growing use of neural networks
and deep learning in AI technologies, as the algorithms may perform differently over
time when they are used in a clinical setting (260) if it is assumed that systems are
allowed to update themselves and learn continuously and that use of neural networks
and deep learning for AI technologies for health is acceptable and necessary.
Holding a developer accountable for any error might ensure that a patient will
be compensated if the error affects them; however, such continuing liability
might discourage the use of increasingly sophisticated deep-learning techniques,
and AI technology might therefore provide less beneficial observations and
recommendations for medical care. It could be argued that liability provisions should
be written such as to discourage development of a technology that cannot be fully
understood. If this were to be interpreted as requiring the explainability of the
mathematical processes that allow an algorithm to learn, however, most machinelearning techniques would be banned. Liability may depend partly on how much
control the developer continues to have over an AI technology. In many EU Member
States, the extent of a developer’s control determines whether a “development risk
defence” allows the developer to avoid strict liability (260).
Even if developers could be held strictly liable within a product liability framework, they
could avoid liability under the “learned intermediary” doctrine, which limits recovery from a
manufacturer when a doctor prescribes drugs or devices (261) for which the manufacturer
has provided adequate information, such as warnings about risks (262). With adequate
warnings, decisions by a physician, as the “learned intermediary”, break the line of
causation between a product developer and the patient who has suffered harm (262).

8.3 Compensation for errors

A liability regime for AI might not be adequate to assign fault, as algorithms are
evolving in ways that neither developers nor providers can fully control. In other
areas of health care, compensation is occasionally provided without the assignment
of fault or liability, such as for medical injuries resulting from adverse effects of
vaccines (263). No-fault, no-liability compensation funds could be supplemented by
requiring developers or the companies that develop or fund such technologies to
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obtain insurance that would pay out for an injury or to pay into an insurance fund,
with a separate fund providing compensation when an insurance pay-out is not
triggered. In New Zealand, for example, patients seek compensation for medical
injuries through a no-fault, no-liability scheme. Injured patients receive governmentfunded compensation, thereby giving up the right to seek damages, except in rare
cases of reckless conduct (264). WHO should examine whether no-fault, no-liability
compensation funds are an appropriate mechanism for providing payments to
individuals who suffer medical injuries due to the use of AI technologies, including
how to mobilize resources to pay any claims.

8.4 Role of regulatory agencies and pre-emption

AI technologies, like drugs and devices, will be increasingly subject to regulatory
oversight and validation before use, especially as their uses expand and as clinicians
increasingly rely upon them. If a commercial algorithm is approved by a regulatory
agency, the doctrine of pre-emption may apply, i.e. that a decision taken by a central
government agency to validate a technology will supersede any cause of action guided
by civil laws (265). Pre-emption may not always be relevant, however, especially if the
regulatory pathway for approval of an AI technology is abbreviated or regulatory
approval is based on little information on how the algorithm was constructed and
trained and may perform over time (265). Furthermore, as developers in some
jurisdictions may not be held accountable for an algorithm as it evolves and learns
after its sale, a doctrine of pre-emption may not be applicable if an algorithm evolves
after a regulatory agency has approved the technology.

8.5 Considerations for low- and middle-income countries

Much of the literature, policy frameworks and court decisions on liability regimes are
from the EU and the USA, which is where AI technologies are actively deployed. It
is not known whether these approaches will be adopted in LMIC or whether those
countries will take different approaches to liability. Liability rules play an important role in
promoting safety and accountability, and, in some cases, they are the first and only line
of defence against errors made by machine-learning technologies. Many LMIC still lack
sufficient regulatory capacity to assess drugs, vaccines and devices and might be unable
to accurately assess and regulate the rapidly arriving machine-learning technologies
for the public good. Concern that such technologies might not operate as intended
is heightened by the lack of good-quality data to train algorithms and the fact that AI
technologies may have “contextual bias” (192). Such concern should not preclude the
use of AI in LMIC, but it highlights the importance of robust, effective liability regimes.
Many LMIC may wish to use AI technologies in resource-poor settings for reasons that
do not apply in the EU or the USA, such as lack of health-system infrastructure.
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In many LMIC, injured parties may not have access to justice, or it may be too
expensive or too protracted, so that it not just difficult to obtain compensation for
harm caused by AI technologies but it is also unlikely to serve as a deterrent to those
responsible for the development and deployment of such technologies. Marginalized
populations have even less protection and are often excluded from redress within the
legal system. It might also be difficult to seek compensation if the AI technology was
developed by an international company or developer with no physical presence where
the harm occurs. These challenges must be addressed to increase the effectiveness of
liability rules.
LMIC might have to address challenges and risks that are not often considered in highincome economies. These include lack of appropriate training data for the algorithm to
ensure that it performs accurately for patients with a different physical appearance and
poor connectivity, which can compromise reliable, safe use of a technology.
Even if legal systems in LMIC adopt the approaches of HIC for the introduction of AI
technologies for clinical use, they will have to develop approaches that are consistent
with legal practices and standards to compensate people who are harmed by such
technologies, hold companies and governments accountable for the products they
develop and calculate the risk–benefit for using or refusing AI technologies. WHO
should work with other United Nations agencies and with governments in the design
and introduction of appropriate liability rules.
Recommendations
1. International agencies (and professional societies) should ensure that their clinical
guidelines keep pace with the rapid introduction of AI technologies, accounting for
the evolution of AI technologies by continuous learning.
2. WHO should support national regulatory agencies in assessing AI technologies
for health.
3. WHO should support countries in evaluating the liability regimes that have been
introduced for the use of AI technologies for health and how such regimes should
be adapted to different health-care systems and country contexts.
4. WHO and partner agencies should seek to establish international norms and legal
standards to ensure national accountability to protect patients from medical errors.
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Human rights standards, data protection laws and ethical principles are all necessary
to guide, regulate and manage the use of AI for health by developers, governments,
providers and patients. Many stakeholders have called for a commonly accepted set
of ethical principles for AI for health, and WHO hopes that the principles suggested in
this report (See section 5.) will encourage consensus.
Use of AI for health introduces several challenges that cannot be resolved by
ethical principles and existing laws and policies, in particular because the risks and
opportunities of the use of AI are not yet well understood or will change over time.
Furthermore, many principles, laws and standards were devised by and for HIC. LMIC
will face additional challenges to introducing new AI technologies, which will require not
only awareness of and adherence to ethical principles but also appropriate governance.
Governance in health covers a range of steering and rule-making functions of
governments and other decision-makers, including international health agencies, for
the achievement of national health policy objectives conducive to universal health
coverage. Governance is also a political process that involves balancing competing
influences and demands.
At the Seventy-first World Health Assembly in 2018, Member States unanimously
adopted resolution WHA71.7, which calls on WHO to prepare a global strategy
on digital health to support national health systems in achieving universal health
coverage (266). A global strategy and other governance frameworks and standards
established by WHO will contribute to a governance framework for AI for health. This
section addresses the ethical dimensions of several areas of governance.

9.1 Governance of data

The definition of “health data” has widened dramatically over the past two decades.
Successful development of an AI system for use in health care relies on high-quality
data, which are used to both train and validate the algorithmic model. This section
addresses the evolution of individual consent with the proliferation of health data as
well as the principles, legal frameworks and measures used by governments. This
section also addresses principles and mechanisms designed and used to govern
health data by communities, academic or health-care institutions, companies or
governments, including how these entities should share health data.
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Evolving approaches to consent
As the types, quantity and applications of health data, including for commercial
use, have grown, a patchwork of approaches has emerged to facilitate individuals’
relation to their health data. The main challenge is safeguarding individual privacy and
autonomy by controlling their data without limiting the purported benefits of their
collection and use. These considerations are likely to apply whether the data are used
for AI or for a relational database.
Mechanisms for individual control of data, such as informed consent, a duty of
confidentiality and de-identification, may not be sufficient and may interfere with positive
uses. (See section 6.3.) Therefore, several “modified” approaches to consent could be
used as the quantity of health data and their possible uses increase. Consent must be
given only after explanation of the consequences of providing it, including for example
which data will be used and how and the consequences if consent is not given.
One form of consent that could improve individual control and choice is electronic
informed consent, in which online forms and communication are used to give consent
for various uses of health data (114). Electronic informed consent could allow users
better understanding of how their data will be used and improve their control of
the data. The content should, however, be presented simply so that it is readily
accessible to the general public, such as with illustrations, to ensure that consent is
given freely and that the risks are understood (114). Sage Bionetworks, for example,
has established a toolkit and information guide for facilitating provision of electronic
informed consent (267). Another approach is “dynamic consent”, which allows users
to modify their consent periodically for uses that they wish to permit and those that
they specifically exclude (114). A third approach to consent, discussed below, is to seek
“broad consent” from individuals to facilitate secondary use of health data without
undermining their rights to privacy and autonomy.
Alternatively, governments might wish to define when consent can be waived in the
public interest. This is already permissible under data protection laws if it is strictly
necessary and proportionate to achievement of a legitimate aim. This implies that, in
certain situations, government could have a duty to share health data for the benefit
of the wider public or for other non-monetary benefits, such as better quality of life
or health (268). Thus, consent would be waived because the data are considered a
public good for which data can be “conscripted for publicly minded uses” (128). This
could include situations in which there are clear public health benefits of using data
that would otherwise be unavailable because too many individuals have opted out of
sharing such data. The burden of demonstrating that lack of consent is undermining
a benefit should rest with the entity that seeks to avoid consent. It could imply that
obtaining health data without the specific consent of the individual is justified if the
benefit is broadly distributed and outweighs violation of privacy when the risk is “low”
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(128). A system in which benefits and risks are weighed could, however, invariably lead
to sharing of data without consent, as medical benefits – whether better surveillance
of disease or development of a new drug – could always be considered more
important than a “low risk” of violation of privacy from use of the data.
Another concern is that a government or a company may define “public interest” in
a way that is not based on public health or patient need. Whether patients share the
benefits may depend on the entity with which they are shared, such as commercial
actors, which may not share benefits if the medical products and services are neither
affordable nor available (see below). Thus, conscripting health data with the broad
goal of contributing to the public good is questionable when the data are shared
with a commercial entity, whatever the intended product or service. Recent instances
(described in Section 6.3) of patient data that were shared by not-for-profit entities
or academic institutions with private companies without the consent of the patients
have raised significant concern, as the patients were not notified that their data were
shared, for what purpose or the identity of the private entity.
In Japan, an approach to resolving such conflicts was passage of the Jisedan Iryokiban Ho (Next Generation Medical Infrastructure Law), which permits hospitals and
clinics to provide patient data to accredited private sector companies, which are
responsible for making the data anonymous and searchable (269). Before sharing
data, hospitals and clinics must inform patients and give them the right to opt out.
The accredited data companies anonymize and store the data and make it available
to academic researchers, pharmaceutical companies and government agencies for a
fee. Accredited data companies are required to institute safeguards for cybersecurity,
unauthorized use of data and unauthorized disclosure by employees (269).
In 2020, the EU proposed a means for use of data without consent under the concept of
“data altruism”, previously known as “data solidarity” (270). This would allow companies
to collect personal and non-personal data on individuals for projects that are in the
public interest. The approach seeks to limit the type of company that can collect data
by specifying that it must: be constituted to meet objectives of “general interest”;
operate on a not-for-profit basis and be independent of any for-profit entity; ensure
that any activities related to data altruism are undertaken through a legally independent
structure separate from its other functions; and can voluntarily register as a “data
altruism organization” in a EU Member State. To facilitate data altruism, a common
European consent form will be developed, which can be tailored for different sectors
and uses.
Data altruism could raise concern. First, this form of data-sharing could lead to
exceptions or “grey areas” in which health data are used for commercial purposes for
which the individuals from whom the data were obtained would not wish to provide
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consent. Secondly, such a regulation could be rewritten over time to redefine the
entities allowed to collect data for altruistic purposes. Thirdly, even if the health data
were initially used for a non-commercial objective, such as in drug discovery, the
product or service that emerges might eventually be licensed to or acquired by a
commercial entity rather than remaining in the public domain.
Broad consent
Several not-for-profit institutions that have deposited health data in centralized
biorepositories practise principles of informed consent for sharing such data, which
ensures that the person who provides data understands consent at enrolment. Any
industry partner is disclosed at the time of consent, and prospective, explicit consent is
given for future secondary use of the data for research (271). These standards do not
prevent secondary use of health data, except when, for example, commercial actors
that were not included in the initial consent seek to use the data or when commercial
actors could otherwise gain access because they subsidize activities of not-for-profit
entities that have access to the data. Even with additional standards in place, at a
biorepository operated by the University of Michigan, USA, access to data was denied
by a review committee for only 6 of 70 projects proposed over 2 years and only
because of inadequate initial consent (271).
Another concern with use of health data for research arises when the data are
user-generated, such as data obtained from digital devices and wearables and
data supplied by users to social media and other platforms and to online patient
communities. Governance of such data, which may not have been collected initially for
research, is complex because of the “lack of international boundaries when using the
internet” and because the “online information industry has failed to self-regulate” (133).
Andanda suggested that one means for improving governance of such data would be
to encourage health researchers to adhere voluntarily to the “Global Code of Conduct”,
which encourages researchers and institutions to develop context-specific codes, be
fair, respectful, caring and honest when dealing with online users and practise ethically
informed research practices (133).
A more controversial issue is creating a market or system through which individuals
can buy and sell health data. Health data are sensitive personal data, linked to human
agency and dignity. A system that facilitates the sale of personal data could lead to a
two-tier society in which the wealthy can protect their rights and afford to limit use of
their data by other parties, whereas people living in poverty may feel compelled to sell
their data to access social or material benefits. A system that facilitates the sale of data
would be in contravention of several human rights standards. Furthermore, while the
sale of data might contribute to uses that are commercially valuable but less beneficial
to individual or public health, the data market itself may not function properly and
could undervalue an individual’s data. The sale of data could lead to loss of control by
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an individual of his or her health data. Such challenges with health data have emerged
with commercial sale of blood and related products such as plasma (272).
Data protection
From a human rights perspective, an individual should always control his or her personal
data. Individuals’ right to their own data is grounded in concepts that are related to but
distinct from ownership, including control, agency, privacy, autonomy and human dignity.
Control may include various approaches to individual consent (see above) and also
collective mechanisms to ensure that the data are used appropriately by third parties
(see below). Data protection laws are rights-based approaches that include standards for
the regulation of data-processing activities that both protect the rights of individuals and
establish obligations for data controllers and processors, both private and public, and
also include sanctions and remedies in case of actions that violate statutory rights. Data
protection laws can also provide for exceptions for non-commercial uses by third parties.
Over 100 countries have adopted data protection laws (273).
Data protection frameworks and regulations are essential for managing the use
of health data. The EU GDPR, which applies to citizens and residents of the EU,
irrespective of whether the data controller or processor is based in the EU, also has
a global reach because it applies to non-EU citizens or residents if the data controller
or processor is based in the EU. The GDPR is designed to limit the data collected
about an individual to only that which is necessary, to allow collection of data only for
listed legitimate purposes or with an individual’s consent, and to notify individuals of
data-processing activities. Health data are protected under GDPR unless an individual
provides specific consent or if use of the data meets certain exceptions, such as for
health-related operations or scientific research. Even when exceptions apply, data
processors and controllers must respect certain obligations.
GDPR also introduced “data portability”, the right of individuals to obtain their personal
data in a machine-readable format from one controller that can be sent to another
controller (113). Depending on how data portability is implemented in the EU, it could
allow individuals to control their own data and to share them with additional entities.
Data portability could decentralize the control and distribution of data and, with
appropriate implementation, could be a novel form of data management that fosters
both oversight and innovation.
Data protection regulations are enforced by data protection authorities, which develop
and administer regulations, provide guidance and technical advice and conduct
investigations. South Africa, which introduced a data protection regime for the first
time in July 2020 with enactment of the Protection of Personal Information Act 4, will
introduce enforcement in mid-2021 through several means, including administrative
fines that could exceed US$ 500 000 and also civil cases and criminal liability (274).
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Some governments have nominated additional supervisory authorities to facilitate the use
of health data. The United Kingdom established a National Data Guardian in 2014 for appropriate management of health data with respect to confidentiality and to improve the use
of such data for beneficial purposes. In 2018, the entity was granted the power to issue
official guidance on the use of data for health and adult and social care in England (275).
Community control of health data – data sovereignty and data cooperatives
Measures have been taken not only to promote the individual right to privacy and
autonomy over health data but also to provide discrete communities with control over
their data, including health data, through the exercise of data sovereignty or creation
of data cooperatives. Several indigenous communities have sought to establish control
over their data through data sovereignty. Māori (the indigenous population of New
Zealand) have introduced principles for data sovereignty that establish, for example,
control over data, including to protect against future harm, accountability to the
people who provide such data by those who collect, use and disseminate them, an
obligation for such data to provide a collective benefit, and free prior and informed
consent, which, when not obtainable, should be accompanied by stronger governance
(276). Māori also recognize that the individual rights of data holders should be
balanced by benefits for the community and that in some situations the collective
rights of the Māori will prevail over those of individuals (276).
First Nations groups in Canada have also outlined principles for sovereignty over
their data, with four elements: ownership of data, control of data, access to data and
possession of data. It is expected that, over time, First Nation tribes will establish
protocols to allow wider access to these data for uses that benefit them (277).
A data cooperative gives people who provide data control over their data by storing
the data for the members of a cooperative. Data cooperatives allow secondary uses
of such data while allowing members of the cooperative to decide collectively how the
data should be used (113). Data cooperatives allow members to set common ethical
standards, and some have developed their own tools and applications to ensure that
the data are used beneficially (113).
Federated data
Federated data systems have grown significantly. They include collaborations between
research institutions, governments and the public and private sector and within
the private sector. Federated data-sharing has been defined as “a promising way
to enable access to health data, including genomic data, that must remain inside
a country or institution because of their sensitivity” (278). Data do not leave the
participating organization that holds them, but authorized users can make queries
that allow them to access data, for example to train an algorithm. Proponents have
noted that federated data systems allow each entity to govern use of its data and
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that the approach preserves privacy and security (278). While federated data-sharing
may facilitate analysis of large data sets while maintaining local control, it does not
overcome concern that informed consent might not have been sought for secondary
uses of the data (137).
Government principles and guidelines
Some governments that are collecting and using health data for commercial and
public sector interventions have established principles for data collection and use. The
United Kingdom’s NHS has established five guiding principles for a framework in which
data can be used in health innovation. A notable commitment under these principles
is transparency – that any commercial arrangements should be transparent, clearly
communicated and not undermine public trust or confidence (279).
As discussed below, however, many agreements between the public and the private
sector are not transparent, which raises serious concern if there are also financial
conflicts of interest.

Who will be
using my data?

What are
the benefits
and who will
benefit?
What will
my data be
used for?
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Will I be asked
for consent?

Could my data
be sold?

Can I see and
correct data
about me?

N

TRANSPARANT
DATA USE

I

O

In New Zealand, an independent
ministerial advisory group funded and
appointed by the Government conducted
a wide-ranging consultation to build an
“inclusive, high-trust, and high-control
data-sharing ecosystem” (280). The
guidelines include eight questions about
what matters most to people in building
trust in data use and whether the use of
data provides value, protection and choice
for an individual (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Elements of transparent data use
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Although the guidelines are voluntary, each entity that seeks to use the data has been
asked to publish answers to these questions so that the individuals who provide the
data can determine whether the values of the entity align with their preferences (280).
WHO has introduced its own data principles (281), which are designed to provide a
framework for data governance by WHO and to be used by staff to define the values
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and standards that govern how data that flow into, across and out of WHO are
collected, processed, shared and used. The five principles are as follows.
1. WHO shall treat data as a public good.
2. WHO shall uphold Member States’ trust in data.
3. WHO shall support Member States’ data and health information systems capacity.
4. WHO shall be a responsible data manager and steward.
5. WHO shall strive to fill public health data gaps.
WHO is also introducing a data governance framework that would introduce the
necessary standards, solutions and structures to ensure the quality and integrity
of WHO data, from collection, storage, analysis and validation through to use. To
ensure that the principles can be put into practice, WHO will use a “hub-and-spoke”
governance model to obtain feedback and approval, and data focal points at WHO will
work with regional focal points on issues that arise during the ever-growing use of
health data. They will also be guided by the Data Governance Committee constituted
by WHO (282).
Data-sharing
As health data have proliferated, governments have taken steps to improve datasharing for scientific research and also for commercial development of health AI and
other health applications. In 2014, the US National Institutes of Health introduced
their Genomic Data Sharing Policy, which is intended to encourage “broad and
responsible sharing of genomic research data” (283). Legislation enacted in the USA in
2016, the 21st Century Cures Act, extended the remit and created statutory authority
of the Director of the National Institutes of Health to require researchers who received
awards from the Institutes to share their data and to provide the means for the
Institutes to enforce data-sharing (284).
The Act also provides means to improve the access of individuals to their own health
data, which was finalized in rules issued by the US Government in 2020 that create a
requirement for health information technology providers to introduce a standardsbased application programming interface to support an individual’s use and control
of electronic health information (285). Health information technology providers must
meet three requirements for its interface to be certified: it must meet certain technical
programming standards that ensure interoperability, it must be transparent, and it
must be “pro-competitive” or promote efficient exchange, access and use of health
data (285). The requirements for health information technology providers, such as
anti-blocking or interoperability, show that governments can mandate and manage
commercial use of AI and other technologies for health care.
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Data hubs
Numerous data hubs pool various types of health data for use by third parties, which
depend on the type of data hub. Several government-sponsored data hubs have
emerged. In the USA, two such hubs are the Precision Medicine Initiative (All of Us)
(286) and the Department of Veteran Affairs health data hub. The EU is establishing
a European Health Data Space to facilitate the exchange and sharing of health data
(e.g. health records, genomics, registries) for purposes such as the delivery of primary
care and the development of new treatments, medicines, medical devices and services,
while ensuring that people have control of their own health data (287).
Health Data Research UK is an independent, not-for-profit organization of 22 research
institutions in the United Kingdom that collect health data and make it available to
public and private entities for research on diseases and ways to prevent, treat and
cure them. Principles of participation have been defined in consultation with policymakers, the NHS, industry and the public (288).
Data-sharing and data partnerships with the private sector
One of the more difficult questions in the creation of government, not-for-profit or
academic data hubs is how they should work with companies, either in accepting
data that could improve their quality or allowing the companies to use their data for
training or validation of algorithms. When commercial entities make use of such data,
there is concern, which has sometimes materialized, that the people from whom they
were derived did not knowingly give consent for their use for commercial purposes.
There is an additional concern that such agreements are not disclosed to the public or
to private sector parties to such agreements.
For example, numerous agreements signed between the Mayo Clinic, a major health
system in the USA, with 16 technology companies provided the Clinic with a “revenue
stream and generated crucial insights for health tech firms eager to commercialise
digital products and services” (137). In some cases, the Clinic not only shared data with
a company but subsequently took an equity stake in those companies, which provided
the Clinic with additional revenue. De-identified patient data were shared without
requesting consent or even notifying the people who had supplied their health
data for products under development. The names of eight of the firms that signed
agreements were not disclosed, and none of the contracts signed between the Mayo
Clinic and its technology partners were made public (137).
In other cases, physicians or scientists in health-care systems who had access to raw
data provided to health technology firms founded or invested in the companies. An
investigation in 2018 found that board members and senior executives at the Memorial
Sloan Kettering Hospital in the USA had either founded or invested in an AI start-up to
improve cancer diagnosis and had used the Hospital’s trove of 25 million patient tissue
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slides and six decades of pathology research for the company’s benefit without open
bidding or transparent consideration of whether the data should be shared. Memorial
Sloan Kettering had also taken an ownership stake in the company (289).
Some companies, either alone or in collaboration with other companies, have
established health data hubs with data from one or more companies, which are used
in the development of products and services. Such partnerships, which may result in
useful products and services, raise concern about the transparency of the activities,
oversight of activities, competition and whether such private carriers of data will seek
consent or at least engage the communities and individuals that provided the data.
Recommendations
1. Governments should have clear data protection laws and regulations for the use
of health data and protecting individual rights, including the right to meaningful
informed consent.
2. Governments should establish independent data protection authorities with
adequate power and resources to monitor and enforce the rules and regulations in
data protection laws.
3. Governments should require entities that seek to use health data to be transparent
about the scope of the intended use of the data.
4. Mechanisms for community oversight of data should be supported. These include
data collectives and establishment of data sovereignty by indigenous communities
and other marginalized groups.
5. Data hubs should meet the highest standards of informed consent if their data
might be used by the private or public sector, should be transparent in their
agreements with companies and should ensure that the outcomes of data
collaboration provide the widest possible public benefit.

9.2 Control and benefit-sharing

The application of big data and AI for health care raises questions about how to
assess and govern data control, IP and other proprietary and privacy rights that might
affect the use and control of medical data and AI-driven technologies. These include
asserting exclusive rights over health datasets, algorithms, software and products
that include AI and the outcomes of AI-based technologies, such as medicines and
diagnostic technologies. Several wider questions should be resolved, including
whether health big data can or should be controlled exclusively by individuals by an
appropriate form of governance or by entities that may aggregate the data. (Control of
personal data is discussed above.)
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A separate question is whether novel products created solely by a machine can be
“owned” and, if so, whether ownership rights are conferred on the machine or on the
entity that created or controls the machine. There is also the question of assigning
appropriate value to the public’s contribution to development of new AI technologies,
such as investment in the development of algorithms, provision of data by individuals
and health systems and from health data hubs accessed by private actors for the
development of new AI technologies. If AI technologies are increasingly protected
by exclusive rights, there is the wider question of whether they will be available,
appropriate and affordable in LMIC.
Control over and benefit-sharing of big data
The central role of big data for AI, including medical big data for use of AI for health
care, has led to labelling of data as the new “oil”, a valuable commodity over which there
will be increased commercial conflict for its control, use and access (290). Such labelling
has been criticized as unhelpful and conceptually inaccurate (291, 292). Unlike oil, the
supply of data is virtually infinite, and they can be re-used in other contexts with valuable
commercial or non-commercial applications. There is at least the possibility of control
of and consent for use of one’s data. While the intrinsic value of oil is captured once it is
extracted or drilled (subject to processing and refining), data are not intrinsically valuable
unless data science is used to generate something of value.
Another view is that it is not so much the commercial value of data but its use in the
development and deployment of AI-based applications that is important. In this view,
data are the “oxygen”, an indispensable resource for the public infrastructure required
for AI and data science to serve the public and private sectors (293). Whether data
should be considered “oil” or “oxygen” (or neither) depends partly on whether exclusive
rights can or should be associated with data, who should have such exclusive rights
and to what extent they should impede others from access to and use of the data for
public or private uses.
Several types of IP rights may apply to data and software, including protection of trade
secrets, copyright, database rights (in only a few jurisdictions), regulatory exclusivity
and, in rare circumstances, patent rights. Data and software as such cannot be
patented in most jurisdictions, but “functional” data used in technical applications
may be patented (294, 295). It is beyond the scope of this publication to discuss the
IP rights that could apply to large data sets or to big data, yet such rights, if they are
to be expanded or minimized with respect to large data sets or big data depend on
broader policy objectives and ethical considerations.
There is a conflict between sharing data and the commercial prerogatives that are
protected by IP rights (296). On the one hand, conferring IP and related rights to
health big data could discourage open sharing of the data, which is necessary to
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advance scientific progress and the development of AI for health care and medicine
(93, 295). Public or private “owners” of health big data might not grant third parties
the right to use the data to develop novel AI technologies, thereby undermining open
innovation (297) and giving commercial entities the power to exclude competitors or
engage in “rent-seeking”. Questions should arise about who is allowed access, the
rationale for inclusion or exclusion and the conditions under which the data will be
accessible (including whether fees must be paid), especially for third parties that wish
to use the data for non-commercial purposes. On the other hand, lack of IP rights to
health big data could discourage some commercial investments (297). While the 21st
Century Cures Act, enacted in the USA in 2016, encourages the sharing of data (see
section 9.1), it asserts that proprietary interests supersede data-sharing interests and
that the ability of the US Government to mandate data-sharing is limited by policies
for prioritizing the protection of trade secrets, proprietary interests, confidential
commercial information and IP rights (284). Similar considerations apply, for example,
to the FAIR Data principles of the European Open Science Cloud, which plans to create
data-sharing clouds that are “as open as possible and as closed as necessary” and
does not preclude respect for IP rights or the protection of privacy rights (298).
An additional concern is whether sharing of health data by communities, health
systems or governments in LMIC will include sharing of benefits, especially if the data
are used for commercial applications of AI (93). If benefits are not shared, it may be
either because there are no legal conventions or frameworks that mandate benefitsharing of the uses of big data or because the entities that negotiate benefit-sharing
on behalf of LMIC may have to negotiate from a weaker position (295). Benefit-sharing
may include not only equitable access to and availability of technologies that arise
from sharing health big data but also the assurance that enough investment is made
in digital infrastructure, research capacity, training and infrastructure to ensure that
the products of AI and big data are also generated by researchers and companies in
LMIC (295). New technologies that require “state-of-the-art” capacity, such as quantum
computing, might exacerbate inadequate benefit-sharing.
Thus, while IP rights could be adjusted case by case to encourage open innovation,
investment or benefit-sharing, control (and IP rights to assign control) may be
inappropriate to encourage widespread use and application of health data, in view
of numerous competing considerations, including an individual’s right to privacy and
control (299), society’s interest in scientific progress and the development of AI-guided
technologies, commercial interest in exploiting such data for profitable activities
and the interest of data contributors (communities, health systems, governments) in
sharing the benefits generated by third parties (299).
It has been recommended that the focus be not on recalibrating or introducing new
IP rights, which could impede data-sharing or intensify competing claims to control
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of data, but instead on establishing a legal framework based on custodianship (93).
Custodianship, or responsible oversight with ethical values, can ensure access to
data, promote fair data-sharing and preserve privacy. While those who provide data
maintain limited control, certain decisions are delegated to data custodians with
custodial rights – and not control (or IP rights) – over big data. Custodial rights can
include protecting the privacy of those who contribute data, disseminating research
findings, ensuring freedom of scientific enquiry and providing attribution to those who
invest in creating databases and agreeing on terms of use and access (295).
Ownership of AI-based products, services and methods
Products and services created with AI and big data could be patented or subject
to other IP rights. These include algorithmic models that can be used in drug
discovery and development and the end-products of such uses of AI, such as new
medicines, medical devices or diagnostic methods. Thus, as noted in section 3.2, the
announcement by DeepMind of a new AI model, AlphaFold, may result in real progress
in the development of new medicines but might be heavily protected by patents and
other forms of IP and therefore not widely available. If other AI technologies and tools
that could accelerate drug development are not placed in the public domain (e.g.
without IP protection) and are not available for licensing on a royalty-free basis or
under reasonable terms and conditions, the companies that own such technologies
will exert greater power and control over the development of new medical
technologies and services.
An overlying concern in patenting (and other forms of ownership) of AI-generated
inventions is therefore that IP rights could exclude affordable access to the products
or services and that patent holders engage in rent-seeking behaviour to recuperate
investments and earn outsized profits. As novel medicines, diagnostic methods and
other products and services developed with AI may depend on publicly generated
health data and other public-sector investments in AI and health-care infrastructure
for identification, testing and validation, the question arises of whether the public
investment will be rewarded, including by ensuring affordable access to the product.
All science, including advances in AI, has been based on decades of publicly funded
academic research.
Assessing ownership is especially difficult when a product or research output is the
result of a PPP for which governments may have provided funding and other forms
of support but which maintain limited or no ownership of the research output.
Ensuring a role for government in both the development of new AI technologies and
the ownership of the outcomes would be fairer for the governments and citizens that
contribute resources and data to collaboration with the private sector.
Another concern is that issuing time-limited patent monopolies for such inventions,
even if they encourage innovation, may discourage the companies that own AI
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technologies from considering the needs of people living in poverty in LMIC when
developing or adapting such products. Thus, as AI is used more frequently to develop
new technologies to improve health care, including new medicines, the use of
incentives outside the patent system, such as those that separate the cost of research
and development from the expectation of high prices, could encourage companies
that develop these technologies to invest in use of AI or to adapt new products to
meet global public health needs.
Companies might refuse to disclose data that they consider an “essential facility” for
developing, for example, a much-needed vaccine or choose to collaborate only in
strategic areas of data application and with control of the data that are shared, with
whom and under which conditions. This could replace healthy competition by collusion,
with future effects on competition that are difficult to assess. Antitrust (competition)
authorities will have to consider new approaches to address such issues (297).
Several legal issues will affect the patenting of AI technologies. One is whether AIguided machines that develop new products or services can be considered inventors,
which would lead to questions about defining the threshold for meeting the criteria for
patenting an invention, such as an inventive step. Some legal experts have argued that
recognition of machines as inventors would encourage the development of creative,
powerful machines that can generate new innovations (300). If, however, most such
machines are owned by a few companies, the benefits of the inventions will accrue to
those few companies, which will wield significant power through exclusive rights and use
the machines to capture an entire field of technology. In January 2020, the European
Patent Office ruled that machines cannot be listed as inventors under current patent
laws (301), and the US Patent and Trademark Office has issued a similar decision (302).
Another legal issue is whether diagnostic methods and algorithms can be patented.
While in the USA securing patent protection for diagnostic methods and mathematical
models is highly restricted, the EU has provided several grounds for the issuance of
patents (303). While patent monopolies could encourage the development of new
technologies with greater medical benefits, patenting of such methods and services
could limit their diffusion, access and benefit-sharing with the populations that
contributed the data used to train or validate the technology.
Recommendations
1. WHO should ensure clear understanding of which types of rights will apply to the
use of health data and the ownership, control, sharing and use of algorithms and AI
technologies for health.
2. Governments, research institutions and universities involved in the development
of AI technologies should maintain an ownership interest in the outcomes so that
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the benefits are shared and are widely available and accessible, particularly to
populations that contributed their data for AI development.
3. Governments should consider alternative “push-and-pull” incentives instead of IP
rights, such as prizes or end-to-end push funding, to stimulate appropriate research
and development.
4. Transparency in regulatory procedures and in interoperability should be enhanced
and should be fostered by governments as deemed appropriate.

9.3 Governance of the private sector

The private sector plays a central role in the development and delivery of AI for
health care. The “private sector” ranges from small start-ups to the world’s largest
technology companies, as well as companies that provide many of the materials
necessary for AI, including health data collected by companies that supply wearable
devices, data aggregators and software firms that write new algorithms for use in
health care. Furthermore, many companies that were already providing products
and services are transforming their businesses to integrate AI and big data. These
include biopharmaceutical companies, diagnostic and medical device firms, insurance
companies, private hospitals and health-care providers. Companies that are
developing AI technologies for use in health care are also providing these applications
and services outside the health-care system, raising the question of how such healthcare provision should be regulated.
This section addresses several issues related to the governance of such companies:
To what extent should oversight and governance of the private sector be enforced by
companies collectively or individually? What challenges and opportunities for effective
governance are associated with PPPs for AI for health care? What are the challenges of
oversight and governance of large technology companies involved in the use of AI for
health? How should governments manage the growth of health-care services provided
by companies outside the health system? How can governments ensure that they are
effectively overseeing the private sector?
The role of self-governance
As companies often push the boundaries of innovation and act much more quickly
than can be anticipated by regulators, governments and civil society, they often first
set the rules in the code that they write, the services they design and the corporate
practices and terms of services they offer (304). As some innovations have raised
concern, companies have strengthened their internal processes and measures to
avoid criticism and have pursued collaborations and partnerships. Thus, some have
introduced their own ethical principles and internal processes for integrating ethical
considerations into their business operations (156). This includes integrating ethics
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into the design of new technologies and design-related approaches to privacy and
safety. Companies have also launched multi-stakeholder initiatives to develop best
practices (305), although there is no such initiative yet for the use of AI for health.
While integration of ethics into a company’s operations is welcome, it raises as many
concerns as hopes, the concerns including that companies may be engaging in “ethicswashing” and that the measures are intended to forestall regulation instead of adapting
to oversight (156). In some companies, efforts by ethics teams to address ethical
challenges and concerns may be discouraged or have repercussions. For example, a
news report stated that Google had fired an AI ethics researcher who criticized Google’s
“approach to minority hiring and the biases built into today’s artificial intelligence
systems” (306). Even if attempts to formulate and integrate ethics into daily company
operations are taken seriously, other challenges may limit their effectiveness.
First, the incentives and values of AI firms and developers may differ from those
of the patients, health-care providers and health-care systems (306) that will use
such products and services but have no role in establishing the culture or norms in
which the products and services are developed (307). For example, large technology
companies, which are based in only a few countries, may adopt values and belief
systems that are not appropriate for other countries, health-care systems or
communities. More generally, while medicine is guided by the objective of promoting
the health and well-being of patients, an AI developer who is developing a product or
service that provides benefits is ultimately working in the interests of the company to
develop a profitable service or product and, in the case of publicly traded companies,
for their shareholders (305). While medical professionals have a long-standing
fiduciary relationship with patients, AI developers, however well-intentioned and with
emerging expectations and legal obligations to protect individual privacy, have no
fiduciary duty to patients or health-care providers. This complicates any attempt by an
individual or a company to put the health and well-being of patients first (305).
Secondly, the ethical norms adopted by companies might be difficult to translate
into practice (156), either because AI developers have no suitable methods of doing
so, as AI is a relatively new technology, or practical measures to adhere to high-level
ethical norms may be difficult to reconcile with a culture of fast growth, fast failures
and getting first to the market. Ethical principles may therefore be “watered down”,
modified or rendered ineffective. It may also be difficult to determine whether ethical
norms are written into the source code for an AI technology, whereas, in the practice
of medicine, numerous structures built over time, including professional societies and
boards, ethics review committees, accreditation and licensing schemes, peer selfgovernance and codes of conduct, determine and shape what is acceptable, and bad
practices and bad actors can be identified quickly (305).
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Thirdly, there are insufficient legal and professional accountability mechanisms to
reinforce good-faith efforts of firms to turn ethical principles into practice (305). Unlike
the medical profession, AI developers and technology firms have no effective selfgovernance mechanisms and do not face the legal penalties and repercussions of
other professions, especially the medical profession. Accountability mechanisms in
the medical profession reinforce its fiduciary duty to patients and are reinforced by
sanctions to deter poor practices. AI development does not include professional or
legally endorsed accountability mechanisms (305).
Fourthly, it is questionable whether companies can govern their own AI products
and services effectively to minimize any harmful direct or indirect impact on health
care. For example, social media companies such as Facebook play an important role
in sharing health information through platforms such as Facebook and WhatsApp.
There has recently been significant concern about the spread of misinformation and
disinformation on its platforms that undermines medical and public health information
issued by governments and international agencies, and this has increased during the
COVID-19 pandemic. The company has taken steps to address misinformation and
disinformation, including a partnership with WHO to create a chatbot on Facebook
Messenger and WhatsApp to provide accurate information through the WHO Global
Alert Platform (308).
A study by a not-for-profit group, Avaaz, found, however, that the spread of medical
disinformation and misinformation on Facebook far exceeded information from
trustworthy sources such as WHO. The most popular “super spreader” sites received
four times more clicks than bodies such as WHO and the US Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (309). According to Avaaz, this was due largely to amplification
of public pages that featured misinformation in Facebook’s algorithm. During the
early stages of the COVID-19 pandemic, in April 2020, “disinformation sites attracted
an estimated 420 million clicks to pages peddling harmful information – such as
supposed cures for SARS-CoV2” (310). Only 16% of misleading or false articles
displayed a warning label by Facebook third-party fact-checkers (310). Furthermore,
while Facebook has subsequently sought to address misinformation on COVID-19 by
deleting false posts and directing users to valid information (311), some researchers
have criticized Facebook for not identifying the misinformation and correcting it (312).
The concern that a few companies manage information critical to the public good
extends to whether such companies might withhold such information because of
public policy or corporate disputes. In 2021, Facebook, having been unable to reach
an agreement with the Australian Government about a new law that would require the
company to pay news publishers for the content it placed on its site, decided to block
users from accessing news stories on its platform (313). The block included access to
Australian state government health websites and prevented the state governments
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from posting on the website, even as the Government was preparing public
announcements about vaccination against COVID-19 (314). Websites that posted
misinformation about vaccines were unaffected (315).
None of these concerns should be a reason for companies not to invest in improving
the design, oversight and self-regulation of their products. The improvements could
include licensing requirements for developers of “high-risk” AI, such as that used
in health care, which would bring AI developers in line with requirements in the
medical profession and increase trust in their products and services. International
standards organizations have made important contributions to improving applications
of health information technology, from data structure and syntax to privacy and
implementation. For instance, the International Standardization Organization (316),
Health Level Seven International (317) and other organizations have contributed to
the governance of information technology, including machine learning, and such
standards have been described as carrying ethical weight (177).
Public–private partnerships for AI for health care
PPPs are common in health care, and, unsurprisingly, PPPs are emerging in the field of
AI for health care. In one type of PPP, raw data are provided by the public sector, such
as electronic medical records and other health data collected in health-care systems
and hospitals, and these are used by one or more companies to develop products and
services, such as diagnostic methods and predictive algorithms.
Supporters of PPPs in both government and industry emphasize the benefit of
leveraging the resources and innovative capacity of companies to generate products
and services. Presumably, in such collaborations, governments can oversee the
activities of the private companies and safeguard the public interest. There are,
however, challenges in ensuring effective governance of the private sector. First,
there is a significant asymmetry in information and skills between companies
and government agencies in such partnerships. Companies often hire trained
professionals who are well versed in the technology in question and in the parameters
of a negotiated partnership. A second challenge is that the “social license” granted to
the public sector for use of certain resources, such as patient data, may not extend
to private companies, which may not be trusted and have goals and objectives that
may not be aligned with public expectations (216). Thirdly, public sector entities have
several competing priorities that may undermine a government’s ability to oversee
the partnership effectively. A public sector entity may have difficulty in reconciling the
objective of successful development of a new product or service, the obligation to
protect the rights of individuals and patients and the wider responsibility to regulate
all the operations of a private sector partner effectively.
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Fourthly, there is often concern that the contributions of the public sector and the
community (technology, data, funding, expertise, testing sites) are not considered
when allocating ownership rights (if any) to a technology between the public and
private sector and in setting the price of such technologies or the rules under which
the technology is used (216). If the public sector and communities make significant
contributions to a partnership but are not full beneficiaries, such collaborations may
be considered exploitative.
Governance and oversight of large technology companies
Large technology companies, especially those located in China and the USA, are
expected to play a central role in the development and deployment of AI for health,
through partnerships, in-house development of AI or acquisition of other companies.
The role and involvement of these companies raises further considerations for
oversight of the private sector. Large technology companies, of which there are only
a few, wield significant power in the field of AI because of their human, economic
and technical resources, the data accumulated from their products and services,
the political influence they may be able to exert through their relationships and
partnerships with governments and their staff (see below) and their ability to use
their platforms to introduce products and services to large numbers of users, who are
regularly connected to their platforms.
Over time, large technology companies may develop even more diversified products
and services. Google is developing a range of diagnostic applications that are still
being examined for safety and efficacy, and its parent holding company, Alphabet, has
launched a new health insurance service that will work in partnership with SwissRe (318).
Companies may also launch products and services that could compete with, replace
or introduce a function or process that is usually managed by a government. Tencent
has introduced an application that uses information voluntarily supplied by individuals
to determine the type of health-care provider a patient should consult, partly to
resolve a practice in China whereby patients use their own research or intuition
to seek medical advice from specialists in areas unrelated to their condition.8 The
growth of telemedicine is providing opportunities for company-owned platforms to
move patients to their platforms, and they are enrolling doctors to provide services
via the platform. For example, Tencent WeDoctor, which works with the Government,
has enrolled at least 240 000 providers onto its platform and also 2700 hospitals
and 15 000 pharmacies. At least 27 million monthly users consult the “health-care
collaboration platform” for an AI-guided or a remote consultation. Users are then
matched with the appropriate specialist in the health-care system (319). This could
mean that, in the long term, governments might not so much regulate companies
that provide such services but might depend on them to fill gaps and manage parts

8 Presentation by Alexander Ng, Tencent, 27 August 2020, to the WHO Expert Group on AI for health.
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of the health-care system. Technology companies may supply the infrastructure for
operation of health-care services, which also creates dependence of governments on
the services and capabilities of the companies, rather than regulating the industry to
serve the needs of the government and the public.
As noted above, technology companies have begun to issue guiding principles for the
use of AI; however, they are sometimes viewed as “ethics washing”, may create a gap
in responsibility (assigning responsibility for retrospective harm), do not involve the
public in their development and may be administered in a way that is not transparent
to the public or to governments, with no involvement of the public or an independent
authority for oversight of adherence to the principles.
Provision of health care by the private sector outside the health-care system
The proliferation of AI applications for health outside the health-care system may
extend access to some health-care advice; however, such applications raise new
questions and concerns. An application may be developed without appropriate
reference to clinical standards; it may not be user friendly, especially for follow-up
services or procedures; patient safety may be compromised if individuals are not
connected to health-care services, such as lack of assistance to individuals with suicidal
ideation who use an AI chatbot; the efficacy of applications such as chatbots that may
not have been tested properly may be inadequate; and applications may not meet
the standards of privacy required for sensitive health data (319). As such applications
are not necessarily labelled as health-care services and may not even be known to
governments, the overall quality of health care could be compromised, and people
with no other options may be relegated to subpar services. Governments should
identify these applications, set common standards and regulations (or even prevent
some applications from being deployed to the public) and ensure that individuals who
use the applications retain access to appropriate health-care services that cannot be
provided online.
An enabling environment for effective governance of the private sector
Appropriate governance of the private sector must overcome a number of hurdles. One
is the power of many of the companies involved in delivering AI for health care. Many of
them employ former government officials and regulators, who are asked to lobby and
influence policy-makers and regulators charged with overseeing the use of AI for health
care. This can affect the ability of governments to act independently of companies.
A second challenge is that many of the technologies developed by companies
are increasingly difficult to evaluate and oversee, partly because of their growing
complexity, including the use of black-box algorithms and deep learning methods.
The growing complexity has encouraged both governments and companies to
consider models of “co-regulation”, whereby each party relies on the other to assess
and regulate a technology. While such models of oversight may assist governments in
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understanding a technology, they may limit the government’s exercise of independent
judgement and encourage them to trust that companies are willing to strictly selfregulate their practices.
Improving governance of the private sector in other ways will require more
independent in-house expertise and information so that governments can evaluate
and regulate company practices effectively. Thus, capacity-building of government
regulators and transparency will both play roles in improving government oversight
of the private sector. Such measures could include greater transparency of the
data collected and used by private companies, how ethical and legal principles are
integrated into company operations and how products and services perform in
practice, including how algorithms change over time.
Recommendations
1. Governments should ensure that the growing provision of health-related services
through online platforms that are not associated with the formal health-care system
is identified, regulated (including standards of privacy protection guaranteed within
health-care systems) and avoided for areas of health care in which the safety and
care of patients cannot be guaranteed. Governments should ensure that patients
who use such services also have access to appropriate formal health-care services
when required.
2. Governments should consider adopting models of co-regulation with the private
sector to understand an AI technology, without limiting independent regulatory
oversight. Governments should also consider building their internal capacity
to effectively regulate companies that deploy AI technologies and improve the
transparency of a company’s relevant operations.
3. Governments should consider establishing dedicated teams to conduct objective
peer reviews of software and system implementation by examining safety and
quality or general system functionality (fitness for purpose) without requiring
review or approval of a code.
4. Governments should consider which aspects of health-care delivery, financing,
services and access could be supplied by companies, how to hold them accountable
and which aspects should remain the obligation of governments.
5. Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs) that develop or deploy AI technologies for health
should be transparent (including in the terms and conditions of any agreement
between a government and a company) through meaningful engagement by the
public. Such partnerships should prioritize protection of individual and community
rights and governments should seek ownership rights to products and services so
that the outcomes of the PPP are affordable and available to all.
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6. Companies must adhere to national and international laws and regulations on the
development, commercialization and use of AI for health systems, including legally
enforceable human rights and ethical obligations, data protection laws, measures to
ensure appropriate informed consent and privacy.
7. Companies should invest in measures to improve the design, oversight, reliability
and self-regulation of their products. Companies should also consider licensing or
certification requirements for developers of “high-risk” AI, including AI for health.
8. Companies should ensure the greatest possible transparency in their internal policies
and practices that implicate their legal, ethical and human rights obligations as
established under the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights. They
should be transparent about how those ethical principles are implemented in practice,
including the outcomes of any actions taken to address violations of such principles.

9.4 Governance of the public sector

Use of AI in the public sector has increased recently, although it lags behind adoption
by the private sector. In 2019, OECD identified 50 countries that have launched or
are planning to launch national AI strategies, of which 36 plan to or have issued
separate strategies for public sector AI (320). In 2017, the United Arab Emirates was
the first country in the world to have a designated minister for AI, which has resulted
in increased use of AI in the health-care system, such as “pods” to detect early signs
of illness, AI-enabled telemedicine and use of AI to detect diabetic retinopathy (321).
Although use of AI has increased in the public sector, a review of nearly 1700 studies
found only 59 on use of AI in the public sector (320). There is no comprehensive
account of how governments are advancing the use of AI or integrating it into health
care. The OECD identified six broad roles for governments in AI, as a:
• financier or direct investor in AI technologies in both the public and the
private sector;
• “smart buyer” and co-developer, including PPPs and other forms
of collaboration with companies;
• regulator or rule-maker;
• convenor and standard setter;
• data steward; and
• user and services provider.
This section briefly addresses how governments should use AI ethically as investors in AI
technologies, as smart buyers and/or co-developers and as users and service providers.
It also addresses concern about ethics and human rights with increased use of AI to
manage social protection and welfare, programmes that often directly influence access
to health-care services and indirectly affect human health and well-being.
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Assessing whether AI is necessary and appropriate for use in the public sector
As for any use of AI by health professionals, governments must assess whether an
AI technology is necessary and appropriate for the intended use and can be used
according to its laws. The assessment could include an evaluation of whether use of AI
is appropriate. In India, the Government’s internal think tank, Niti Aayog, has proposed
constitution of an ethics committee to review procurement of AI in the public sector.
According to a draft proposal released in 2020, the committee “may be constituted
for the procurement, development, operations phase of AI systems and be made
accountable for adherence to the Responsible AI principles” (322). A requirement that
both ministries of health and public and private health-care providers observe legal
and ethical standards in the procurement of AI can encourage appropriate design of
AI technologies and provide a safeguard against harm.
The Government of the United Kingdom has established an analytical framework for
use of AI (323), which consists of the following: whether the available data contain
the required information; if it is ethical and safe to use the data and consistent with
the Government’s data ethics framework; if there are sufficient data for training AI;
whether the task is too large or repetitive for a human to undertake without difficulty;
and whether AI will provide information that a team could use to achieve real-world
outcomes.
Accountability through transparency and participation
Governments are increasingly required to disclose the use of algorithms in services
and operations in order to promote accountability for the use of AI, and many data
protection laws require that decisions not be taken solely by automated systems and
that use of automated decision-making be prevented in certain contexts. In France,
the Government is required to provide a general explanation of how any algorithm
it uses functions, personalized explanations of decisions issued by algorithms,
justification for decisions and publication of the source code and other documentation
about the algorithms (320).
In general, there is growing expectation that governments will be transparent about
their use of AI, including whether they are investing in AI, engaged in partnerships with
companies or developing AI independently in state-owned enterprises or government
agencies. It is also expected that governments will be transparent about any harm
caused by use of AI and the measures taken to redress any harm. A review conducted
by the United Kingdom Committee on Standards in Public Life found that the British
Government (during the period examined) had not met established principles of
openness and noted that “under the principle of openness, a current lack of information
about government use of AI risks undermining transparency” (324).
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Yet, transparency may not be sufficient to ensure that government use of algorithms
will not result in undue harm, especially for marginalized communities and populations.
Greater public participation by a wide range of stakeholders is necessary to ensure that
decisions about the introduction of an AI system in health care and elsewhere are not
taken only by civil servants and companies but are based on public participation of a
wider range of stakeholders, including representatives of public interest groups and
leaders of vulnerable groups that are often not involved in making such decisions. Their
perspectives should be obtained before and not only after identification of an adverse
effect, which is too late.
Appropriate collection, stewardship and use of data
The collection, storage and use of data according to ethical and legal standards also
applies to governments. Government use of data is prone to abuse, whether through
the sale or provision of data to private companies that violates the public trust or
sharing data obtained or collected for health-care purposes in other government
programmes, including enforcement of immigration laws or criminal justice. Such health
data, which often include information on location or behaviour, can then be used to
infringe on civil liberties directly. These uses of data undermine trust in the health-care
system and the willingness of individuals to provide data and use AI technologies that
are intended to improve the administration of health care and medicine.
Governments also face risks of bias in data that are collected for the development of
AI for use in the public sector. The obligation of the public sector to remain objective
may be undermined, as the “prevalence of data bias risks embedding and amplifying
discrimination in everyday public sector practice” (325). The review of use of AI in the public
sector in the United Kingdom also found that “data bias is an issue of serious concern, and
further work is needed on measuring and mitigating the impact of bias” (324).
Risks and opportunities in use of AI for provision of public services
and social protection
Governments have used AI to provide public services, including assessment of whether
an individual qualifies for certain services, in what is known generally as the “digital
welfare state”. Thus, digital data and technologies are used to automate, predict, identify
or disqualify potential recipients of social welfare. While some have championed this use
of AI as a means of eliminating redundant and repetitive tasks that both saves resources
and gives government employees more time to address more difficult issues (325), there
is concern that the digital welfare state could undermine access to social services and
welfare and especially affect poor and marginalized populations. According to a report
by the United Nations Special Rapporteur on extreme poverty and human rights, the
digital welfare state could become a “digital dystopia”, constricting budgets intended
for the provision of services, limiting those who qualify for government services,
creating new conditionality and introducing new sanctions to discourage the use of
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services (326). The report also notes that administering a welfare state through a digital
ecosystem can exacerbate inequality, as many poor and marginalized individuals do not
have adequate access to online services (326). Although the report does not discuss
use of AI to provide or refuse health-care services, such use could affect the provision
of health care in the public sector or, for example, the provision of health insurance
through the public or private sector.
Recommendations
1. Governments should conduct transparent, inclusive impact assessments before
selecting or using any AI technology for the health sector and regularly during
deployment and use. This should consist of ethics, human rights, safety, and data
protection impact assessments. Governments should also define legal and ethical
standards for procurement of AI technologies and require public and private healthcare providers to integrate those standards into their procurement practices.
2. Governments should be transparent about the use of AI for health, including
investment in use, partnerships with companies and development of AI in stateowned enterprises or government agencies, and should also be transparent about
any harm caused by use of AI.
3. Governments and national health authorities should ensure that decisions about
introducing an AI system for health care and other purposes are taken not only by
civil servants and companies but with the democratic participation of a wide range
of stakeholders and in response to needs identified by the public health sector and
patients. They should include representatives of public interest groups and leaders
of marginalized groups, who are often not considered in making such decisions.
4. Governments should develop and implement ethical, legally compliant principles for
the collection, storage and use of data in the health sector that are consistent with
internationally recognized data protection principles. In particular, governments
should take steps to avoid risks of bias in data that are collected and used for
development and deployment of AI in the public sector.
5. Governments should ensure that any use of AI to facilitate access to health care is
inclusive, such that uses of AI do not exacerbate existing health and social inequities
or create new ones.

9.5 Regulatory considerations

The largest national regulatory agencies, such as the Food and Drug Administration
in the USA, have been developing guidance and protocols to ensure the safety and
efficacy of new AI technologies; however, other regulatory agencies may have neither
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the capacity nor the expertise to approve use of such devices. A WHO working group
has been formed to address regulatory considerations for the use of AI for health
care and drug development and will issue a report and recommendations in 2021.
The present guidance identifies several ethical concerns that could be addressed by
regulatory agencies and the challenges that could arise.
Does regulation stifle innovation?
It is commonly asserted that stringent regulations will limit innovation and deprive
health-care systems, providers and patients of beneficial innovations. A balance must
be struck between protecting the public and promoting growth and innovation (159).
Use of AI for health is still new and often untested, and policy-makers and regulators
must consider numerous ethical, legal and human rights issues. For example,
regulators must identify those applications and AI-based devices that may be best
described as “snake oil”, a euphemism for deceptive marketing, health-care fraud or a
scam, which either misrepresents what an application can do, provides misinformation
or persuades vulnerable individuals to follow health advice that may be contrary to
their well-being (327).
Applications that provide no therapeutic or health benefit might be introduced
solely for collecting health and biological data for use in commercial marketing or to
encourage patients to pay for irrelevant or unproven health interventions (328). For
example, an academic obtained data from 300 000 Facebook users who were told
that the data were for a “psychological test”. Their data and data from an estimated 50
million other users linked to them (Facebook “friends”) were then sold to Cambridge
Analytica, which used them to build a software program to predict and influence
choices at the ballot box (329). Such malicious use of data collected nominally for
academic or health purposes could expose health systems, health providers and
companies that provide health-related AI services to significant risk.
Regulation could differ according to risk, such that those who are especially
vulnerable, including people with mental illness, children and the elderly, are protected
from misinformation and bad advice from health applications that exploit rather than
assist such individuals (159). People living in resource-poor settings, in countries
with inadequate resources to regulate and monitor adverse consequences of AI
applications and with diseases that result in marginalization and discrimination,
such as HIV/AIDS or tuberculosis, also require greater protection and oversight by
regulatory agencies than users of applications for lifestyle or wellness.
Transparency and explainability of AI-based devices
The black box of machine learning creates challenges for regulators, who may be
unable to fully assess new AI technologies because the standard measures used to
assess the safety and efficacy of medical technologies and scientific understanding
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and clinical trials are not appropriate for black-box medicine (255). Complex algorithms
are difficult for regulators to understand (partly because of lack of expertise in
regulatory agencies) and difficult for developers to explain.
Improving the scientific understanding (explainability) of an algorithm is considered
necessary to ensure that regulators (and clinicians and patients) understand how a
system arrives at a decision. Explainability is also a requirement of the EU’s GDPR and
is being introduced into legislation in other countries experiencing proliferation of AI
for health care and other fields (116). It has been argued that, if a trade-off is to be
made between transparency and accuracy, transparency should predominate. This
requirement may, however, not be possible or even desirable in the medical context.
While it is often possible to explain why a specific treatment is the best option for a
specific condition, it is not always possible to explain how that treatment works or its
mechanism of action, because medical interventions are sometimes used before their
mode of action is understood.
Trust in decisions and expert recommendations depends on the ability of experts
to explain why a certain system is the best option for achieving a clinical goal. Such
explanations should be based on reliable evidence of the superior accuracy and
precision of an AI system over alternatives. The evidence should be generated by
prospective testing of the system in randomized trials and not their performance
against existing datasets in a laboratory.
Understanding how a system arrives at judgements may be valuable for a variety of
reasons, but it should not take precedence over or replace sound, prospective evidence
of the system’s performance in prospective clinical trials. Explanations of how a system
arrives at a particular decision could encourage use of machine-learning systems for
purposes for which they are not well suited, as the models created by such systems
are based on associations among a wide range of variables, which are not necessarily
causal. If the associations are causal, practitioners might rely on them to make decisions
for which the system has not been tested or validated. Requiring every clinical AI
decision to be “explainable” could also limit the capacity of AI developers to use AI
technologies that outperform older systems but which are not explainable (116).
Clinical trials provide assurance that unanticipated hazards and consequences of AIbased applications can be identified, addressed and avoided entirely, and additional
testing and monitoring of an approved AI device can demonstrate its performance
and any changes that may occur after it has been approved. Clinical trials, especially
those carried out with diverse populations, can also indicate whether an AI technology
is biased against certain sub-groups, races or ethnicities (see below). Clinical trials may
not, however, be appropriate because of their cost, because it takes a long time to
conduct a trial properly, because the validity of the results may be called into question
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if an algorithm is expected to change over time with new data, and because AI-based
technologies and products are increasingly personalized to smaller populations and
therefore more difficult to test with enough individuals (255).
Clinical trial designs and statistical analysis strategies should be re-evaluated, and
innovation should be encouraged in these areas of AI validation. While AI should
properly be validated in clinical trials or other applicable ways, AI itself could potentially
allow even more accurate trials of device or drug effectiveness with smaller patient
populations through enhanced patient–trial matching, data analytics efficiency and
other approaches. This might become relevant during the COVID-19 pandemic as
recruitment and access to health-care facilities is challenged.
Regulators could introduce “lighter premarket scrutiny” in the place of clinical trials for
AI technologies for health, by assessing the safeguards put in place by developers, the
quality of the data used, development techniques, validation procedures and “robust
post-market oversight”. This might, however, be difficult to implement in practice,
especially post-market oversight of novel algorithms (255), and may be too late to
prevent harm to people who are especially vulnerable, such as those who have no
access to a health-care provider who could protect them from a misguided diagnosis
or advice. The transparency of the initial dataset could be improved, including the
provenance of the data and how they were processed, as could the transparency of
the system architecture (115). Such transparency would allow others to validate an AI
technology independently and increase the trust of users.
While greater transparency of the components of an AI system, including its source
code, data inputs and analytical approach, can facilitate regulatory oversight, some
transparency may misplace focus. Reviewing lines of code would be time-consuming
and unlikely to be informative in comparison with the performance, functionality and
accuracy of the system both before and after it is integrated into a health-care system.
Addressing bias
Regulatory agencies should create incentives to encourage developers to identify
and avoid biases. One example is the addition of measures to a precertification
programme hosted by the US Food and Drug Administration, the Digital Health
Innovation Action Plan (330). The programme already assesses medical software on
the basis of criteria of excellence, including quality. The criteria for quality and other
criteria set by regulatory agencies could include the risk of bias in training data (330).
Robust post-marketing surveillance to identify biases in machine-learning algorithms,
including in collaboration with providers and communities likely to be affected by
biased algorithms, could improve regulatory oversight.
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Ethical considerations for LMIC and HIC with poor health outcomes
LMIC often have insufficient regulatory capacity, so that they are unable to assess the
safety and efficacy of new technologies. Regulatory agencies in LMIC could consider
either relying on regulatory approval of AI technologies in HIC or use of collaborative
registration procedures to ensure that new technologies are appropriate for use.
Global harmonization of regulatory standards would ensure that all countries benefit
from rigorous testing, transparent communication of outcomes and monitoring of a
technology’s performance. International harmonization of regulatory standards, based
on those of HIC, or reliance on other regulatory agencies or the assurances of product
developers is founded on the assumption that the criteria used to develop or assess a
new technology in HIC is appropriate for LMIC contexts and populations. This may not
be the case, and it is likely that AI health technologies cannot be transposed between
divergent settings, including between LMIC and HIC (115). This may be due not only
to the types of data used to train the algorithm but also to the assumptions and
definitions used in developing an AI technology, such as what constitutes “healthy”,
which may be defined by a small group of developers located in one company or
country and validated by regulators in HIC with no consideration of whether the
assumptions are appropriate for LMIC (183).
Regulators may also make assumptions about the context in which an AI technology
was introduced. AI technologies may have “contextual bias”, whereby the algorithms
may not recommend safe, appropriate or cost–effective treatments for low-income
or low-resource settings (193) or for countries that have resources but in which
segments of the population still have poor health outcomes, as is often the case in
some HIC. The developer of a technology for a high-income setting in which most of
the population have good health outcomes may neither anticipate nor build an AI
technology to anticipate differences from LMIC settings or from other HIC with poor
health outcomes, and a regulator, even if it requires prospective clinical trials, may not
require data on how the technology operates in LMIC or certain high-income settings.
While the transparency of the data used to train algorithms, the context in which
an algorithm is trained and other material assumptions are necessary, they may
only delay use of an AI technology, thus avoiding harm, but not bestow any benefit.
Improving the performance and use of AI technologies in LMIC and certain HIC and
ensuring that the technologies are adapted to reality will require different incentives,
approaches and developers of technologies that are appropriate for all people (193).
Recommendations
1. Governments should introduce and enforce regulatory standards for new AI
technologies to promote responsible innovation and to avoid the use of harmful,
insecure or dangerous AI technologies for health.
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2. Government regulators should require the transparency of certain aspects of an
AI technology, while accounting for proprietary rights, to improve oversight and
assurance of safety and efficacy. This may include an AI technology’s source code,
data inputs and analytical approach.
3. Government regulators should require that an AI system’s performance be tested
and sound evidence obtained from prospective testing in randomized trials and not
merely from comparison of the system with existing datasets in a laboratory.
4. Government regulators should provide incentives to developers to identify,
monitor and address relevant safety- and human rights-related concerns during
product design and development and should integrate relevant guidelines into
precertification programmes. Regulators should also mandate or conduct robust
marketing surveillance to identify biases.

9.6 Policy observatory and model legislation

As AI plays a more prominent role in health systems, governments are introducing
national policies and laws to govern its use in health. To ensure that such laws and
policies address the ethical concerns and the opportunities associated with use of AI,
the OECD launched a policy observatory in 2020 that “aims to help countries enable,
nurture and monitor the responsible development of trustworthy artificial intelligence
systems for the benefit of society” (331).
WHO supports such initiatives and, on the basis of the ethical principles and findings
outlined in this report, is exploring collaboration with the OECD on a policy observatory
to identify and analyse relevant policies and laws. It is critical that WHO collaborate with
other well-placed intergovernmental organizations with wider membership, including
of LMIC, such as other United Nations agencies. WHO may also consider issuing
model legislation as a reference for governments to develop their own laws to ensure
appropriate protection, regulations, rules and safeguards to build the trust of the general
public, providers and patients in the use of AI in health-care systems, and, for example,
for the management of data and information in ways that improve the accuracy and
utility of AI while not compromising privacy, confidentiality or informed consent.
Recommendations
1. WHO should work in a coordinated manner with appropriate intergovernmental
organizations to identify and formulate laws, policies and best practices for ethical
development, deployment and use of AI technologies for health.
2. WHO should consider issuing model legislation to be used as a reference for
governments that wish to build an appropriate legal framework for the use of
AI for health.
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9.7 Global governance of artificial intelligence

AI is playing an ever-expanding role worldwide. AI has already contributed US$ 2
trillion to global gross domestic product, which could rise to more than US$ 15 trillion
by 2030 (332). The importance of AI can also be measured by the positive or negative
role it might play in achievement of the Sustainable Development Goals. According
to one study, AI could enable accomplishment of 134 of the targets but inhibit
achievement of 59 targets (6).
Ethical principles, regulatory frameworks and national laws on AI continue to proliferate,
providing a form of governance; however, the ethical principles and guidance on
adherence to international human rights obligations related to AI remain nascent
and differ widely among countries, in the public and the private sector and between
governments and companies; the platforms of several companies boast more users
or subscribers than those of the most populous countries. Thus, company standards
influence the control of many AI technologies, including those used in health care.
With the increase in AI standards and laws around the world and diffusion of how and
where AI ethics is managed, additional international oversight and enforcement may
be necessary to ensure convergence on a core set of principles and requirements
that meet ethical principles and human rights obligations. Otherwise, the short-term
economic gains that could be made with AI could encourage some governments and
companies to ignore ethical requirements and human rights obligations and engage
in a “race to the bottom”.
First, technical advice from and the engagement of WHO and other intergovernmental
organizations such as the Council of Europe, OECD and UNESCO and respect for
ethical principles and human rights standards can ensure that companies and
governments both move towards common high standards (333). In the domain of
global health, this will also require that major global health bodies, such as WHO, the
Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria, United Nations development
agencies and foundations, agree on a common position about the risks associated
with these technologies and clearly commit themselves to adherence to human rights
and ethical standards as a core principle of all strategies and guidance (333).
Secondly, global governance could strengthen the voice and role of LMIC, which are
less involved in developing AI technologies or in setting international principles. LMIC
also lag in use of AI, including in health, partly because of the enduring digital divide,
and may not yet have the capacity to regulate use of AI. Thus, global governance
could improve access to information and communication and digital technologies in
LMIC, guide LMIC governments in accurate assessment of the benefits and risks of AI
technologies and hold companies accountable for their practices in LMIC.
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Thirdly, global governance could ensure that all governments can adapt to the
changes that will be wrought as these technologies become ever more sophisticated
and powerful. Independent scientific advice and evidence will be necessary as AI
technologies evolve and are translated into policy guidance. For the use of AI for
health, it is critical that global health agencies promote only those AI technologies that
have been rigorously tested and validated as health interventions by an appropriate
authority, such as WHO, and assessed for risks (333).
Global governance of use of AI for health will consist partly of adapting governance
structures, including the policies and practices of global health agencies, treatment
guidelines issued by WHO and global agreements to meet certain health objectives,
such as eliminating HIV and AIDS by 2030. Furthermore, global standards should
be set for all ethical concerns of AI for health, such as impacts on labour, data
governance, privacy, ownership and autonomous decision-making.
As for the use of many other health technologies, nongovernmental organizations and
community groups will play critical roles in ensuring that human rights obligations and
ethical principles are considered from the onset of decision-making and respected in
practice and that governments and companies introduce appropriate safeguards to
prevent and respond to any risks and swiftly redress any negative consequences of
the use of AI. Civil society and affected communities should participate in the design of
AI technologies, and international organizations should work with nongovernmental
organizations and affected populations to develop and mainstream guidance for
governments and companies.
Several efforts have been made to improve global governance of AI, including the joint
initiative of the governments of Canada and France to establish the Global Partnership
on AI in June 2020, which now comprises 19 countries. It is intended to convene global
AI experts and provide guidance on AI topics, including the future of work, data and
privacy (334). Its first summit was held in December 2020 (335).
Such welcome bilateral and multilateral initiatives should feed into global processes
based on the perspectives of all countries. For example, the United Nations SecretaryGeneral’s Roadmap for digital cooperation (336) recommended in 2019
creating a strategic and empowered multi-stakeholder high-level body,
building on the experience of the existing multi-stakeholder advisory group,
which would address urgent issues, coordinate follow-up action on Forum
discussions and relay proposed policy approaches and recommendations
from the Forum to the appropriate normative and decision-making forums.
Such a multi-stakeholder body would contribute to the wider governance and standard-
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setting required for AI and provide means for addressing many of the challenges and
questions related to the ethics and governance of the use of AI for health.
Recommendations
1. Governments should support global governance of AI for health to ensure that
the development and diffusion of AI technologies is in accordance with the full
spectrum of ethical norms, human rights protection and legal obligations.
2. Global health bodies such as WHO, Gavi, the Vaccines Alliance, the Global Fund
to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria, Unitaid and major foundations should
commit themselves to ensuring that adherence to human rights obligations, legal
safeguards and ethical standards is a core obligation of all strategies and guidance.
3. International agencies, such as the Council of Europe, OECD, UNESCO and
WHO, should develop a common plan to address the ethical challenges and the
opportunities of using AI for health, for example through the United Nations
Interagency Committee on Bioethics. The plan should include providing coherent
legal and technical support to governments to comply with international ethical
guidelines, human rights obligations and the guiding principles established in this
report.
4. Governments and international agencies should engage nongovernmental and
community organizations, particularly for marginalized groups, to provide diverse
insights.
5. Civil society should participate in the design and use of AI technologies for health
as early as possible in their conceptualization.
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ANNEX. CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE ETHICAL
DESIGN, DEPLOYMENT AND USE OF ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE TECHNOLOGIES FOR HEALTH
The following provides practical guidance for several key groups that use AI in the health
field: AI designers and developers, ministries of health and health care institutions and
providers. It reflects the main principles, ideas and recommendations in this report.

A1. Considerations for AI developers

The following considerations are for individuals, research organizations and
companies involved in the design, deployment and updating of AI technologies used
in health. AI developers include professionals with expertise in computer science or
AI, who often also have a background in clinical or health care. Some AI developers
are not sited in health systems, even though the products they design will play an
increasingly important role in health. Some providers and hospitals are investing in
and designing AI technologies and should consider the issues listed below with their
existing ethical obligations as medical providers.
Developers, research organizations and companies should consider systems to ensure
that the values, principles and processes that guide their operations are aligned with
the expectations of health systems.
The considerations listed below are not comprehensive but are steps that developers
and companies should take to ensure that the technologies they design and deploy
are used for the benefit of patients and providers. Three areas should be considered:
the design, development and deployment of an AI technology, with further
consideration of improving it after deployment.
Designing an AI technology
1. Clarify the objectives
An AI technology or tool can be used alone or as an integral part of a system.
The intended uses, the values and the indirect outcomes for users should be
clearly defined.
Specific considerations:
• Define the intended uses and the expected outcomes.
• What are the main functions of the tool?
• Who will use the tool?
• How will it be used
• When and where will it be used or not used?
• Will there be secondary (indirect) users?
• How should the objectives and functions be prioritized according
to the available resources?
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• Will use of the tool have indirect outcomes?
• Are the validity and efficiency of the tool limited over time?
2. Engage multiple stakeholders and understand contexts.
AI technologies used in health care depend on the context and must be designed to
work appropriately for different types of health-care providers and different uses by
patients or practitioners before, during or after clinical care.
Specific considerations:
• Define all possible contexts in which the AI technology will be used, including
geographical scope, users’ background and main languages, digital skills and
regulatory frameworks.
• Involve individuals who understand various contexts in design to align the objectives
and expected outcomes and avoid transferring bias from the data and amplifying it.
• Design, discuss and validate the formulation, conceptualization, proposed approach
and solution with stakeholders in the targeted settings, including policy- and
decision-makers, project owners and leaders, project managers, solution engineers
and developers, potential users, domain experts and experts in ethics and
information privacy.
• Clearly delineate responsibilities during design, development and deployment and
the conditions to be fulfilled for attribution of responsibility.
• Determine the operational and technical limitations to designing, developing, testing,
using and maintaining the tool, including human resources, expertise and software
and hardware requirements.
3. Define relevant ethical issues through consultation.
Each AI technology will require consideration of ethical issues, such as bias, privacy,
data collection and use and human autonomy (among the principles listed in section
5 of this report). Ethical concerns that often emerge during consultation should be
identified and integrated into the design and development. (Recommendations for
addressing bias and privacy, two ethical issues that are often relevant for the design of
AI technologies for health, are discussed below.)
4. Assess risks.
Risk assessment and mitigation are necessary in the design and development of
technologies for use in human health. Risk should be assessed at each stage of
development and reassessed regularly with stakeholders. The aim of developers
should be for the AI technology to achieve the intended outcomes with a reduced
level of risk. All major trade-offs should be clearly identified and considered.
Specific considerations:
• What are the expected outcomes?
• What are the potential secondary and unexpected outcomes?
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• What would be the impact and consequences of the unexpected outcomes?
• What are the available resources and potential trade-offs?
• What approaches would mitigate risk?
5. Address biases.
Biases in data due to past or continuing discrimination could be replicated. An AI
technology should be used only if such bias can be mitigated. AI should be designed
to reduce inequities and bias.
Specific considerations:
• Determine how the study data were collected and how new study data will be
collected, and look for any bias in the data according to the context.
• Consider the majority and minority groups included in the data and whether any
under-representation that results in bias can be mitigated.
• Examine the effects of ethnicity, age, race, gender and other traits, and ensure that
AI technologies with biases do not have negative impacts on individuals and groups
according to these different characteristics.
• Prepare effectively and demonstrably for post-implementation surveillance of the
application.
6. Privacy by design and privacy by default
All possible steps should be taken to safeguard the security, privacy and confidentiality
of the information used to develop and validate an AI technology in relevant contexts
and of the information and data collected and produced by the AI technology.
Specific considerations:
• Map the possible vulnerability of an AI technology with respect to
privacy and reverse engineering in context.
• Identify data protection vulnerabilities in contracts and collaborations
with (other) commercial parties and data-sharing systems and networks.
• Select design options that favour privacy and ensure that any reduction
in privacy is consciously agreed to.
• Safeguard data protection and privacy preservation over time and with
technology updates.
Developing an AI technology
1. Identify regulatory requirements.
Regulatory frameworks for AI are evolving. While most regulatory frameworks address
data protection, data security and privacy, emerging governance guidelines include
equal access and human autonomy. Compliance measures should be included in
development and updates of a technology.
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Specific considerations:
• Adhere to country-specific or regional export rules and guidelines, such as the
EU GDPR, Singapore’s Personal Data Protection Act or the US Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act.
• Identify open concepts and open norms that should be specified for compliance, e.g.
in GDPR Article 22, the “far reaching effects” in “Person may not be subjected solely
to automated decision procedure with far reaching effects”.
• Define relevant open norms and concepts that can be justified to affected parties
and experts with relevant knowledge of the application.
2. Establish data management plans.
Clear management plans and protection guidelines should be established for data
collection, storage, organization and access to ensure data security and safeguard
privacy and confidentiality.
Specific considerations:
• Understand the data collection and sharing requirements and regulations in the
countries, sectors and institutions of potential users, including legal requirements
for managing consent for the use of training data.
• Determine the type of data that are being collected and where and how the
data will be stored.
• Assess the physical infrastructure and operational processes that can be
used to ensure data security and integrity.
• Understand and determine how confidentiality and privacy will be protected
in different contexts.
• Establish guidelines and protocols for proper collection, storage, organization,
access and use of personal, proprietary and public data in different contexts.
• Determine how long the data will be stored, when the data could be shared
and other temporal considerations.
• Give preference to the use of anonymized data whenever possible.
• Determine who is responsible for data governance and ensure appropriate follow-up.
• Clearly identify all groups who will have access to the data throughout
the product’s life cycle.
• Determine any type of secondary use of data that could be allowed.
3. Adopt standards and best practices.
Ensure the compliance and/or interoperability of the AI technology with other
technologies that will be introduced into health systems. One or more established
international, regional or national standards and/or performance benchmarks for an
AI technology should be adopted according to regulations, guidance and application
requirements, design and development plans.
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Specific considerations (examples of standards):
• ISO standards (security and privacy)
• US National Institute of Standards and Technology (security and privacy)
• IEEE 7000 series (privacy and fairness)
• Health Level 7 (transfer of administrative and clinical health data)
Deploying an AI technology and improving it after deployment
1. Engage and educate multiple stakeholders for deployment and maintenance.
Prioritize inclusivity throughout to ensure better understanding of needs and to build
adapted solutions for multiple stakeholders.
Specific considerations
• Clearly delineate responsibility for what to do, when and how.
• Design, discuss and validate the proposed approach with various stakeholders in all
targeted regions, including policy- and decision-makers, project owners and leaders,
project managers, solution engineers and developers, potential users, domain
experts and experts in ethics and information privacy.
• Train stakeholders in why, how and when to use the tool, including the main objectives,
functions and features and differences among usage scenarios, when applicable.
• Engage continuously with stakeholders, and support users.
2. Evaluate and improve performance.
The outcomes and impact on health care of the AI technology should be assessed
formally, and the design and development of the technology continuously improved
according to the ethical principles that initially guided its development and to new
governance guidelines and all applicable legal obligations and regulations. The risks
of the technology and of its intended usage in different health care settings should be
assessed regularly to manage its deployment, continuous development and maintenance.
Specific considerations
The accuracy and risks of error of the AI technology should be evaluated to assess
implications for:
• Incorporating, verifying and validating changes to the tool or system;
• monitoring and ensuring the effectiveness and usefulness of the tool
or system over time;
• how long the results or the technology can be used;
• how often the tool or system should be updated; and
• who is responsible for updating.
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A2. Considerations for ministries of health

The following considerations are intended for ministries of health, which will have the
primary responsibility for determining whether and how AI technologies should be
integrated into health systems, the conditions under which they should be used, the
protection of individuals that must accompany use of such technologies and policies
that can address both expected and unexpected ethical challenges. Evaluation,
regulation, deployment and oversight of AI technologies will require inter-ministerial
coordination. Thus, while these considerations are directed to ministries of health,
implementation will require collaboration with other relevant ministries, such as of
information technology and education.
These considerations are not comprehensive but may be a starting-point for ministries
of health to ensure that the use of AI technologies is consonant with the wider
objective of the government to provide affordable, equitable, appropriate, effective
health care, with the goal of attaining universal health coverage. Three areas should
be considered: how ministries should protect the health and safety of patients, how
they should prepare for the introduction and use of AI technologies and how they
should address ethical and legal challenges and protect human rights.
How to protect the health and safety of patients
1. Assess whether AI technologies are appropriate and necessary.
AI technologies should be used only if they are necessary and appropriate and
contribute to achieving universal health coverage. They should not divert attention and
resources from proven but underfunded interventions that would reduce morbidity
and mortality.
Specific considerations
• Evaluate the institutional and regulatory context and infrastructure to determine
whether the technology would be as cost–effective as “traditional” technologies and
whether its introduction and use are in accordance with human rights.
• Conduct an impact assessment before deciding whether to implement or continue
use of AI in the health system.
• Calculate the risk–benefit ratio of adoption, investment and uptake of an AI
technology, and make the information available to stakeholders so that they can
provide input to any evaluation or decision.
• Manage the ethical challenges of the AI technology (e.g. equitable access, privacy)
appropriately.
2. Testing, monitoring and evaluation
AI must be rigorously tested, monitored and evaluated. Clinical trials can provide
assurance that any unanticipated hazards or consequences of AI-based applications
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are identified and addressed (or avoided entirely) and an approved AI device can be
re-tested and monitored to measure its performance and any changes that may occur
once it has been approved.
Regulatory agencies can support testing, transparent communication of outcomes
and monitoring of’ the performance and efficacy of a technology. Many LMIC still lack
sufficient regulatory capacity to assess drugs, vaccines and devices, and the rapid
arrival of AI technologies could mean that their regulatory agencies cannot accurately
assess or regulate such technologies for the public good.
Specific considerations
• Countries should have sufficient regulatory capacity to ensure rigorous scrutiny
of AI technologies on which countries rely in health care.
• For certain low-risk AI technologies, regulators may consider “lighter”
premarket scrutiny.
• AI technologies should be tested prospectively in randomized trials and
not against existing laboratory datasets.
• Regulatory scrutiny should be applied when data from non-health devices
are imputed and used to train AI health technologies.
3. Assign liability.
Reliance on AI technologies entails responsibility, accountability and liability
and also compensation for any undue damage.
Specific considerations
• Ministry of health experts should evaluate AI tools to ensure accountability for any
negative consequences that arise from their use.
• Liability rules used in clinical care and medicine should be modified to assess
and assign liability, including product liability, the personal liability of decisionmakers, input liability and liability to data donors. The rules should include causal
responsibility, objective liability regimes and liability for retrospective harm as well
as mechanisms for assigning vicarious liability when appropriate.
4. Ensure that all people are guaranteed redress in the legal system.
Processes should be available for compensation of undue damage caused by
use of AI technologies.
Specific considerations
• Independent oversight should be available to ensure equitable access to health care
of appropriate quality.
• Swift, accessible mechanisms should be available for complaint, including for patients
and health staff to demand protection of personal data and particularly of sensitive
health data.
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Prepare for the introduction and use of AI technologies.
1. Institutional preparedness and technical capacity
Ministries of health should have the necessary human and technical resources to realize
the full benefits of AI technologies for health while mitigating any negative impacts.
Specific considerations
• Training and capacity-building based on established criteria should be organized for
government officials to evaluate whether an AI technology is based on ethical principles.
• Health-care authorities and medical professionals should be involved and engaged in
AI design and, when possible, software engineering.
• Civil society, medical staff and patient groups should be consulted about the
introduction of AI technology and included in both external audit and monitoring
of its functioning.
• The introduction of an AI technology should be accompanied by appropriate
investments by the health system to capture its benefits. For example, tools to
predict a disease outbreak should be complemented by robust surveillance
systems and other measures to respond effectively to an outbreak.
2. Infrastructure for AI technologies
The right infrastructure is a prerequisite for proper deployment of AI in a
health-care system.
Specific considerations
• Criteria should be established to identify and measure the infrastructure
requirements, including for operation, maintenance and oversight.
• When necessary, infrastructure should be provided or strengthened with civil
society support and international cooperation.
• Ministries of health should identify effective alternatives if any infrastructure is
lacking, if the AI technology is too expensive or if it poses a high risk to patients.
3. Management of data
Data must be of high quality to prevent unintended harm from use of AI systems, as
limited, low-quality or inaccurate data could result in biased inferences, misleading
data analyses and poorly designed applications for health. Other critical elements of
health data management include protecting the privacy and confidentiality of patient
data and the rules for sharing such data.
Specific considerations
• Data processing (including from non-medical devices) and its representativeness,
accuracy, harmonization, accessibility, interoperability and reusability should be
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regulated, with the informed consent of data providers (patients).
• Access to and use of data from digital self-care applications and/or wearable
technologies should also be regulated. Data from these applications and
technologies should be collected, stored and used in accordance with principles for
data minimization.
• Patients and consumers who provide data should have access to and be allowed to
reuse and thereby benefit from their data. Their data should not be monopolized by
an AI technology provider.
• Quality control measures should be implemented to ensure the representativeness
of data from different population groups.
• Mechanisms and procedures should be in place to collect relevant patient data
to train AI technology according to the environment, culture and specifics of the
community in which the technology is intended to be used.
• Patients and consumers should know what data are used in training AI systems.
Address ethical and legal challenges and protect human rights.
1. Preserve and enhance human autonomy.
AI technologies for health should enhance human decision-making and empower
medical professionals (clinicians and providers) rather than replace them.
Specific considerations
• Human judgement should be used with regard to prediction of disease and/or
recommended treatment by an AI technology.
• Ministries of health should designate the types of information with which a clinician
should be provided to make an independent judgement about an AI result or
outcome.
• Meaningful, clear information should be provided to patients to allow them to make
informed decisions about health recommendations based on AI technology.
2. Patient agency with regard to predictive algorithms
Use of AI predictive analytics in health care raises ethical concern with respect to
informed consent and individual autonomy in decisions about patient and consumer
health.
Specific considerations
• The need for an AI technology should be assessed, with the risk of the technology
to patient autonomy and well-being.
• Patients should be allowed to refuse AI technologies for health.
• A mechanism should be available to inform patients of the benefits, risks, value,
constraints, novelty and scope of an AI tool.
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3. Privacy, confidentiality and informed consent in the collection and use of patient data
The autonomy and trust of patients who provide data are paramount, especially
meaningful individual control over data. Health-data processing should include
respect for the right to privacy and should ensure that patients maintain control over
decisions, including their informed consent.
Specific considerations:
• Up-to-date data protection and confidentiality laws should be a prerequisite
for use of AI.
• Independent oversight and other forms of redress should be available to
protect patient privacy and data confidentiality.
• Data protection supervisory agencies should have sufficient resources for
effective privacy protection.
• Ministries of health should employ experts to determine whether AI tools meet
standards of privacy to foster the general trust of patients who provide data.
• Ministries of health should have a protocol for collecting, storing and sharing
personal data or data that could be identified and ensure that the data are managed
in such a way as to protect privacy, including confidentiality and informed consent.
• Ministries of health should ensure that patients have the right to refuse data
collection by and the data-sharing requirements of an AI technology. Explicit consent
should be given for secondary uses of health data.
• Ministries of health should limit the collection of data to those required and not
collect additional data.
• Ministries of health should provide training for health staff in the implications for the
human rights of patients as part of capacity-building for use of AI technology.
4. Transparency of AI technologies for health
AI technologies must be provided and relied on transparently in order to assign
responsibility and ensure trust and protection of patient rights.
Specific considerations:
• Ministry of health experts should transparently evaluate an AI technology developed
by others and make the results of such assessments publicly available throughout
the life-cycle of the AI system.
• Ministries of health should ensure that clinicians can explain how an AI system has
been validated to patients and their families.
• External experts should have enough information about the AI system and its
training data to make independent assessments.
5. Ensure equitable access to AI technologies and related health care.
When an AI technology is considered necessary (see above), ministries of health have
an ethical obligation to ensure equitable access to that technology. Diagnostic use of
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AI should be extended carefully to avoid situations in which large numbers of people
receive an accurate diagnosis of a health condition in the absence of appropriate
treatment options.
Specific considerations
• Ministries of health have a duty to ensure equitable access to all to AI-based health
care, regardless of gender, geography, ethnicity and other conditions.
• Ministries of health have a duty to provide treatment after AI-based testing and
confirmation of disease.
• Ministries of health should ensure that the benefits of data from AI are fairly shared
with the patients who provided the data for AI training and not monopolized by
technology service providers.
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A3. Considerations for health-care institutions and providers

The following considerations are intended for health-care institutions and providers,
such as hospitals, doctors and nurses. While programmers may be those primarily
responsible for the design of AI technologies and ministries of health and regulatory
agencies for approval and selection of such technologies for use, health-care providers
determine which technologies to use and how and may also provide direct feedback to
the health-care system, the medical community and the designers of the technologies
about whether they meet the needs of patients.
The following is not comprehensive but may be used as a starting point as health-care
providers increase use of AI for health care. Use of AI technologies for health outside
regular health-care settings is discussed in section 3.1 of the report. Three areas are
considered: whether the AI technology is necessary and appropriate; whether the
context in which the AI technology will be used is appropriate; and whether a healthcare provider should use a particular AI technology.
Is the AI technology necessary and appropriate?
1. Prioritize safety.
Use of AI technology in health care will inadvertently address and could amplify riskprone decisions, procedures or both. Technology-related risks must be counteracted
by risk mitigation strategies, which should be integrated into AI decision-making or be
applicable to AI decisions.
2. Promote transparency.
Introduction of any AI technology must be sufficiently transparent that it can be
criticized, by the public or by internal review mechanisms.
Specific considerations:
• The source code should be fully disclosed.
• Algorithms must be open to criticism by an in-house or other appropriate expert.
• The data used to train the algorithm, whether certain groups were systematically
excluded from such data, how the training data were labelled and by whom
(including expertise and appropriateness of labelling) should be known.
• The underlying principles and value sets used for decision trees should be
transparent.
• The learned code should be available for independent audit and review by
appropriate third parties.
3. Address bias.
Bias due to past or continuing discrimination could be replicated. An AI technology
should be used only if such bias can be mitigated, and AI should be designed to
reduce inequity and bias.
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Specific considerations:
• Ensure that AI with certain biases does not have negative impacts according
to race or ethnicity or that the bias can be mitigated.
• If bias cannot be removed, ensure that this is stated transparently and reflected
in decisions, e.g. to be taken into consideration by a provider or patient.
4. Safeguard privacy
Health-care providers must prevent re-identification, especially for datasets that can
be linked by third parties to re-identify individuals.
Specific considerations
• Understand issues related to privacy and reverse engineering.
• Ensure that any option for use of an AI technology in a clinical setting favours privacy
and that any reduction in privacy is actively agreed.
• Take the necessary measures to prevent leakage of identifiable information.
5. Institute regular challenge and review.
Even if an AI technology is deemed appropriate up front, it must be subject to regular
challenge and review. This may be necessary due to software erosion, changes in
context over time and changes in the AI technology itself as it continues to learn from
new data and evolves.
Specific considerations:
• Establish regular technical review, including external review.
• Review whether the AI is having the intended impact, is filling a gap in need and is
improving health care.
Is the context in which the AI technology will be used appropriate?
1. Assess whether the AI technology is necessary and appropriate in each clinical
setting.
Specific considerations:
• Determine whether the AI technology offers advantages over what is currently
offered and fills a gap.
• Compare the risks and benefits of the AI technology with those of current
technology.
• Ensure that the AI technology is necessary and the problem is clearly stated to
ensure effective delivery of care that justifies use of the technology.
• Ensure that the AI technology is based on sufficient electronic health data.
• Ensure that the health data used were acquired in an ethical manner.
• Ensure the necessary infrastructure for use of the AI technology.
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• Confirm the support of experts, including partnerships with academic institutions
and commercial entities, and appropriate agreements with respect to IP,
accountability, confidentiality, ethics, access and commercialization.
• Establish commonly agreed ethical principles for the collection, sharing and use of
the data and its governance.
2. Understand local perspectives.
The perspectives of local consumers should be recognized, particularly the sovereignty
of indigenous peoples over their data for the collective benefit of people. This includes
determining whether the health service has a “social license” to use AI, i.e. the consent
of communities and/or individuals.
Specific considerations:
• Public and consumer communication and education about AI should be adequate.
• Providers should secure a “social license” from the communities involved.
• Providers should ensure sovereignty and governance of indigenous populations over
their data.
Should a health-care provider use the AI technology?
1. Ensure that the information provided by an AI technology can be interpreted.
The information derived by an AI technology must be interpreted by a clinician.
Human judgement is critical, and the context is important. Clinicians should be able
understand the data and variables so that they can explain the principles of the AI
application to themselves, colleagues, patients and families.
2. Understand the level of risk.
Decisions made by clinicians on the basis of an AI technology must be transparent
and based on understanding that they are appropriate or commensurate with any
risk. AI should be used in prevention, treatment, rehabilitation and/or palliative care
only if it the risk–benefit ratio is positive. It should not be used if the influence of
the technology on risk is unclear or if it could increase or exacerbate risk. Specific
guidelines for medical research involving human beings must be followed if AI
technology is used experimentally.
3. Ensure responsible use of AI.
Health-care providers must not only ensure that an AI technology is technically
accurate but also consider whether it can be used responsibly. Health-care providers
should state specifically why AI is appropriate in a particular situation.
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